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vice from a woman Physician,
board at No. 6 Free st.

(obtain
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rooms
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HENRY
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PROVIDENCE,

H. L. GREGG &
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pahlic is respectfully called to the

a here

named Cempaniea.
M. W. HUNGER.

Boston.

$10,000,000,

J. W. HUNGER &
J. AL.

SOX, Agents.

FIRE

J. B. Hamel, Ja.

AND

MARINE

INSURANCE.

L

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
No. 80

jyParticular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

EXCHANGE

_

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, D. S.)

Counsellor

Attorney and

LAW!

AT

D. STAPLES, Prest.

,206State st..Boston.

■

_

Massey & Co.,

Merchants,

General Commission
room
Hanrd

of Trade

xx,
Baildiag,

$800,000.00.

Exchange

Ins.

Amazon Ins.

$580,692.18.

Refer to 1st Nat’l

parties.

$758,098.75.
B. D.

WEST,

Sec.

Exchange & Fore Sts., Portland, Tie.
in tbe Porillard Fire Insurance

Co., will please
ready.
L. S. TWOiVBLY, Agent.

are now

eod-3m

febl

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

A. W. Webster.

ja26*2m_

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

Mo.

R1JSINE8S PAPER Bought and sold, and
Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made

on

approved

ollaterals.

and all first-class securities
commission.

ORDERS for Bonds

executed

on

dec22

eod6m__

PAYSON & PAYSON,
Attorneys and Counsellors at

(ORGANIZED

51

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of tbe Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs
31st day of December, 1871.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
$5,412,777 51
Premiums on Policies not marked on 1st January, 1871,
2,033,675 18
Total nmount of Marine

Street.

Exchange
Payson,

Edward

E. P. Payson.
dec 2 7 cod 3 m

GEORGE D. JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER

Tnesday

By order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

Feb.

A (Jo

7, 1872.

FRENCH WINES,
Wholesale &

POBTLAND.IHAINK.

Offioe at Bchomaoher Bros, 6 Deeriog Block
A CARD—In thanking my former customers and
have bestowed upon
friends for the patronage
me tor the last ft teen years, I have ihe pleasure in
L. KKlLERtor
W.
them
Mr.
10
recommending
a continuance of the same, feeling confident that be
is able to please all who tnav give h»m a call iu his
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

they

Jyiadtf

hoojpbb,

H.

,/.

U PHOLSTERER
M.MOrACTUBBB OB

Suits. Lounges, Spuing
Mattress ts,

{■▲BLOB

Beds,

L.u«w,

Bed

l'.tcul

BcD..»(h

£■•

ameled Chair., Iit.
All kinds ot jepairln* neatly (lone. Furniwia-HgT TAStf
boxed and uia'ted.

J. H. LA if! SON,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No 152 Middle Street.
(PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to

order

Ail theucw styles, Berlins, Rejibrauts, Med&'llon.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
i*ard. bv which new process we get rid of freckles
Boles, wrniKles, and all impertectionB of the skin
Call and judge tor yourselves.
tf~\1wlto~Go«d wsrk at Moderate Pric20
A in to
es.

Pleawr._may

N. B.—All ot the genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.
From the Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.

hand a good as-orlment of Itallar
Veep
and American Marble, and will receive orders t(
of Monumental stock, at prlcei
kinds
cul to stie .»
to all marble work
that wilt not lad to te satisfactory
on

aug'22_

DpTj. P. FESSENDEN
removed from Lewiston, and resumed the prac
tioe of his profession in Portland.

OFFICE A.N I)

No. 43 Pine
Office

hours;

jan23

RESIDENCE,

Street,

9 to 10 A.

A pure, aqueous Extract, possessing superior astringent ana tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the country as an

UNFAILING REMEDY
in all chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific In the removal of morbid discharges, of whatever nature.
Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success iu the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus. Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful astringent and
tonic
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full direction)
for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

remedy.

W. W.

Whipple & Co.,
DRUGGISTS,

BVAH8,

LAW

FORT FAIRFIELD.
■1,1
tl
PEEK

that sell In
WATCH

burg Pa.

to

Agents to Introduce article
house. Latta Sc Co., Pitts

nc£2

w

A. D. 1872, at 10 o’clock A. M.. on the premises, at Bridgton Centre, in said County, the following described Real Estate, belonging to the Estate of
Alzida P. Babb late of Bridgton, in said County, deceased, to wit; A House and lot, situated at the Village of Bridgton Center, and being the same premises
conveyed to said Alzida P. Babb by Isaac Chase
deed recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book
349, page 233.
JOSHUA D. ROBERTS.
jBi Kigion, r eurnary zisi, imz.
uieuzz zu mn

by

FOR SALE!

tebbetsT house,
SPRINCtVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As the

ewncr

J«»31

STATE
deod

decl6

AGENTS.
ly&wM

IT. 8. PATENT OFFICE.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 19, 1872.
the petition of Horace Woodman of Saco
Maine, praying for the extension of a paten t
to him on the 25th day of May, 1858, for ai
iprovement in Power and Hand Drills:
It is ordered that the testimony in the case b
closed on the 23d dayof April next, that the time fo
filing arguments and the Examiner's report be limit
ed to the third
day of May next, and that said pe :
tit ion be heard on the 8th day of May next.
Any person may oppose this extension.

wants to go West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

B A EGAI N S
Ef

DRESS GOODS!

ON

Kanted

M. D.

February 21.

LEGGETT,

Commissioner.
Mlaw3t

CUNDURANGO.
SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy fi r
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Uni t
Rheum, Clccra and ail Blood DIhihi, jui t
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with fu 1
directions, *3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM C. DOWNS,
Address.
No. S Exchange Place Providence R. I.
jaSdtf

A

long; cabin with good a,
For full partici
commodattona, well found.
mch9-3t
lars caU at 143 Middle st.

GOOD

Sea Boat 24 feet

WEEK,

No. 6 FREE ST.
lw
inch6

and in

course

mission,

agents,

CO’S,

BLOCK.

Lumber, under the firm name of
Milan steam Mill Company,
and have taken office 230 Commercial street, head
Brown’s Wharf.
F. A. PITCHER,
J. W. DEER1NG,
L. F. BROWN.
mr4dlw*_

1872,

18,689,747

36

$18,803,768 76
fallows

16,841,177

Eastern Branch

janBO

attention to
eod3m

Musical

2d, 1S72.
to partfirm unchan,fiAflK & DAVIS.

packages received by expre'd.

Merchandise,

Eor Ten

Amount of same, $67,815,733.
Number of Policies terminated by
death, upon
247 i>ersons.
Amount of same $875,315.
Number of policies terminated by matured en-

Amount of same $36,000.
Premiums received in 1871,
$2,715,202 0$
Interest
587,699 03

at Cost!

Days Only

Take the advantage and

secure

Street,

Having sold my intereot in the above business to
Capt. Wm. E. Dennison, lato of the Steamer City of
Richmond, I beg leave to thank my friends for their
liberal patronage and recommend Capt. Dennison for
their continued favors.
My hooka will remain at the office of Capt. Dennison, and I will thank those indebted to me to settle their accounts, and those to whom I am indebted
to send in their bills.
J. W. DEERING.
March Sth-dlw-t eodtf

Copartnership.

WILL CONTINUE

apothecary

a

ASSETS
Of the Company, December 31, 1871.
Loans to States, Cities and Towns,
$2,291,908 64

1,440,100

00

651,791 00
542,890 50
223,400 35
445,149 50
20,500 00
10,000 00
7,696 92

Manufacturing Stocks,
Due for Rents,
Premium Notes, secured by valuable policies, including estimated interest,
2,278,223
Deferred Quarterly and Semi-annual Pre-

75

Where they will be happy to serve the public with
medicines.
Physicians* prescriptions will be made a specialty
of, as heretofore. The attention of the country trade
pure

is

particularly invited and out-of-town physicians
can
upon prompt attention to their orders, and
the high standard or the goods forwarded.
CHAS. W. GILKEY,
mch7
SARGENT P. COE.

rely

miums,
296,211 58
('ash in Webster and Third National Banks 122.158 06
Outstanding Renewal Premiums, on poli-

upon which a liability has been assumed to exist, December 31, 1871, and
lor which a reservation has been made,
463,288 00
Interest accrued to December 31, 1871, on
Mortgages of Real Estate, Stocks, Bonds,
Collateral Loans, and outstanding premiums,
168,693 16

$10,054,486 30
Company owe
Balance of Distribution Account,77,021 12
Losses unpaid,
118,515 00
The

$9,658,953

38

DiMofailivn *f Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing between
Charles W. Gilkey and George Waterhouse, under the firm name of C. W. GILKEY & CO., is hereby dissolved by mutual consent. Either party will
adjust the accounts of the firm.
C. W. GILKEY,

THE

Portland, March 6th,

GEO. WATERHOUSE.

1872.

mch7

admitted to

our

Portland, March 2,1872.

ALLEN & CO.
mr9dlw

DinsoInSon of Copartnership.
copartnenfiiip heretofore existing between
Woodbridge C. Osborne and Henry T. Carter,
under the firm name of J. G. True Si Co., is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. Either party is author-

THE
ized to

use

firm name in settlement.
C. Osborne will coniine

the manufacRum, retaining the old firm name ol
& CO.
W. C. OSBORNE,
H*.NRY T. CARTER.
mr8d3wlaw
Portland, March 6,1872.

Woodbridge

ture of N. E.
J. G. TRUE

J

a

With Despatch. Packet Schr. STETHEN MORRIS, Capt. Seamen, sails ac
above. For freight cvr
mch7-3t

129

a^>ly

Commercial St.

that the subscriber hai
lYrOTICE hereby giveu
X v been
duly appointed and taken upon himself th<
is

Shipped by R.

groune (N. 5.) Land Plaster.
or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls.,

R.

KNIGHT
For

FRUIT
gain,
this office.

A

the

de-

WHIDDEN

Sale.

and Confectionery Store /or sale at
as

Proprietor is going west.
mch7tf

Administrator of the estate of
EBEN MOODY, late of Falmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and giver
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are requirer
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to salt!
estate are called upon to make payment to
BEN J. A. MOODY, Ad’r.
T«
Jn23dlaw3w*
Falmouth, Dec. 5th, 1871.
In want of Plain or Fancy Job Printing
will find into their advantages call <m Wu.M
trust of

as

barInquire at
a

wish to

secure

the best

Sewing

Machine in

existence for all kinds of work, do not fail to call
and examine THE I9IN6BR, at

331 CONGRESS STREET#

keep constantly

Where we shall
sortment of these

on

hand,

a

full

as-

Machines In the various stylos of
finish.
Machines ssli sn Mssthly Instalssents.
tlT Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
X. B. Manufacturers are especially invited tacall
and evamine onr “Medians Mschisc.”

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
fe!4

Sole

Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

**mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
X hare leased their Docks and other proiory in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be respeasible fur any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
.unless authorized or approved by the President of
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
the company.
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Jn30tf
Portland, January 28th, 1871

United States Hotel!
REDUCTION OF PRICES!
The undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1872.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy.’’ he will reduce his rates to

K. FH1NNEY, Is this day
HARMON
business.
partnership in

Ground Land Plaster
supply dealers and consumers

SEWINGMACHINE.

“TWO DOLLARS A DAY”

ROL

Portland Plaster Hills !

IMPROVED

To the toanslent travelling public, with no reduction
and
of
No effort will be sfared for the eomfort and convenience of the gueeta of this favorite house.
D. N. CUSHMAN.
de29tf

For Baltimore.

2d6t

sired.

“THE SINGER”

OOPAR TNERSHIP.

Agent.

i. W. MUNGER & SON, Arts at Portland.

Co.,

*»3 CONGRESS STREET.
febiotf

IF you

THOSEat the

Press Job

Marks,
Daily
change Street, Portland.

Printing

Office. Ex

fiurejattendance

hospitalities.

City Bowling Alley.

Forest

The subscriber has Just opened to public and prlte

parties a

new

Bowling Alley

at

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
GEO.
Dec.

B.

GORDON.

23-dU_

Silver Plate Polish!
subscriber has
prepared and would respectfully oiler to the Pahlie a superior articlo foi
cleaning and polishing Gold, Silver and Plated Ware,
which will excel anything of the kind ever brought

THE

into the market. And as a guarantee of this statement, will refer to the following well known reliable
gentlemen of this city:
Gerrish A Pearson, Jewelers, Middle st; Win. Sentei
Jeweler, Exchange st; Sam’l Rolfe, Druggist, Congress st; Rand A Thornes, dealers in Crockery, Congress st; Abner Lowell, Jeweler, Congress st; J. A.
Merrill A Co., Jewelers, Middle st; C. C. Tolman,
Market Sor; Nutter Broe. Stove Dealers, Market Sur;
J. F. Land, Dealer in Croekery, Glassware, Ac., ExX08FB PIABSOIT,
change st.
Silversmith, Gsld A Silver Plater,
Temple St., sear < • agree* St.
»28eod tf
For Sale by the trade generally,

Removal.
R. F.

JENNESS has removed te Ko. 4 Browi

DR.St.,andPortia.'d.
4

A. if.,

te

Ms

P. M.

—j

me

one

moment,

PVPsI

[With

a

mv

of

Office hours from

aog§-3nt

to

11

under two acts

passed

in

organization,

Jew Step In

Aerial Navigation.
balloon, the feature of which Is a
steering apparatus, is thus described by a
Paris correspondent of the London News:
Let your readers imagine a gigantic egg of
Inflated silk, the longer axis being horizontal;
to this egg is attached an
oblong car, something the shape of a punt.
The motive of
the inventer in choosing the ovoid form was
at once to obtain greater
stability for the car
than could be hoped for with the old
balloons,
and at the same time to give the least
possinew

lish readers:

Total length from end to end.118 ft 6 in
Diameter at the point of greatest ctrcumference.
49 ft
2 in
Diameter ofscrew.
29 ft.
Number of bla«>-«..... 2
Number of turn* f the ncrew in a minute
when the balloon i„ going
eight kilometre* (live mile*) an hour raster than the
wind. ...*•••.21

6i„;

M. Dupuy de Lome thus describes the rudder by which his balloon is steered:
“The

rudder is a plain triangular surface.
It is
made of unvarnished calico, and is
in its
kept
place by a horizontal yard six inches long at
its lower extremity. It can turn
easily on its
forward extremity. The
height of the rudder
iiTB meters, auu 11 nag
a superficies of fifteen meters.” The car is next
described; it
is of wicker work, and of sufficient size to
contain comfortably the windlass for the
screw and eight men to work
it; the ventillator with which to manage the small balloon
—we shall have to speak of this
presently—
and the man who attends to it. In
all, fourteen persons can be carried in the car.
The
driving screw is directly carried by the car.
a

incorporated

these three trunk lines can petroleum find its
Atlantic Ocean.
The Comway to the
pany has been organized for nearly a month.
The precise nature of the
its
purposes, and the scope of its projKwed operations, have never been published, but from
disclosures made by different parties who
were invited to enter the
Company, and by
this means became accquainted with its real
founders as well as such general facts as are not
now derived from the members
themselves,
the inhabitants of the oil region have suddenbeen
aroused
to
the discovery of a most
ly
formidable conspiracy organized to seize upon
and appropriate their peculiar
property to its
own uses, all to be done under the cover of a
legal charter. The capital stock of this Company, which may be increased indefinitely, at
present is 820,000,000, but behind this is an
amount ten times as great. The oil
freights
are to be distributed
among the three lines,
to
the
giving
Pennsylvania Central forty-five
per cent., and to the New York and Erie and
the New-York Central each
twenty-seven and
a half per cent.
The established throueh
freight on oil to New York and Philadelphia
is to be 8^ 75 per barrel, of which there is to
be given to the Southern Improvement Company a rate of 81 a barrel, thus completely
preventing competition in shipping oil from
any one outside of this Company. But transportation of oil is only a part' of the Company’s business. They have already purchased all the large refineries, both at Cleveland
and Pittsburg, and when once in
possession
of works sufficient in capacity to refine all the
product, they become masters of the situation. Nobody could compete with the Company in refining and shipping oil. The Company, thus standing between producers and
consumers, could dictate, both in buvimr and
selling, just such terms as should suit its
pleasure; both producers and consumers
would be at its mercy.
Such a combination
embracing in its memtw rihip three great railroad corporations, whose aims already grasp
the continent, if successful in its present contemplated operation, would form the most
dangerous monopoly ever existing in America.
Monday, Feb. 20, the freight on oil from
the Creek to the seaboard, without
previous
notice to shippers, was increased over $1
per
barrel.
The excitement on the announcement of this was intense.
On the evening of
the 27th, the Paschal!
Opera-House, in Titusville, was literally packed from parquet to
dome by delegations from every part of the
region. A general committee, composed of
the best men representing the various
producing districts was farmed, and after
considerable discussion the Convention adjourned to meet at Oil City, March 1. On
the 28th ult. the General Committee met and
appointed from its number several sub-committees, to whom was specially intrusted the
of such plans as might afford both
immediate and permanent relief. The Committees worked resolutely and faithfully. The
meeting at Oil City was attended by another
large crowd. The Academy of Music was occupied by the Convention sitting six hours,
the best of order prevailing. The Committees
made but partial reports, which were discussed in detail. The Convention aijjourned to
meet at the Court House, in Franklin, on the

Mr. Plunkitt—You’re
impertinent, sir, I’ll
report yon!”
Clerk, [languidly]—“Just as you like. But
my member doesn’t go out until ’82.”
Exit Mr. P. Clerk resumes newspaper
Curtain falls.

being easily dismounted when

as

acts pass extraordinary
latitude; in fact, the
limits cannot easily be defined. The principal parties to this combination, so far as has
been ascertained, are Messrs. B. H.
Watsou,
President of Germantown Railroad; Rockafeller & Paine,of Cleveland ;Logan Fawcett, of
Pittsburg; J. P. Logan, of Philadelphia;
J. A. Bostwick, New York, together with the
three great railways running from the oil region to the seabord, viz: the Penneylvania
Central, the New York and Erie, and the
Atlantic and Great Western, and the New
York Central and Lake Shore, with all other
roads, under their control, which, running
from the heart of the oil region, constitute
their feeders.
By no other railways than

[Takes up blotting paper] “Very painftil duty, sir; but we're allowed no discretion. And
then its your own doing.”
[Leaning elbow on
desk.] “You’re so unreasonable, you know.

....

pruiuunu excite-

discovery of a

the Pennsylvania Legislature—one in
1888,
and thj other, supplemental to the
first, in
1870. The powers conferred by both these

“You see, John.—a—a—Mr. Plunkitt
we’re accustomed to allow the friends of the
administration to ride and telegraph for the
half price; but it is impossible in
your case.

A

iu a owic ui

pany is

Knelnnaa

Clerk—[quietly taking up despatch] “Ah!
John W. Plunkitt Parker
yes.
Peabody
Pickney—here It goes. Any residence, John
—a—a that is, Mr. Plunkitt?
No? Well,
call it Philadelphia."
(Writes. Then approvingly and contemplatively reads.] “John
W. Plunkitt, of Philadelphia; opposed to administratiou; said ‘stuff,’ when General
Bourn’s name was
mentioned; expressed a
desire that the administration
might suffer
death from asphyxia; disposed to brow-beat
officers of the government; must be charged
full price for telegrams and fares.
Note to
baggage and check master. Always weigh
baggage, and check only fifty pounds. Mem—
To ascertain what relations he has, if any.

A

>

“*"v

great monopoly,
the Southern Improvement Company. The founders of the Company reside
outside of the region, and with the
exception,
perhaps, of a few iron tanks for storing crude
oil, they own no property here. The Com-

sir.”

dangerous bulging

L_1_

known

What is your name, sir?”

man,

?

mentovar the

land-

is effected. The rudder is is fixed to the
balloon itself, and the screw as we
said, is below it, and immediately attached to the car.
Two blades only are used in the screw instead of four, because when the
ground is
touched the two blades can be
placed horizonso
as
to escape injury.
tally
Were there
four
blades
the
screw
would
be
almost certain to be broken
whenever

preparation

landing was effected. The windlass which
turns the screw is worked by four,
or, if necessary, eight men,—in a similar manner to
the steering wheel of a
ship—only the wheel
is placed parallel to the axis of the
car, instead of at right angles to it, in order to lessen the rolling occasioned
by the movements
of the men working the windlass. The maof
terial
which the envelope of the balloon is
composed is white silk, weighing 52 grammes
not quite two ounces—to the
square metre,
and a coarser lining weighing 40 grammes the
square metre, and seven coats of India rubber, which together weigh 180 grammes—a
little over six ounces—the
square metre.
Thus the whole weight of the external web of
the balloou is 272 grammes—about nine
ounces to the square metre.
In order to render the web of the balloon
totally impermeable to the hydrogen gas with which it is inflated, the silk was plaited over with a sort of
compound, invented by M. Dupuy
e Lome.
The total weight of the two balloons when ready to start was 570 kilogrammes, or rather more than half a ton.
The web of the balloon was reckoned to be
capable of supporting a pressure of over 2000
pounds to the square yard. I have mentioned the smaller balloon; this is, more
correctly
Bpealdng, only a division as it were of the
balloon.
It
is
formed by means of an
larger
inner skin, separating the bottom of the balloon from the rest.
This compartment occupies about one-tenth of the whole cubic space
of the balloon, and serves to keep it stiff, and
of the required shape. By these means M.
Dupuy de Lome has attained the two ends he
proposed to himself, viz., permanence in the
shape of the balloon; and, secondly, he has
been able to give the whole apparatus an axis
decidedly parallel to that of the force of proa

WITHOUT IUCGAKD TO COST I

NOTICE.
business,

365,335 00

526,143 42

*

OTHER

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,

THE

At the old stand of C. W. Gilkey & Co.,
CORGBB88 STREET, Csrnrr mt Preble

Loans
Mortgages of Real Estate,
United States Securities,
Real Estate in Boston,
Railroad Ronds,
Railroad Stock,
Bank Stock,
Loans on Collateral,
Boston Gas Light Company Stock,

m

COE,

drug

STOCK,

( has. Cnstis &

OF FIRST QUALITY ONLY,
AT LOWEST MARKET PRICE.

GILKEY &

$1,337,162 51

Portly

t.hl*

ing

o*

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

The undersigned Lav ins associated themselves in
business under the style of

on

WINTER

170 Commereial st, Head Merrill’s Wh’f,
Foot of CroM Street, Portland, Mo.,

Notice of

1,963,73864

here it is!

screw

BALANCE OF OUR

!

Titusville, Penn,. March 8.—The people
Regions, during the last eighteen

J_

The shaft of the screw is a hollow steel tube.
This shaft is constructed so as to allow of the

THH

bargains.

N. T. Branch 335 Congress

Losses paid in 1871, $756,800 00
yet called

Net Assets, December 31, 1671,

WE ARE SELLING

MALTA LACBS, KID GLOVE*,
RIBBONS, VELVETEENS t

Losses not

expenditures,

Watches, Jewelry, he.
S. AMBROSE MERRILL, He. 130 Middle Street.
S. W. Sc H. H. HCBUVFBB,C*r. Middle
Sc Vain Ste.

Successor to J. W. Deering,

|

for,
118,515 00
-$875,315 00
Matured Endowments,
36,000 00
Amount paid during the year
for commissions, advertising,
printing, and all other incidental expenses,
362,717 06
Premiums returned in cash,and
cancelled notes on surrendered policies.
650,960 82
Interest paid for advances on
investments over par value,
40,743 73

H. F. LIBBV, It 1-3 Vain Street, ip
•tttira.

Wm7eT DEMisdlV,

272

SCHOOL, 430

8TREET.
dcl2eod-6m

Dealer in Coal and Wood,

dowments,

to

Schools.
ENGLISH »d FRENCH

F. LATNER.

22,892

Street.

Stair Builder.

HAWES Sc CBAGIN’S Mnsie Store,

2 906

insured, $7,093,176.
Policies outstanding,

nrejmred
WEwith fresh

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, S91 Ceagreaa

meh7dlw

ENGLAND

are

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
PEARSON, Ne. 99 Temple St., near
Cengreaa. All kinda ef Silrer and Plated
Ware Repaired.

M.

Cm|nh Street.

ORGANS 1

Selling off

Sc C0.9 No. 901 1-9 Con-

Street.

OF

(Old Instrument* taken In exchange.)
CHOICE and large (tack of Shew! Buie,
■••Its,
Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Yivlias, ■aajoe,
Dranu, Oaitara,
Cerun, Ceaceriiaaa, Mtriage, Meflir Bax.
ea, Piaae Steels. All can be obtained at

Oflee,

BOSTON.

March

admitted
istliisday
Style of

and Sell on Commission Stocks and Bonds In Boston and New Totk.
Inquiries by mail promptly

PROCTER, Ne. 93 Exehange

Street.

FRINGES, CORSETS,
HAMBURG*, See.

TUB-

Clerk—“Excuse

EXCITEMENT IN THE OIL BEOIONR— RE-

of the Oil

[Opens a ledger.] “Friendly—No, that’s not
it. [Taking up another.]
“Opposed,—ah,

length from point to jpoint.
I take the following dimensions from M. Dupuy de Lome’s
highly interesting report, read before the
Academy of Science, only changing French
meters into feet for the convenience of
Eng-

greee

Monopoly.

8CLTSOP MEETING IN OIL CITY—PIPES TO BE
LAID TO LAKE ERIE AND THE OHIO
RIVER.
Special Dispatch to the New York Times.

hanged.”

Beal Estate Agents.

11 MIDDLE
|y Music tent by mail.

MORRILL,

attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

GEO. R. BAT IS

TM Oil
THE

AOMN C.

tumawt

For the year ending December 31,1871.

Co-Partnership Notice.
Chicago,

Jobbing promptly

United States Bonds.

A

21

MORRIS FRANKLIN, President.
WM. H. BEERS, V. President and
Actuary.

Mar

AND MEI.L
and

Plumbers.
AAMES MILLER, Ne. SI Federal Street.
Erery description of Water Fixture* arranged and sot ap in the hoot manner.

—

Foreign Specie and Coupons.

REED

policy.

over

Photographers.

CELEBRATED

undivided surplus of One Million Four
Hundred and Eighty-eight Thousand One Hundred
and Thirty-four Dollars and Fortv-three
Cents, the
Board of Trustees have declared a* Dividend, available on settlement of next annual premium to each
participating policy proportioned to its “contribution
to surplus.”
Dividends not used in settlement of premium will

receipts

DBALEB8 IS

Supreme

that State.—Boston Transcript.

Portly Man—“Oh, the Presidential convention! They’re going to ren6minate the
present incumbent, General Bourn, I suppose?”
Clerk—“Whom else, sir, could they? His
learning, his profound statesmanship,* his unimpeachable integrity—do uot these all—”
Portly Man—“O, stuff!”
Clerk, [tightening his eye glasses]—“Opposed to the administration!”
Portly Man—“The administration be

ALSO, W*B SALE
European and HobiH American Fibst Mortgage K. It. Bonds, 6 per cent ia Gold, at 90 and interest.

From the

Excess of

GEO. L. LOTBROP A CO., N*. 139 Exchange Street.

DAYIS tk CO., We. SO Middle Street.
A. H. LARSON, 134 lliddle St.,cer. Creee.

BUEDKTl’ Ac WOOD’S

8.908 Policies have Keen
insuring *?4,<MKSyll03 84.

NEW

Street.

A. S.

*

Christ, a devoted, affectionate, constant
husband, father and friend. He was born
in Chesterfield, sJJ. H., May, 1791, graduated at Middlebury College 1814, at Andover, 1817, and after a ministry of forty
years, including lengthy pastorates at Lynn,
Mass., and Woodstock, Ct., a life of unselfish
Christian labor, his peaceful spirit entered into the rest and
joy of his Master, Dec. 29,
1861.”
“Blessed and forever happy are they that
do his commandments. And
they that turn
many to righteousness shall shine as the stars
forever and ever.”
Mr. Kent was formerly governor of
Maine,
mid is now a Judge o£ the
Court in

Now, General Bourn—”

St.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

91,488,134 43

-OF

Masoas aad Builders.
BEDLON, 933 1-9 Cengreae

Street, Boston.

i

CONSISTING

133,667 12—17,315,634 33

F.

LIBBY, Agents,

inscription:

“In memory of Rev. Otis Rock wood, a
faithful minister of the Gospel of Jesus

to the convenon both

ble hold to the wind.
The diameter of the
balloon is about two-fifths of its horizontal

Special

vear

be added to the

Carpet-Bags.
DIJRAN A AOHNSON, 1T1 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

N. E.

delegates

angels.”

Under this is this

[Having

P. PEBNY, Cer. Cumberland and Prank,
lln Sta.

securities

Diyiaible 8>rpl«,
Durinr the

Secretary.

Exelnage ea 8aa Vraacuce,
Mantreal, Si. Jaka, and Hsiilsx, and Buy

1871, payable during

the year

&

Manilla, oarers of Trunks, Yalises and

Organ and Meiodeon Manufacturers.
SMALL A KNIGHT, We. 184 Exchange

tniwerea.

m

LOWELL,Ml Ceagreoe Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

<

with trains bringing
tion to-morrow.
tracks.”

the

There is In front a Homan tablet w ith a recess, and supported with a bracket is an open
Bible, open to the following passage:
“I am the Resurrection and the Life.”

availed himself ot the Information it contains ]
“Aunt Maria dying, eh.”
“That’s too had.
But this can’t go through.”
not?”
Portly Man—“Why
Clerk, [loftily]—“The wires will be occupied for six hours yet with Senator Brabantio’s great speech last night, at the Continental Hotel, in defence or the administration.
It is sent by government order, to all the
newspapers in the country.”
Portly Man—“Suppose the newspapers
don’t want it ?”
[Clerk shrugs his shoulders, and whistles a
bar of Tannhauser.]
Portly Man—“Well, I must go down there
myself then. Give me a ticket to Cloverdale.”
Clerk—“Can’t do it.
The road is tilled

Burlington,

existing j>oli-

premium,)

um

L. J. HENDEK,
President.

We draw

Amount of adjusted losses
due subsequent to January 1, 1872.
$212,890 00
Amount of reported losses
awaiting proof, &c.,
127,900 06
Amount reserved for reincies insuring $112,150,075 80, participating insurance (4 per cent. Carlisle net premium) $1,004,733 65 non-participating (at 5 per cent. Carlisle net
Balance of return premi-

290,084,987
10,236,745
7,425,160
123,847
64,766.91

FOB TIE 1ALR W
Cbdab Rapids, and Minnesota
Mori gage R. R Bonds. 7 per oent in Gold.
Northern Pacific B. R. Bonds, T 3-19 in Geld,
and tke U. S. Funded Loan.

48,839 61
77,646 14

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER

A6RNTI

114,621 56

Jan. 5-d*w3»

(mrtdlwj

06
00
00
09
94

First

cost,

surance on

Stat

•ity, Stale, Coaaty

330,355 73

Amounts due from
Interest accrued to January 1, 1872,
Add—
Excess of market value of

THE
wholesale dealers In

MR.
ed.

$399,108,637

BANKERS,
BUI

of trans-

Gen’l

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have formed a copartnership to
date from March 1st, 1872, as manufacturers and

J. W. TILLSON
nership in onr business.

86

l-eo<13w

American and

JAS. M. PALMER,

-AT-

J. M. DYER &

DOW, COFFIN

—

195,636 12

FOR ONE

$6,657,471

9 Clapp’. Black'

Cengreaa Street, eppeaite Old City Hell.

$4,663,794 03

written during the year,

98

A. P. SHERRY, Ne.

$3,870,505 30

V

1,766,174 U

cies,

SQUARE,

Yacht For Sale.

every

March,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Brown Bloek

COUNSELLOR AT

Catalogue!

PURSUANT

M., and 2 to 3 P. M.

A.

Lynch &, Co.

lw

Seed

te erder.

500 80

Total,

of

Amount

^

*eod3m

WILLIAM

City

Number of Policies issued in 1871,

BY

I

21 MARKET

Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

Has

mch4

Furniture and Upholstering.

825,490 00

STONE 4 DOWNER,

Mutual Life Insurance Co.

HAVE used Kennedy's Concentrated Extract of
ANNUAL
Pin us Canadensis for about eight months in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
with great success: but I prefer to apply it to the oetinc® on cotton wool, cither pure or mixed with glycerine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it TTI7E have jiist pvblished our Annual Seed Catashould remain intact for two or three, or even four I ▼? logne of FLOW ER and VEGETABLE SEEDS
days, and then be renewed. In this way I have seen and will furnish it FBEE on application.
chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few days
that have resisted the ordinary remedies for weeks;
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
and I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrhoea,
ortlan
dlw
wlm w7
disapi>ear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my profese
slonal brethren to this new Extract, which I am surwiU soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
to a license from th<w Hon. Judge of
materia medica.
Probate for the County of Cumberland, I shal
267 Madison Avenue,
sell at Public Auction, on Saturday, the 23d day of

In

Ilk CON GUSH STREET,

SHALL

Thos.

Money,

Ass’t

l>

DAVID W. DEANS, Ne. 89 Federal St.
All kind* ofllphela .ring and Repairing

2,066.549 05

GOODNOW,
Secretary.
Wm. B. Clark,

Peat ORce,

L. F. HOYT, Ne. 11 Preble Street.
kelateriag dene te erder.

$335,938 20
612,028 05

NT*. 49 Exchange Su

Company as additional
collateral security),
8,344,820 08
Loans on existing policies.
(The reserve held by the
Company on these same
policies amounts to 63,858,980 21),
956,636 99
Quarterly and semi-annual premiums, due subsequent to January l, 1872, 660,561 17
Premiums on existing policies in hands of agents

Number of

BY J. MAEION 8IMS, M.- 13.

Italian & American Marble,
..re IS

Molasses

TIERCES.

SALK

oral Streets.
HOOPER A BATON, Old

Hair Goods and Toilat Articles.

Other liabilities small, tor printing, die.,

March

cured by real estate valued at $20,000,000; buildings thereon insured for
over $8,000,000, and the
policies assigned to the

Choice St. Croix and Porto Rico.
“
New Orleans in Bbls.
TOE

HUNT& JEWETT,
Wholesale Dealers

and

OF

95

adjusted and not due,

Losses

lwPORTLAND. ME.
Exhibit of the Business and Assets

NOTICE”

Nos. 31 d 93 Free Street,

ure

HIION

*A,ikJ.

PINUS CANADENSIS.

Painter,

Fresco

Clenfuegos

Retail

$6,400,502

1,276,600

Interest,

mar8-S To Th

NEW MOLASSES!
New

1,467,786
79,390
259,973
19,864

00
55
73
00
00
00
00
00
67

I .oases unadjusted,
Be-Insurance Fund,

40

GENERAL AGENT.
Cor. Congress & Exchange Sts.,

dlm-eodllm&w6w

EXTRACT

Furniture and Honse Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, car. Dxekaaga and Pad.

LIABILITIES.

J.

other stocks (market value $4,751,182 83) cost
4,616,762 43
Invested in New York City
Banks stock (market value $46,425) cost,
41,540 00

WM.

CHAPMAN, Secretory.

-IX-

L.KEILEB,

W.

M.

CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vioe-Pres’t.

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore §t., Portland, He.

CONCENTRATED

848 CBNGBBgi wTWKKT.

oovTfim

J,

KENNEDYS'

OF

IMPOSTERS

on

on

N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Free
and Cross Streets.de20 if

Peyret

$14,806,812 37

the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
legal representatives,
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
legal representatives, on and after
will cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, ana cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) tor gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in
gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Second of
April next.
Six per cent interest

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

H.

$7,446,452 69

Total Amount of Assets,

Furniture—Wholesale and RetaiL

paid ap, |3,*M,6M M

aU

“Neither shall they die any more, for they

They’re'running

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, Na.
18 Free Street.
N. TABBOX, Nee. IIS Bad ISO Para SU
REORRB A. WHITNEY, Na. 30 Bxtkaaga Su Cpkelatering af all kinda
dene ta order.

1£AKTF(J(KD, CONN.,

ASSETS AS follows:
Real Estate unencumbered,
1335,000
Cask on band,in tank and in agents bands,2,133,584
United States Securities,
446,513
State, City and Town Stocks and bonds,
380,671

ASSETS.

--

MAVING8 BANK BUILDING,

95

Premiums,

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
$5,375,793 24
Losses paid during the same i>eriod
$2*735.980 G3Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
$8,143,240 00
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
3,379,050 00
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
217,500 00
notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Interest, and
386,739 41
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
2,405,937 95
Cash in Bank.
274,315 01

sundry

Law,

OB’

INS. CO.,

Risks written In Maine during the year,
Risks outstanding In Maine,
Premiums received in Maine lq 1871,
Losses paid in Maine in 1871,

Cash in Trust Co., in Bank
and on hand,
$1,845,002 15
Invested in United States.
New York State, and

('leak,

JOSIAH HEALS, Na. 103 Middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, Ne IS 1-3 Free St.
PACRARD A HARDY, Pineal D laek
ear. Cangreae and Exckange Sts.

THE

Risks outstanding,

253,899 91—4,167,646

Appropriated

the

on

^TNA

Risks

96,567 35

Cash Assets, Jan. 1, 1872,

STREET, Corner of William, New York.

WALL

OF

Total Expenditures lor 1871,

73

Valrat

Dentists.

ex-

stamps,

revenue

over

1849.)

IN

P. SYMONDS, India 81.
dyad and Sniaked.

Abstract tf the Alaul Stateaeat

salaries,printing,

penses,

Retd Estate in the

X. 8. TWOMBXY, jAgent.

eall for their Return Premiums which

Bank, Chicago; W. H.

Small, Bangor.
Thob. E. Bennett,

fees.
Taxes, office and law

503,867

New York,
Bonds and mortgages (se-

Co., Cincinnati.

ASSETS Jan. 1, 1872,

Is. 8. TWOMBLY, Agent.

attention given to the purchase and shipEspecial
Pnm Vlnnr Crain »nH PrnvisImiB. for east-

N. T.

JOHN H, MAH', Sec.

JAMES VAN NOBDEN, Prest.
J. B. BENNETT, Prest.
GKO. W. MONTGOMEKY, Sec. !

| Corner

Co.,

munt ftf

ern

08

surrendered,

and agency expenses,
Advertising and physicians*

X. S. TWOMBXY, Argent.

$282,221.02

•

23^-Policy Holders

CHICAGO, ILL.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

New York.

Co.,

Ins.

EDMUND DKIGOS, Preet.

Xj, 8. T"W"OMBLY, Agent.

BENNETT & WEBSTER,
Successor* of H. H.

$1,318,958

Commissions, brokerages,

$8,000,000.00

Williamsburg City

Dye-House.

street.

Total Income for 1871,

and cancelled policies,
1,105,854 64
annuities, matured
endowments and reinsurance,
38,820 35
Dividends to policy holders,
849,678 43

FIRST FLOOR,

Assets in Gold

CHAS. B. BOND, Sec.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872.

Dllpiuril
XllltOgU.

Chicago.

London.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,
J.

Merchants,

38 SOUTH CANAL 8THEET,
C. F. Davis
K. W. G AO
no2'

Co.,

Ins.

Firemens’ Fund Ins. Co. California

Fleur, Grain and Pruviuien

Commission

STREETS,

Carpenters and Builders.

LIBBT, Agents,

Exchange

March l-eod3w

Borrowed

$18,680,747 36

DAYI8,

GAGE &

FORE

AND

&

Bleaehory.

SAWYER A CO., Rleaekera, Na. 131
Middle Street.

WHlTNEV A MEANS, Pearl Street, appaaile Park.__

CURRIER,
Secretary.

Life

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the following
first-class Companies:

Imperial

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. £. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery
TwicheD._jn3-6m

TWOMBLY,

Purchased,

Has Removed to the Corner ot

MIDDLE STREET.

AUG.

N.

Tofel Assets,

1,149,416 57— 7,181,295 89

Losses by death,

S.

Bonne' and Hat

91

•388,417 32

HENRY CHAPIN,
President.

Accrued

DISBURSEMENTS.

BROWN*

Street.

The name

are as

are in the hands of the
Elegovernment
gant clerk, reading newspaper. Enters, r. e.,
a portly man,
panting, panting,—has evidently been running. Flings down a despatch.
Clerk, [reads]—“Aunt Maria dying—hum

right away—hum.”

Thu tablet U surmounted with an
elegant
floriated Greek cross,
beautifully embellUhed
with richly carved flowers.

quotation:

Philadelphia.—

The spectator is to rememberthat the scheme
of the postal
telegraph has been consummated
and that all
^elegraph Wires and railroad lines

—mum—come

Book Binders.
WM. A. QCINCY, Raaaa 11, Printer*.
Exckange, Na. Ill Exckange St.
SHALL A SHACKrORD, Na. 33 PIbm

14,600 00
374,418 32

Re-Insurance Reserve,

666,857,363 S3

148 EXCHADUE 81.
EDGAR 8.

Outstanding Losses,

•

REMOVAL!

_jap22tf_

Unfit

S

Bank and Trust Co's Stock,
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,
Loans on Real Estate,
Loans on Collateral,

•
Net Cash Assets,
Jan. 1, 1871,
«l£,67«,Mr M
RECEIPTS.
Premiums and Annuities, $6,031,879 32
Interest received and ac-

crued, including premium on gold, Ac.,

CLOUDMAN

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, POOR A BHKKD, Ne.93 Middlt

Amount of

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

9600,292

Capital Sleek,

Broadway,

______

Feb 10

Philadelphia.

346 and 348

Repairing.

w. C. CORR, Na. 1*3 Pearl St.

1st, 1873.

On tbe 31st day of December, 1671, made to the State
of Maine.

January 1, 1872.

Cxen’l Agent.
PALMEE,
eod2w

MERCHANTS !

•ale and te leu

Si 00.000

....

THE—

OFFICE,

No.

MASS.

LIABILITIES.

Report

Life Insurance Comp’y

AVERAGE TOTAL EXPENSES TO TOTAL RECEIPTS 0 1-9 PER CENT.

Co.,

W. S. DYER, 17a. 138 Middle St., aver H
H. May.. An kinda of Markiaea ft

In

anmb«, in advance

“Mother”
I Is chiselled In front, and also the
following

The Possibilities of 1880.

Scene—Railroad office

Ageney for Sewing Machines.

9361,2** «
75,666 0(
144,67* (X
Bank Stock,
28,860 OC
town Loans,
12,000 OC
Loaned on Stock collaterals and on personal
security
109,471 7C
Interest and Bents accrued,
18,328 71
Cash on hand and In
Bank,
40,389 3c
Lash ill hands of
and
in
agents
transit,
5,079 11
Office Furniture, safes and
fixtures,
3,000 00

4*

NEW YORK

Company,

TOTAL ASSETS 1871,

_Jan23-ly_

J.

Capital,

J arm ary

MARCH 525th.

Twenty-Seventh Annual

if'

DOW, C0FFIH

The School has been under the mauagement of the
present Principal for 16 years, and hoys with him
will find a pleasant home and receive
thorough instniction.
HAMLIN F. EATON.
References: J. T. Chantplin; Pres. Colby University; W. H. Shailer. Ed. Zions Advocate; F. •. Libby;
Joseph Russell and T. C. Hersey, Portland.
feb22eodtd

ENGLAND

Mutual Life Insurance

AND

ION Walnut SL,
H. L. CHieog,

Fire & Marine Ins. Co

$314,490.90

NEW

SHIP BROKERS,
COMMISSION

MONDAY,

Co.,

)

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 1*, '72.

CO., 174 l-'A Middle at. Ad
vertiaeaaenls inserted ia papera la Maim
and tkrengkent Ike reentry al Ike pak
liakere* laweat rate..

Bakers.

School

NOBBID6KWOC K, ML K.
The Spring Term will commence

—OF

Gregg.

Successors to Warren &

Cuh

THE PR ESS.

ATWELL A

THE

Fire Ins.

»8.«.Yeb

Advertising Agents.

StetCBcat

WORCESTER,

FOR BOYS!

BOWKF.R, Pres’t.

NEWPORT, R. I.
Cash Capital & Surplus
$230,362.00
THOMAS G. TURNER, Pres’t.
J. H. DEWOLF, Pres’t.
FKED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.
RESOLVED WATERMAN, See’y.
febl0eod3m

jan31

PHILADELPHIA.

Co’y.,

prepare^

quiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one P. m. to three o’clock P. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. 0.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

$645,129.29

& Surplus

NEWPORT

I.

R.

Cash Capital & Surplus

DELAWARE AVENUE,

SOUTH

J. C. I,. MORAZAIN and wite having taken
a convenient house in the city, are
to receive as boarders, a few young ladies desirous ef ac-

E. E. PATRIDGE, Sec’y pro tem.

Fire and Marine Insurance

Gregg.)

MERCHANT,

COMMISSION

Capital

EQUITABLE

BROKER,

SHIP

PARIS,

Family

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Loaned on Bond and Mortgage,
Koal estate, unincumbered.
Railroad stock,

Teacher of the French Language.

Eaton

BOSTON.

Cash

Pres’t.

ALBERT

WARREN,

(Formerly Warren

HARRIS,

American Fire Ins*

COMPANY.

IRA A. FOSTER, Sec’y.

sarifci «•««■*■•» of the

( HAS. A.

$773,830.80 North

IMarl.b. Ri.k. Taken on Cargoes, Freights and
essels tier voyage. Kates named and Certificates
issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.

three doors north of the Park.
CsngrcM
Hours, 10 to 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m.
fobl5tf

eight to ten A.

HAVEN, Sec’y.

tebhs

mm

Jules Ch. L. Morazain,

PROF.

$1,115,573,67
GUSTAVE TOUCHABD, Pres’t.

C. D.

Office

Office hours from
to lour P. M.

ASSETS

I.

R.

Cash Capital & Surplus

Insurance Co.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

JET
Physician !

No. G FREE STREET.

|Union

NARRAGANSETT

W. K. RIPLEY. M.

Martha E. Bucknell, M. D.,

People’s

Steven’s Plains, Me.

_Ja31td

FROM

PROVIDENCE,

PORTLAND, HIE.
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

ME.

i

WU10pe»
MONDAY, MABCfi lltli, 1873.
For Catalogues, &c., apply to
J. C. SNOW, Principal,

Can place In perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
Marine and Life Insurance desired a :nrrent rates.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Eclectic

ST., PORTLAND,

FOURTEEN WEEKS,

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

4*4

THE SPRING TERM

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance

(

12, 1872.
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Advkrtisino: One Inch ol space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
81 50 |x*r square
first week; 75 cents pel
week after; three insertions, or less. $1 00; continual? every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under Hfcut of “Aminkhements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Peeks** (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents j»or square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

I fc©

MUNGER,

march

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Westbrook Seminary

PRESS

Is published every Thursday Mobnino at
year; if paid hi advance, at 82 00 a year.

Rates

EDUCATIONAL.

MISCELLANEOUS

thi

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
'Tkk.ms:

PRESS.
'

y»l. n.
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day (Sundays excepted) by

every

lsea.

DAILY

5th following. This meeting was as largely
attended as the two former ones, with the

good order. The best talent in the oil
region was employed in drafting plans for
uniting the oil producers upon some common
scheme for their mutual protection.
The
same

Committees

were

upon the construction of

railroads, upon additional pipe lines, upprocuring legislation, and for other objects.
The meeting at Franklin did not complete
the work, and adjourned to meet again today at Oil City. Night and day from that adjournment till last evening the Special Committee continued their labors, and succeeded
in agreeing upon a plan for organizing the
entire oil region.
The General Committees
adopted their reports, which were unanimously readopted to-day by the Convention at
large. All through the sittings of the Convention there has been exhibited a large
amount of coolness and patience on the part
new
on

Selatinous

of the great crowds in
name of the orgar ization,

attendance.

The

adopted to-day, is
“The Producers’ Union.”
The plan of its
is
such
that not a barrel of oil will
operations
be allowed to go the Southern Improvement
Company. It will be found that a class of
men accustomed to risk every
dollar they
possess in sinking oil wells will show themselves capable of making any sacrifice to repel
a conspiracy organized to take from them,
against their will, what they know to be solely their own, an income amounting annually,
In the aggregate, to $80,000,000.
n iinoui going into
details, it may be said
that the Southern Improvement
Company shall
persevere in its attempts, both crude and refined oil for foreign export, will find Its way
to the ocean, a part by Lake Erie, the Welland Canal and Lake Ontario and St. Lawrence River, and a part by river from Pittsburg to the Gulf of Mexico, it being possible
to lay pipes for carrying the oil from the region both to Erie and Pittsburg. There is already in the oil region capacity for refining
In the
about one-half of the production.
meantime the Pennsylvania Legislature is being asked to give us relief.

pulsion.
Having

thus endeavored to give some account of the new aerial navigator—no very
easy matter without diagrams—it only remains for me to say a few words about M.
Dupuy ae Dome's nrst experimental trip.
There was half a gale of wind
blowing at the
time he started, and the screw had been

slightly damaged. The spirited inventor did not
however
to
make his contemplated
hesitate,
ascent. The end justified his
confidence, for
not only was he able to land near
Noyon, in
the Department of the Oise, some
seventy
miles northeast of Paris, but his balloon more

A Queer Cask.—Dr. H. Yogel, writing
from Germany to the Philadelphia Photo"
grapher, relates a queer case. A photographer made pictures of two
brothers, wh > refused
to take or pay for them on the ground that

than answered his expectations. The screw,
when worked by four men, drove the balloon
eight kilometres (about five miles) an hour
quicker than the rate at which the wind was
blowing; so that M. Dupuy de Lome not only weut like the wind,” but actually went
faster than the wind. By the use of the rudder the course of the balloon could be altered

they were not likenesses. The artist com- *
plained, but the judge was of the same opinion as the brothers, and decided that the pictures were not likenesses. Mr. Photographer
then went home with his rejected pictures
and placed them hi his show window, with

11 degrees either way from the set of the wind
making a total deviation of twenty-two de-

This of course is the greatest and
most noteworthy result obtained by the new
aerial machine. It may possibly be asked,
what is the use of the screw, when the wind
carries your balloon at the rate of 54 kilometres, or nearly forty miles an hour? The answer is, that without the screw the rudder
would be ot little or no use.

grees.

the label “The murderers of Mrs. X.” The
brothers then waited on the artist and alleged
that it was a libel to expose their pictures
with such a title, and, on his refusal to remove the placard, they entered suit.
It remains to be seen how the judge will decide in
this new phase of the affair.—Scientific American.

Mount Auburn Memoranda.

INCI.OSCBE—I.AWN AVENt’K.
John Tvlkh, Jr., a son of ex-Presideut TyIn this lot there is a neatly sculptured tabler, has written a very able article in favor of
let, enriched with a wreath of flowers, and I the Republican party, and predicts its triumph
and perpetuity. He is now a citizen of Florithe following front inscription:
da
KENT

j

“Kittie, the last.”

Rear:

I
j

“Kittie, daughter of Edward and Sarah M.
Kent, bom at Bangor, June 15, 1843; died In
Boston, March 7, 1857.
“The briefer life the earlier immortality.”
By its side is a tablet with the following
\
i rear inscription:
“Sarah M. wife of Edward Kent of Bangor,
; Me., born April 10, 1806; died Dec. 23, 1853.”

1

-a ■

"—-

■

-1

mXOTICE Is hereby given, that the subscriber has
x! been u ul v appointed ami taken upon him sell
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOHN G. JORDAN, late of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having deinands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all
|>eraona indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS HANNAFORD, Adm’r.
mch9-3w
Cape Elizabeth, March 3th, 1872.

—
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anticipating good
news from New Hampshire to-night, though
there are certain adverse influences alleged to
have an effect that may seriously reduce the
Republican majority. The Republican candidate for Governor, Hon. Ezekiel A. Straw, is
said, we trust on poor authority, to be unpopular with the employees of the Amoskeag
Company of which he is the agent. This
feeling of disaffection is represented to pervade a large number of operatives in other
is

There

for

reason

Fakmivotox, Atari'll U, 1872.
A case of unusual interest anil excitement
decided yesterday in onr S. J. Court, now
in session in this village. Leonard K. Love joy
botli of Chesterville:
1 vs. Benjamin F. Morrill,
\V. L. AVliitcomli for plaintiff:
K. F.
was

Pillsbury,
Arteinus I.ibliv, S. Belclier for def umlaut.
Tliis is an action to recover damages for an
which he
aggravated assault on plaintiff, by
The trial commenced
was seriously damaged.
Friday noon, and was given to the jury Saturday noon, during which time the court room
The evidence hfuught
was deusely packed.
fortli at the trial weut to show that Morrill circulated stories reflecting on the character of
plaintiff's wife, threatening to break up his
family, &c., and on the afternoon of January

Among the other unfa-

parts of the State.

The action of President Grant in sustaining Judge McKean, of Utalr^is regarded as
evidence of his purpose not to interfere to
shield Brigham Young and his associates from
the operations of the law. It has been shown

of the

creed to the said Mop-ill’s wife, with
ny of $1500.

|

less than one-fifteenth of one per cent,

in favor of Mr.

Headley,

the

about five feet eight inches high, dark brown
hair aud moustache.
More than three thousand persons have apto the American Colonization Society,

plied

year. Of this unprecedeutly large number four
are ministers of the Gospel who believe it their
duty to go to Africa and labor there.
One of the finest things that Father Taylor
ever said was when pleading for poor wornout
ministers, he said: “They are like camels bearing precious spices and browsing on bitter
herbs."
.Tolm Stuart Mill is sixty-six, of medium

relative to a connecting railroad between the
oil regions and the Grand Trunk road at Buffalo.
Gen. Neal Dow on the Grog1 Shops.
1 have heard from my friend, who assured
me that a thousand Democrats would go with
us in putting down the grog shops.
He says;
“They fully and conscientiously believe that
the rumselling business in the State of Maine
is its greatest curse and an absolute impediment
to its advancement. The evils of ]>ermitting
the dram shops to have full liberty are as cry-

The rum shops in Maine are its “greatest
curse,” and they are an “absolute impediment
to its advancement.”
Of this there cannot
jiossibiy he a doubt, and, in fact, nobody denies that it is so. Mr. Commissioner Wells, of
the Internal Revenue Department, in his statistics of trade, state's the annual expenditure
in Maine for strong drinks to be over eight millions of dollars—giving the exact figures—ami
this enormous sum is less per capita than in
any other State in the Union, thanks to the
Maine Law, and to such an enforcement of it
as we have had, poor as that is.
This great sum of eight millions of dollars is
a dead loss to the State—so much every year—
as truly so as if it were sunk in the ocean or
consumed by fire. Eight millions of dollars
every year! Hut this is not all of it, nor the
worst of it, for we receive in exchange for it a
vast amount of poverty, pauperism, suffering
and crime which we should not otherwise have,
a vast amount of demoralization and
degradation among the people, and. in addition to all
this, a property loss of at least as much more

j

i

efforts to throw off this dreadful load that holds
us down in our
strivings after more business
and more prosperity.
Itiiu*’* more what a mau n a community
earns that makes them ricli than what
they
save.
The grog shops are a prodigious leak to
the treasury of society as well as of every individual; and through it public and private
wealth is drained away, iu a perpetual stream,
day and night without ceasing; day and night.
It is computed that the industrial power of
Great Britain is reduced one third by the
grog
shops of the country, aud one of the conseis
that
more
than
quences
twenty per cent of
the population are paupers' Yes, more than
live of her people in every hundred are paupers,
besides the immense number just living and
the narrow line of destitution, besuffering
tween private charity and the
workhouse; and
on

nineteen-twentieths of all this poverty, wretchedness and pauperism comes from the
liquor
traffic. Tlie foreign trade of England is conand
the
stantly increasing,
domestic trade is as
constantly diminishing. Every year their ships

and more cover the ocean,
bearing their
flag into every clime and into every hay and
river where trade can produce gain; and at the
more

time, year by year, their people aro consuming less cloths, shoes, books and less of
everything that enters into the wants of every
day life among tire population. And why is
this? The reason is found in the fact that
same

every year the people spend more and more for
strong drinks, and this dreadful policy is as deliberately and systematically fostered and encouraged by the British Government as is their
present policy of keeping out of other people’s
quarrels and their newly adopted policy of free
trade.
Now, in this city, we are involved at this moment in an exciting
controversy about more
more city bonds, more
help to feeble
railroad enterprises. Some people are for it
and some against it. What is a'l the turnoil
about.' It is the question of
increasing the
wealth and prosperity of the citv. Some DBG. i
in
pie say, ‘go
strong for railroad bonds and
the city will gain.” Others
say, *‘if you do the
city will be swamped.” So tliere is a difference
of opinion. But this we arc sure
of, if we
should go in strong for more bonds
and more
debt, and it should turn out to be a mistake;
then we shall be swamped beyond all
peradventure. But if we will turn to with a
hearty
good will and choke off the rumsallers from the
throat of our prosperity we shall

New Brunswick & Canada
Railroad.—Sunday as two locomotives
from St. Stephens were
making along towards
McAdara .function, with a
snow-plow ahead,
and had reached a (mint about
2.J miles below
there, a truck frame under the snow-plow
and
the
in
broke,
plow consequence ran upon a
snow bank
beside the road and turned completely around. The forward engine was thrown
from the track, and the tender
breaking away
was twisted
square across tile rails by the pressure of the rear
engine, which in turn left the
A number of
rails.
persons, including Mr.
Crandall, the Superintendent, were on board
the engines, and were thrown some
distance,
but fortunately received no injuries worse than
a few severe bruises.
A man named Ferguson,
in Dunthe

belonging

barton,

was on the tender of the first
engine,
passing wood to the fireman when the accident
and
as
tile
occurred,
engine turned oneway and
the tender
another, lie fell between them and
received such
injuries as must have killed him
A 'nt,l<'r mail was thrown on
top of
I,i,n hlit
liiiii
but w as not
«

hurt.

had!v
s^na'shml1,0111well
,a.',1,011
badly smashed,
as

Monsieur

enough
has

to

not

as

tI,oir
the

sides,

and were

snow-pfow.

Planiunmur,

assure

the
astronomer, is kind
the world in
general that he

discovered any

which will destroy the earth on the 12th of next
August
Croakers and prophets of evil who
have made
the alleged prediction of
tor hundreds of gloomy

pleased

comet

Plantamour the text
anticipations will lie

know that the entire
story had its
birth in a Swiss
newspaper office, and was the
offspring of some journalist with a craving for
MenHatiouK.
to

Winter

the

one

one

or

BY

to
to

one

A

All

j

BE

HE

CLOSED
Goods

YOB

AT

order to close out all eur last season's Hosiery to
make room for New Goods, will sell for a fow days at

following

Ladies’ Cetten Hose, fell finished seams,
Drawn A White, 23c a pnilarRTI

FOP

39c.

par,former price 50c.
Beys’ Striped Cetten Heee Sc Fleecy lined
Brewa Cetten Heee, BLen’e Striped Cetten
Herine Half Heee at the same
reduction in price.
These goods are all perfect and at these prices, afford an excellent opportunity to families to get a supply for the coming season at very low prices.

BlTgfWl

REPAIRS.

We have also the best assortment in the city of

NOW

French
Skirts,
Corsets,
Thomson’s Glove Fitting Cor*
sets, Bustle*, Kid Gloves,
Linen Collars and Cuff*,
Linen Shirt Bosoms,
Linen Handkls,

WHILE

Unabated Interest Still Continues t

ONE LOT OF

AT LEACH’S.

NRW

I Or each,

PATENT

Removing

the

same

i

mar5

Portland Office:

NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.

GKO. N.

Sole

BISHOP,

CIRCULARS.

SEE

NEWS.
GILT

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Guzette says a young man in
Lewiston who, uninvited, ensconced himself in
the bed of a friend at one of the hotels was
surprised when he awoke in the morning to find
lie had been sleeping with a colored brother.—
The lawful occupant of the room, it seems hired
the gentleman of color to occupy his place for
the sake of teaching the intruder a lesson.
The Lewiston Journal says the
many friends
of John Head, Esq., will he gratified to learn
that he is gradually recovering from the sudden
and dangerous illness which attacked him Sunday. His physician, considered Mr, Head in a
very critical condition for several days.
Tile Journal says a number of draft* sent
from Lewiston to
parties in Western Massachusetts and New York were
destroyed in the
mail burned at Springfield. Mass., Friday.

EDGED

IN

mrl2-tf

FLOUR!

DUST.

For Sale.
A first-class Hack and Livery Stock; all in
good
condition. Location one of the best in Portland.
The Stable can* be'piirehased or leased on very favorable terms.
For particulars address Box 1680
iuarl2d2wsn
Portland, Maine.

Sale.
Dr. S. Fitch,

The fine residence of
No 87 State st.,
for sale, with pr without the office on
Congress
st. One of the most desirable locations in tbe city.
For particulars enquire of JOHN C. PROCTER.
feb21d3w
eod
sn

Lassitude and Debility.
The

relaxation of

iudlsposition

nervous

which.creates an
mental effort, so strong

energy

physical or
positive inability, and what
we term lassitude, proceeds from a variety of causes.
The principal of these are constitutional debility,
heat of the atmosphere, coupled with humidity, climatic changes, and the physical prostration consequent upon a long illness* But whatever the cause,
it must bo perfectly clear tliat if the nervous system
Is unduly relaxed, something is required to brace it
up. That something is Hostetter’s Bitters, which is
universally recognized as the most complete and
speedy recuperant of the physical forces in existence.
It has been so thoroughly and widely demonstrated as to be a matter of positive
certainty and
familiar knowledge, that the Bitters will not only rehabilitate the physique, when shattered and wasted
by disease, but will also, if taken systematically, actually compensate the constitutionally feeble frame
for its deficiency of strength, and by infusing new
as

county.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal says an awful
tragedy
occured at Hodgdou’s Mills, Mills, March 4th.
The wife of Mr. CliapniAn, a respectable citizen of that town
(Boothhay), in a fit of insanity
strangled ail iufaut child which an hour before
when her husband left, she was rocking in a
cradle. She said “she had sacrificed her child
for the world as Christ has been sacrificed for
her.” She continues a maniac. Mrs. C. is
about thirty years of age and has never before
shown any signs of insanity.
OXFORD COUNTY.

The Norway Advertiser says James F. Famum’s store at North Lovell, was burned on
Monday the 4th inst., together with his stock
of goods therein. Loss #1,500 to #2,000. Insured in the “Home" of New York, for #250 on
store and #800 on goods.

to

almost to amount to

life into a weak system, endow it with the health and
vigor which nature has denied it. The Bitters also
enable the body to resist the enervating influences of
beat, humidity, and changes from a temperate to a
hot climate. It is on these accounts specially to be
recommended to travellers and residents In the torrid zone, and persons subjected to abrupt transitions
in temperature.

COUNTY.

The Bangor Whig says nearly four thousand
tons of hay have been purchased this season of
farmers in Aroostook county in this State and
Carleton county, N. B., most of which has been
or will be sent to the Bangor market over the
BONDS!
N. B. & C. and E. & N. Hail ways.
A correspondent of the Bangor Whig writes
that a mighty hunter of Eddington Bend has
; 8lale«f.Ha^tf,. #’•
caught during the past year in one trap and in
one hole in the
ground, thirty-six full grown
skunks, six wood-chucks, one fox, three striped
Portland. 6*a
squirrels and one ground sparrow, and he challenges anybody to show a stronger record of
Cleveland, Ohio,..
?’•
success in trapping.
The Whig says about half-past six o’clock
8’s
Dayton, Ohio,.
Saturday night. Superintendent Angell of the
E* & N. A. Kail way, received a
dispatch from
Junction, signed “Thos. Beach, in beEuropean Sc IV. Am. R. R., Gold,. 6’*
lialf of one hundred
passengers,” requesting him
to allow them to take an
engine anu snow-plow
and start eastward on the
Provincial portion of
Chicago, Rnnrille & Viurennen R.
the road, to meet the
long-delayed train from
St. John, saying there were
R. Gold....
T’u
of “volunplenty
teer shovellers who would
Mr
accompany it
Angell placed engine No. S, a baggage car, and Central
Yovra R. R. Gold. 7*u
plow at their disposal, provided Mr. Mcieod
acting Manager of the New Brunswick part of
Atchison, Topeka Sc 8. F. Gold. 7fm
the railway, desired it. Mr. McLeod did desire
it, and the train and party, augmented by the 45 Shares Portland Company’s Stock.
addition of a number of railroad men started.
FOR SALE DY
At K o’clock Sunday morning they arrived
at Harvey, having worked
through
constantly
SWA* A BARRETT,
the night, thirteen hours, and cleared nineteen
miles of the worst part of the road. Here they
Bankers* and Brokers.
met the train which left St. John on
Tuesday
morning last, turned about, and followed ft
back to McAdam, where Conductor Hineks’
lOO T11DDLE STREET.
train was in waiting. The long-delayed pasin rSs.N mwf
and
were
and
the
sengers
transferred,
baggage
train arrived at Bangor about half-past six
SAVE THE CHILDREN.
o’clock Sunday night, bringing the first mail
from St. John since Monday of last week. The
MULTK1 UDES of them sutler,
Unger, and die, becauee of Pitt-Worms.
next time the Provincials get snowed
The only known remedy I
up they
wjll do well to Hend across the line for a few go- for these most troublesome and dangerous of all I
i8 DR* MOULD’S PIN- |
ahead Yankees to clear their road.
wJSv
WORM ovh«vten
S\RUP. °JLadVlt8
Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms: a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 etc. per
The Hover Observer
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
says a disease is prevalent bottle.
among cattle in this vicinity, supposed to la*
w3-4m
Jati31d<Kw
sN
fever, and a few have already died. Mr. Mayhew of p oxi roft, lost two valuable
and
cows,
Batchelor's Hair Dye.
rY-ray
tlli.s town, one, a few days ago
Tills superb Hair Dye 1b the best in the world—perby this disease, and several more are sick in
fectly harmless, reliable and Instantaneous: no disthis vicinity.

I

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Bewistou Jvunuil says Kuel Williams,
whose arrest on suspicion of burning a dwelling
house in Bowdoinliain in the' night time, has
l>een noticed, has had his trial before Charles
1\ Quint, esq., at Bowdoinhani. After a full
investigation of all tin* facts and evidence
against Mr. Williams, there was not enough

appointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreenble odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not

particle of lead

lyll

or

Druggists.
Factory,
SN

any

STANDARD FLAVORING EXTRACTS!
FOR FLAVORING

*l*»e

They
competition,

have stood the test of

16
P&W

feb20sn

warranted

BAILEY, 48 Exihanye It.
Agent for Maine.

years time and
unricalled by the

Sole Proprietors, RoBton.
For sale by first-class Grooers and Druggists gendc3aweoA
erally__*

GUNS, GUNS.
■BBBCE AND

MIZZLE LOADING

Doable and Single Barreled Gang.
£&“ Also a good aaaorbuent of Machinist*' Tool*.
Wholesale and retail.
a. L. BAII.BY, 48 Eiehaage 8t.
•y Sign of the “Golden Rifle."
ho24eodtf sn

BURNETT’S
FOR PROMOTING

COCOAINE,

THE

GROWTH

AND RENDERING IT DARK

The COCOAINE holds, in
proportion of deodorized

OF

AND

large

OIL,

PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR THIS PtTRPOSE.
OTHER

COnPOCNO

poeesses the peculiar properties
suit the various conditious of the

by all Druggists.

which so exactly
human hair.

eodly

no2!)

su

BEAD TIIIS.
If You Hare

Cough

Cough

a

Don’t Neglet It.

is Mimi’i

35c, 60c, and $1 per bottle.

Cloudv
Fair
Clear

E
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Clear
Cloudv
Cloudv
Clear
Lt Snow
Clear
Fair
Clear
LtRaiii

Happy

fc28tm2w

Marriage.

Relief far
Hleu from the effects
and abuses in early lire. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method ot
treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Ad<fre*«
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,

Taung

errors

Philadelphia,

Rooms

Our

are

59

Middle

inrl2-d3m
Isabella W. Bishop,

FROM

FOE

Having

DATE

Nevada.New York. .Liverpeol.Mch
China.New York. .Liverpool.Mch
City of Bristol.New York.. Liverpool_Mch
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.Mch
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg_Mch

13
13
14
14
IP
Henry Chauncey.. .New York.. Aspinwall_Mch 15
Sarmatian.Portland—Liverpool.Mch 16
City of New York. .New York..Liverpool.... Mch 1C
Parthia.Boston.Liverpool_Mch 16
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.Mch 16
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.Mch 20
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool.Mch 20
Missouri.New York. .Havana.Mch 21
Peruvian.Portland. ...Liverpool_Mch 23

| High

MARINE
PORT OF

secured

Are

) *1 i

ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake. Johnson, New York—passen-

Boston,

in

g

novlsnd3m

Pa^

WOULD ANNOUNCE
“While There’s

D K

TO THE SICK

Life There’s '*ope.”

LE WIS
THE TBUE

INDIAN

PHYSICIAN,

be consulted free of charge, at his office
160 CaagreM St., Car. Hauutfart St.,
Where he will attend to the treatmeut and cure of all
diseases incident to the human body.
All kinds of
Humors disapi>ear as if by magic, by the use of his
Can

GREAT INDIAN SPECIFIC REMEDIES
Cur., all Female

febPsulw*

WILL be

l 1/

SAILED—Barque Alice Tarlton,for Cuba; sch Z L
Adams, for Georgetown, Me; Lookont, for Norfolk;
and others.

Sch White Swan, from Calais for New York, which
ashore at Cape Poge. will probably be a total loss.
ut. the cargo and materials will be saved. She tilled
soon after and heeled oft' shore, and in this condition
the crew were obliged to leave the deck and go into
the rigging. Six men, with a life boat, made an attempt next day to rescue the crew, bur. they were unable to reach the wreck on account of the ice and a
heavy sea. On the 6th, a steamer went to their assistance and succeeded in getting them oft*. The men
were all badly frozen in their faces, hands and feet,
and were unable to help themselves. They had to be
raised on board the steamer by ropes, and could not
have lived but a abort time longer.
Brig Hattie, Cates, from Turks Islands, arriveil at
New York 10th, with loss of sails, boats and bulwarks
and cabin stove.
Brig Mary Gibbs, Whitteiuore, at New York from
Havana, reports, Feb 26fh, 27th and 28tli, hail a heavy gale from NW, and was driven East to loti 69 20;
2d inst, took a heavy gale from NE to ESE. with
snow, and was hove too 22 hours, the sea making a

& London

GLOBE

INS. CO.

HEATH &

Yarmouth March

M.

M. G.

mrl2-3t

Dittirallira.

\
12,1872. |

•

MIDDLE

a

bargain.

Mm, Women, Led., Miaece,
Children, i. net mrpasaed.

cheapest lot

ever

1M

Family School

for

At Little

FtTRUriTCRE, nearly

can

!'

Hong Kong Jan 15, Intrepid, Dunbar, San
Francisco.
| Ar at Singapore Jan 20, Tanjorc, Cobb, Cardiff.
;
Ajc at St Helena Jan 31, Amie, Morrison, Rangoon,
(and sailed for Fahuouth.)
Sld ftn Trieste 17th ult, Sagadahoc, Starkey, for
Ar at

Ar at Havre

20th ult, Thoe Harward, Strickland,

New Orleans; Freeman Clark,Bosworth, do.
Sld 21st, Montebello, Kelley, Newport.
Cld 20th, Gen Butler, Chase, Cardiff.
Ar at Cadiz 14th ult, Syra, Corning, New York.

mchll-d3t

thorough investigation ; chance

with: satis factors reasons for selling.
TAYLOR dc CO.,20 State St., Roston.

Boot, Shoe

and

Clothing Business

For Sale.
of great value; five years established;
business yearly on the increase; or would take
who
understands the business; satisfactopartner

LOCATION
a
ry reasons

given for selling.

TAYLOR d: CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass,
m chlld.lt

BY

TV’OTICE Is hereby given, that the subscriber has
^xi been duly appointed aud taken upon himself,
the trust of Administrator of the estate ot
CHARLES B. PLUMMER, late of Brldgton,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exes-

GEORGE G. WIGHT, Adm’r,
marl 1,18,25
5, 1872,

Office.

rucbll*

with 9900 in a
good
business, together with a
A., Washington st., Boston

DAM.

will

be received by Westbrook ManPROPOSALS
stone (Lam
the
ufacturing Co., for building
lower falls at
a

Saccarappa,

Morris Bros' IjUcm Specialties.

on

Me.

Plans and sneciflcbtiOTis may be seen at ths office of
Saccarrappa.
JAMES HASKELL. Agent.
f«15 Is u
Saccarappa, Feb 15. 1872.

MR.

GEE’S afternoon class

In

VnrV

mi.io

inchStf

™

■

X. A

j

J

AUCTION SALES.
Administrator's

TltK

Sale

Choiee

or

Groceries at Auction.

STATES :

license from the Hon. .1. A.
Judge of Probate wltldn and tor

to a

MANUFACTURING

PURSUANT
Waterman,

1

the

AND PRODUCING

County of Cumberland,

prepared to sell my goods on the moat favorable
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly enlarged my Ware
Rooms, caii now exhibit one
of the most complete

1

at

on

*Jj oVlsrL,

At the store No. 7 Plum Street, recently occupied by
R. It. Robinson, deceased, the stock of choli**
Grocerien, Teas, Tobaccoea, Cigars, Sauces, Old
W’ines, *&c. Also the Store Furniture.
This Stock consists of the choicest goo*In the market affords.
U. W. ROBINSON,
Administrator.
F. O. BAILKV X CO., Auctioneer*.
March 6-dtd

and finest assortments of

_

|

I shall sell

Thursday, tlnrrh 141b,

am

FURNITU RE!

_

K. 3C. IIU^rr,

-IN-

NEW

CominUxiou Merchant and

T>!

Surchasers

strict atention to business to merit the same In the
future. I shall be pleased to see any of mv friends
and patrons at my Warerooms, and will take
pleasure
in showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
best In the Country. For Spring trade I shall otter a
line of OF VICK DKHKN, also a
large line
of BOOK CASKli of my own mauuiacturc at
lower prices than have been offered In this market.

large

GEO. A.
No. 56

ALLAN LINE!

WHITNE1,

Monlrcal Ocean Mleaumhip Co.
c.vaaviNU

Exchange St.,

*h27

t

J»

Important

derryaud Uvcrjiool.
The Steam,hip

NARVATIAX, Tapi. Wylie,

to Business Men !

will leave this

PRESS OFFICE.

which

j cording to accommodations).

to

CHARLES M. HAWKES,

Exchange

t.

he'

* *N”
I’ayublo lu Hold or It* equivalent
or Cabiu Passage, applv to
It. A A.ALLAN,\*o.’i\;uflal0St
For Steerage Passage inward and outward ...
Sight Draft* .>n England for small amount* »oblv ,'

For Freight

prices
|*t per
yield
cent, interest. A very desirable security for In
PjK)B
treatment.
IO

on

Immediately after the arrival of the Train.
Ifc
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool. gnhtn

Itomis

County

port for Liverpool
.tlarrk 10th.

Halordn y,

A

dclltt

-t*

dawfl*

YOUNG MAN who has had several rears experience in book-keeping, desires a situation as
Book-Keeper, Copyist or Salesman. Salary moderEnquire at tne
ate; references first-class.

SALE at

/NfL

Return Ticket*.
#Tf
/rferPlTNlililMCkJraV>—at Reduced Rates

STREET.

lm

Western City an«l

rua

Tolled .lain tluiU.
Passenger* Bookwl t„ Londou-

t'uua.liuil Had

And Over 34 and 34.

\UL>X>LIi:

Auctioneer

316 Congress St., will sell every evening a laige
jV’Oassort
XI
ment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the rfay in lots to hull
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
escription of goods. Con«ignmeiiis not Untiled.
dtf
KebruAiy 11, 1#«4.

To my friends and ]>atrons, I return mv sincere
thanks for their very liberal patronage, and hope
by

meldeodtf

the Com pony in

MOST

With my fat'ilites for

mchll<l3t

STONE

R1’DO 1. PH,
TUKO. JACKSOS.
night, intro-

Prices as usual. Unnerved Seats now ready at
Hawes * Ora gin's Music Store, 77 Middle st.
Carriages mny bo ordered at 10.20 v. m.
uirll-6t

>

man

ass.

T.IK

UNITED

I1ELOW

energetic
established
ANpaying
Andress 580

Bdent.

CAR I,

CHAMBER SETS!

where he
Address H., Press

Wanted.
active

lt:stka1«k,

An entire change of Programme each
ducing the monster company in

The B«d Style and Finish Fainted

situation,

Iw

face..

The last assembly In connection with Mr. Oec’s
Evening Class will be Monday Evening, March lub.
For particulars apply at Hau. Private lessons each
day from »tol2 and from 2 to 5. except Friday*.

cus-

an active, reliable man. a
can earn an honest living.

SPOKEN.

Ui idgton. March

tomers,

seldom met

T.

ineiionuiur

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

Wanted.

Jan 8, oft* L’Agulhas, ship Winged Hunter, from
Calcutta for Boston, 56 days out.
Feb 18, lat 49. Ion 28, shipk Alex Marshall, from Liverpool for New York.
Feb 21, lat 27 36, Ion 19 30, brig Minnie Miller, from
Matanzas for Philadelphia.
Feb 23, lat 30 55. Ion 59, sch C F Young, irom Cienfuegos for New York.
March 6, lat 40 21, Ion 64 30, ship Criterion, from
Mobile for Boston.

hibit the same; and all ]>ersons indebted to said
tate are called upon to make pavment to

run

more new

taught by Mr. .-uni Mrs. Ge*.

LIBRARY TABLES,

IN

attraction and

more

dancing torMasters and Misses,will commence at Us
Academy, at Corner of Biown and Congress Sts., on
Saturday, March 9th, at 9 1.9 a’rlack
In the afternoon,sunl continue
every Wednesday and
Saturday afternoon,

CENTRE AND

Boot and Shoe Factory for sale.
many years, and in successful opof first class paying
ESTABLISHED
eration; regular
and will bear

Still

“MUP” rAMFBKLL,

Mr. A.. B. GF.K

HAT TREES,

Newbujryport)

Cardiff.
Sld ftn Newport 20tb, Alfkratta, Wallace, St Jago.
Ar at Cardiff 23d, Hope, Hancock, Havre.
Ar at Shields 22a, E A Kennedy, Kennedy, from

Sutton, Prescott, Lavallec,
A
Japanese Tommy.

The last half of

DRESSING) TABLES,

OK

i

13 A NCIN a l

Wardrobes,

|

Superior Business Opportunity—

MINSTRELSj

ETEGERES.

_

WM. SMALL. JR..
Lisbon Falls, Maine.

MORRIS BROTHERS

SIDEBOARDS,

Blue,

ONLY.

AI.h THB OLD FAVOBITBSf

SECRETARIES,

Boys!

NIGHTS

and Saturday, March 15 and Id.

LON, BILLY AND CHARLEY MORRIS.

MyWILNVT CHAMBER MBS'!'*, embrace
new and original
designs, and the beet finish in
this market. I am
offering besides

THIS

for

IC_HAL L,

Retirni of the Monarchs.

mv

furhM In any stylo of upholstering,
coverings of the finest quality of

FARMINGTON,

mr4eod2w

all of

Plash, Rich Pattern* of Striped
Terry*, best quality of all Wool
Torrys, Hair Cloth and
French Lasting*.

fiddle St.

LOOK

of

with

FOREION PORTS.
MAINE.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW, Jan 7, barque Isaac Rich,
Sheldon. San Francisco; 9tb, Corsica, Havener, do;
13th, barque El wood Cooper, Jackson, do.
School will open its Summer Term of ten
Sid Dec 30, ships St Joseph, Alexander, San Frauweeks, on
cisco; Charmer, Lucas, do.
Arat Liverpool 17th, ships Gettysburg, Walker,
April 5W, 187*.
Mobile; Columbia, Delano, New Orleans.
It has the advantage of an entirely new
At Faviil 18th ult. shin Washinc/tnn
fm I iv_
building,
the
most
delightful locality and Niirrmnuiiiuru and
er]>ool for Now York same day.
tne finest corps ot teachers of
any similar school in
At Zaza 24th ult, brig H B Emery, Small, for New I
the
country.
York fl days.
Send for catalogues or address the principal.
At Mstanzas 29tli ult, barques Jas E Ward, NickALDEN J. BLKTHEN.
erson, tor New York; C V Minott, Carter, and CarlMarch U-d2m
ton, Trocartin, for New York; N M Haven, Hall, for
Portland; brigs Hattie S Bishop, Webber, and Sports |
man, Morton, for New York; Clara M Goonrich, McCart, do; Alice Starrett, Hooper, tor Philadelphia;
Farm for Sale.
Maurice, Bartlett, fbr do; Walter Howes, Pierce, for
North ot North; Hattie E Sampson, Davis, and Mar1" ACRES of good land, cuts 40 tons of hav,
about 600 cords of young hard wood growth,
gie, McFadden, for do.
At Cardenas 29th ult, sob C H Kelley, Haskell, for
a brook running through it that never fklls: it has a
Baltimore, Idg.
good barn, house, ell and wood shed, and carriage
Sld fm Nassau NP, 24th ult, ship Franconia, MarFionse, good well of water. This farm is situated in
for New York.
shall, (from
the town of Bowdoin, Maine, 5 miles from
navigation
Cld at St John, NB, 7th inst, brig Edith Hall, Oliand R. R., Bowdoinham, 5 miles from Lisbon Falls.
ver, Cardenas.
Terms easy. For ftirther information enquire of

Littlefield, Carver, for Halifax;
24th, Kendrick Fish, Watts, for Callao; Sapphire,
Seiders. for Cardiff and Hong Kong.
Off Plymouth 23d, Fric the Red. Small.fm Antwerp

Friday

PARLOR SUITS !
Which 1

SEND

|

M TJ 8

ray assortment of

do lor Portland; Ann Eliza, Clark,
me a few of the “Portland Match Co.’s"
one
cent wrapiiers, printed on thin manilla
Baltimore for do.
paper
HYANNIS—In port 9th, schs A Kelley, Baltimore | siie 6x4 incheB, in good condition, and you will roceire
for Portland ; Robert Myhan, Doane, New York for
hv return mall live cent, for each
wrapper sent to
J. N. MORSE, Boston, Maes.
do; Maracaibo, Henley, do for do; Teazer, Hamilton,
mch9
SATues
Elizabeth port for do; New Zealand, Cook, Jersey
new*
City for do; Alice B, Alley, fra Rockport for Norfolk;
H M Condon, from New York for Newburyport; Oliver Jameson, Rockland for Richmond.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, sch Sarah Louisa, Hamm, RockABBOTT
laud.
Cld 9th, sch Abbott Devereux, Rich, Wiscasset, to

load for Cuba.
Ar 10th, schs Belle, Howes, Elizabethport; ElUe L
Smith, Smith, Port Johnson.
Cld 11th, sch Pilot’s Bride, Brewster, Rockland.

al

manufacture. I would call special attention to

own

more thau 1000 Tarda iu a
great
Prices 12Jc to 75c per vard;
offered in this city,

BOYS

Ontario, Sprague,

ciety.

Society in alHO under engagement to give ievariiiiHcellaneoua concerth lor charitable SocTetiert, and
are rehearsing some choice music.
Tickets, good for any one concert of ThlA season, JO
cents each, or three for Si. can be obtained of the
different societies, at Stockbrldgo’s, and at the door.
No reserved seats. Commence at 7.13 o’clock.
The design is hs make these the beet Home Concerts of the season.
marl2-dtd
The

ot this Stock.

again calling the attention of my patrons to my

and Insertions.

9-y

EVENING, MARi'll 91,
the benefit »»f the Martha Wasldugtou Socle tt.
FRIDAV EVENING, .1AKCH 5*9,
For the benefit of the Went End
Congregational So-

cod Ira

large Stock

A. B. BUTLER.
Mar

CITY HALL,

TMIBNDAY

Portland Manufactures
In

Morgan.

for

ENCOURAGE

City.

...John

WEUNEHDAT EVENING, MARfll 99,
fur the benefit of the
Swedi-n)»orglan Society.

TWO

_GKO,

this

the

AT

!

M. G. PALMER.
marl

.Mr. Watts.
Dasikl.“Will” Stockbrldge.
High Priest..Mr. Thomas
Lord ok the Court.Mr. Hudson.

and

Orders from all parts of the State for ©ue or more
I*air» are constantly coming in, aud any goods purchased, or sent on orders and not fitting, areexchanged or the money cheerfully refunded, at the option of
the buyer.
^“Particular attention paid to fitting Children’s
feet.

In
lot

KIno.

£kobl,.

CLADS,
feature

principal

Mr. Twombly.
yi'EEN.Mrs. Merrill.
I.ADV UK THE COURT,.MISS StrOUt.
)
(Mrs. Brown.
Jewish Maidens, [.! Mias Chase.
I
f Miss Strout.
A Select Orchestra ami a full, well trained Chorus.

YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’
as one

FEAST,

cast of

HanasiaW,.:..

Durable and Graceful clam of Boots Si
Shoes known as

FOR

day,
OPENED
variety of atylea.

Westbrook, Littlejohn, Portland.

BOOTS,

IRON

HAMBURGS, HAMBURGS.

10th, brig Hattie, Cates. Turks Islands.
Cld 9th, barque Courser, Marsden, for Tarragona;
Elba, Peterson, Havana; James McCarty, McCarty,
New Orleans; brigs Edith, Crowley, Mayagucz; sch
Nellie Bowers, Stackpole, Havana.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th, schs Frank M
Freeman, from Newcastle, Del, for Portland; Princess, Leach, Philadelphia for Belfast.
Ar 8th, schs Malabar. McCarty, Port Johnson for
Boston; Nulato, Small, fin Hoboken for Portsmouth;

I

SLIPPERS
Stylish,

following a trong

characters:

seven

Edgings

With the

THE ASSORTMENT OF

That

CANTATA!

BELSHAZZAR’S

To be found In this State.

rooms, bathing
room, marble mantle in parlor, parlor and ball frescoed. good cellar, brick cistern, %c.
Lot 50x62. A
portion of the purchase money can remain on mortgage for a term of years. If not disused of at private sale, will be sold at public auction.
Inquire on the premises or of
u
R, DAVIS & 00.

_mr#eod3w

BEST

NEW !

THE ANCIENT HARMONY SOCIETY,
CHARLES PEARCE, CoxDTvrOB.
Mm* M. A. LEACH, Pianist.
Will bring out the beautiful Cantata

TREK T.

BURT’S

French Roof Cottage No 16 Bramhall Street,
the residence of F. G. Patterson, is offered for
THE
sale at
It contains

Talbot, Amesbury, Philadelphia.
DARIEN—Cld 20th, sch Charlotte Fish, Williams.
Boston.
Cld 1st, brig Ida L Ray, Clark, New Bedford.
Cld 4th, sch Martha Maria, Veazie, Caragas.
SAVANNAH—Cld 8th, bar*pie Mary G Reed, Storer, Beaufort, SC; sch M C Hart, Delay, Baltimore.
Cld 9th, sch Gamma, Huntley, Providence.
CHARLESTON—Cld Gth, sch Matthew Kinuev,
Barter, Cartel, t4 load for New York.
NOUFOL|t-Ar $tb, tch Henrietta, Leavitt, Old
Point.
Ar8th, sch J V Wellington. Qhipnian, Rockport.
N^W YORK—Ar 8th, s*h Frank & Nellie, Gregory
Rockland; Franconia, Leavitt, Brazos.
Ar 9th, brig
Mary Gibbs, Whlttemore, Havana, 20

THE

will find the only full line of the justly
celebrated

F«r

half price.

u

ing a i>erfect fitting Boot.'

A.

In the Western part of the

Child reu under 12 years of age,
mrl2-3t

SOMETHING

Where you can get a wide
ornarrow, full or slim Hoot
••uat the width aud length that will be
easy and
graceful, and enjoy tne rare luxury of wear-

Small Cottage for Sale,

Gal-

25 cents.

BOTTOM,

«• W PALMER’*
132

HALL,

Faucy article** will be for Rale each afternoon and
ovenlng. Supper will be served on both ev enters
from half past six to half
past seven. Refreshments
will be for sale during ea.n evening.
On Wednesday evening a concert will be given by
the Cymbrie Choristers, of Ligonia village.
The entertainment on Thursday evening will consist of Music, and other nleaeing exercises.
Admission in the afternoou, free. In the evening,

DIFFICULT FOOT.

j

ARCANA

Wednesday Sc Thursday, March 13 A 14.

French Calf,

If you want to tit

%

j

Enquire on the premises.
Possession given immediately,
Mar 12-dti
Sunday Star copy.

veston.
Cld 2d, sch D

New York.
Ent out 21st, C A

Rubbers,

All hnnd-mado by BANISTER & T1CHENOK, of
Newark, New Jersey, (the best Boot-makers in
the United States.) always ou baud in all
v'Mth# aud »iz*e.

B. FREEMAN, Assignee.
w3wll
7th, 1872.

one

MOBILE—Ar .4th, ship Albert Gallatin, Chandler,

[Latest by Euroi>eun steamers.]
Cld at Liverpool 22d, Daniel Webster, Brown, for

L E V EE !
AT

CORNER CONGRESS AND CHAPEL STREETS,

and

ENGLISH

they stand.

Woodbury.

sch Hannie

Lodge

WITH

mrl2-6t

on

San Francisco.

mrlldtd

THE LADIES’ OlkCLK connected with Arcana
of Good Templars will hold a public

STREET,

Of the finest and best

Houses, No. ‘J9 State street, and the
the rear,
TWO
Vernon Court, together with the
which

ou

Mar. 13.

Fair and Entertainments.

oiiened in the State nf Maine
nuarlv sail
r.¥
wnich are manufactured expressly for his Retail Trade, and all warranted.

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Cld 29th ult, ship Pactolus,
Liverpool.
Tobev,
POUT BEAKELY—Sid 28th ult, ship John Jay,

HALT,,

Tickets* 35 ctR; for sale at usual places and at the

ever

Will be continued

In the case of the barque Merrlmac, which was run
down and sunk by steamer Alleppo, a verdict has
been rendered in favor ot the owners of the vessel and
cargo. The claim amounts to #134,720 39.

.tftugnilade,

M>dueaday Evening,

BLOCK.

fur sale, Wholesale anil Retail,

—

Eliza, of Barnstable. 112 tons, also has been sold to
George H Howe, and others, ot Bath, for $2500; sch
Mary Howes, of Harwich, has been sold to Ephm H
Harkness, and others, ot Camden, for $600.

days;
Ar

FLUENT

PALMER,

Boots, Shoes

the business; must

A

Sch James H Deputy, of Barnstable, 120 tons, has
been sold to Jas Varney, of Bath, tor $3600; sch Man.'

LIGHT,

M’nle of Tssnosl

a

-.AT-

The I.nrgeal aaA Beat AaMrtn.ru> »(

Druggist.

STATED meeting of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association, will be held in the Library
Room, ou Thursday evening, March 14, at 7* o’clock,
Question for Debate, laid over at last meeting
is
as
follows:
That the amendResolved,
ments to the Liquor Law, passed at the last session of
the Legislature, are unwise and injudicious and
should be reiieHled.
J. W. Mansfield, aft.
J. B. Thorndike, neg.
lm-hatd
is
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.

leaky.

g rocker,

bu

POBTLAND, BE.
Offers

C._M.

colors by

POLARIZED

door.

Street,

TV-OTICE is hereby given, that Joseph W. Lawll rence, of Yarmouth, in the county of Cumberland, did on the 28th day of February, 1*72. make
an assignment of all his
property not exempt by law
from attachment, to the subscriber, to be held in
trust for the use and benefit of such creditor* ef said
Lawrence, as may, after notice, as provided in the
4th section of chapter 70 of the Revised Statutes,
become pariie* thereto, iu pro|>ortion to the amount
of their respective claims; and three months from
the execution of said assiguicnt are allowed to all
creditors of said Lawrence to become parties thereto.
The original Indenture of Assignment may be
found at the office of the subscriber.

by

light.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS,

DREW, Ag’ts,

* 13 € A HO ON
feb26deod2w

Thursday,

uiLu^ii

lectur e is to be lUnstratedb; the

will show the brilliant experiments of

And

$3,640,449,63.

Assignee's Notice.

u*ti iuu utij;, tin iiim,
uuiue^HI Ijlglll
W
N, took a iearfu) squall from W8W
and lost and split light sails, ana was hove too 36
hours, and iced up so badly that the vessel was a foot
by the head.
Sch Bay State, of St George, was forced ashore at
Fort Hamilton 7th, by the ice, and lies in a bad position.
Sch Central America, Roberts, from Bath for Cuba,
put into Liverpool, NS, 8th Inst, with loss of sails ami

sch Minolta,
PENSACOLA—Ar
m 99 5th,
m

This

ELECTRIC

Liverpool

Royal’. River, Jhiae,

March

xg Tii k

M I C R O 8 G O P I<:.

Without reducing the assets held by the Trustees In
New York, which amount to

U. S. Engineer Office,

Portland,

Folsiriscopc,

Anti the

received at this office until 10 o'clock
the llth dav of April next.
The dredging to be done, will not exceed
l.r,,000
cubic yards. For speclflcations and further particulars, please apply to the undersigned. Proposal,
must be made in duplicate, on forms which will be
furnished on application to this office.
vtc,u.
nUiU,
Lieut. Col. of Engineers.
Bv’t Brig. Gen’l, U. 8. A.
a. it. on

Spectroscope
ah

Gents’ Custom-Made Boots
i.

E. C. Bolles. Pli. 1).

BY THK

ot

3 and 5 P. M.

Dredging

May

And

PAID IN SIXTY DAYS

PROPOSALS
Far

E.M.Hi, M AIU H 1 3th.

I

ON

CHICAGO LOSSES,

CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Henry

Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, Eastport and St
John, NB—A R Stubbs.
Sch The Star, (Br) Sadler, St John, NB
John
Porteous.
Sch Paragon, Hickey, Eastport—N Blake.
Sch Henry R, Morton, Lubec—J E Farnsworth.

Liverpool.

Rev.

or

WAITED!

Apply between

at

LAST LECTURE

!

The

BAINB.

BOY to learn
AMERICAN
bring good references

ballast, seek-

Benohi

HALL!

be had at Hawes & eraof the managers, anil at the door.
mrt'.'nl

sin'.,

Three Million Dollars

SOLICITED.

WHITTIER’S,

Complimentary

—BY—

AT-

Monday, March 11.

a

ASTER

TICKETS 41.00.

Shareholders Personally Responsible for the Engagements of the Company. All Directors are
Shareholders.

132 MIDDLE

BOY

EXHIBITION

ON

The

No. 14 Cross

PORTLAND.

gers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Emma O Curtiss, Lane,
ing, to E Freeman.

«

give him

ANC

Eif A EiHJIA

Total Amonnt of Chicago Losses, (less
re-insurance collected.). $3,259,131 76
Total Amount pakl to February 7th,..
3,207.151 70

mrl2dintf

NEWS.'

»3,G IO,449 62

addition to which its large assets abroad are readias was shewn bv the payment of its Chicago Losses.

prepared to furnish

HBTLAND,

Id

iu

DAILY OK FOR THE SEAOON.

water. 1.15 PM

Will

1

ly available,

Families, Hotels, Stores aufl Vessels any quantity wanted

Office,

W>

19,173 2<>

The Assets in the United States now exceed those
of any American Fire Company, with two exceptions,

I C E !

ORDERS

OTZ,90B

STAIRS.

their stock

PURE

Miuiature Alniauar..71 arch 19.
Sun rises. 6.16 1 Moon sets.9.45 PM
Sun sets... .6.04

r>

oi collection.

Total Assets In the United States,

Leavitt, Burnham & Co.,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN HVEA1RERN
NAME

/. !j

J n4 -vj

Bonds.

on

Other Assets..

1872.,'*

SEASON

Interest

x iviuiuuin m course

Street.,

UP

FREE

Each Evening before the Entertainment of the beautiful CALillM lilLIIT with BKIttN
BANTU NERKNABE

Complimentary Ball.

..

Accrued

Everything

Orcbeatra.

8372,280 34
For full particular* ace day bill*.
Ticket* for Mile at Box Office, Muaic Hall, on :«u<i
1,155,400 00
after Saturday, March 9. Price* a* usual.
04
18,877
mchG lw
W. E. STANLEY, Ag’t.
1,408,925 00 i
oo
32,800
1G9.061 78
70,092 20
15,000 00
THE FRIENDS OF MR. .1. COLE
3,880 00

Alortgage.

Bank, Gold.
Loan, Gold.

Cash

noteoa ,ym qfiioQ
ICE!
ICE!

LFuueral on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at her late residence, No. 27 Myrtle street.
In South Gardiner, Feb. 26, Mr. Joseph Johnson,
aged 75 years.
In Farniingdale, March 4, Chas. F., son of Francis
Douglass, of Gardiner, aged 17 years.
In Rockland, March 4, Mrs. Medellah F., wife of
Capt. Jos. Metcalf, aged 33 years 3 months.
In Rockland, March 5, Mr. George A. Miller, aged
57 years.
In Unity, Feb. 18, Maj. Alvano V. Lowell, aged 27
years; 27 tl* Mr. Nath’l Rice, aged 84 years.
In West Farmington, March 5, Mrs. Martha Norcross, aged 78 years.

Bond and

Cash in

ENTRANCE

DIED.

on

Intereat thereon.
United States Bonds.
State Bonds.
Cash iu Bank, Currency.

the Poet Office,

uext below

Ringers!

Perforuerw, Brau Band 4k.
New and Orig
inal.

Talented

I ft

BEPARTMMNT

KNULAND

Accrued

MADE EXPHEMNLY EOH THE BE.
TAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.

Knox.
In Freedom, Feb. 26, Daniel O. Bowen, ol *1 on ill,
and Leila G. Elder, of F
Iu Winteruort. Feb. 19. Cant. Wm. Verrill. of W..
and Annie E. Grant, of Frankfort.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 24, Clittord A. Pettengill, of La
moine, and Aurilla Hodgkins, of Hancock.

Mrs.

Loana

Light Double Harness,
Heavy Double Harness,

Freeport, March 7, by Rev. J. »J. Bulfinch, Thos.
Conley, of Yarmouth, and Miss Abby K. BE thin, of
Freeport.
In Eden, Murch 3, John W. Burns and Ella F.

I roape of

jflim Georgia Dean Spaulding,
/'hr Greatest Harpist in the World!

Held by the Directors in New York, dan. I, 1872.

Harness,
Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,

Clear

Exchange, Boston,

Real Eatate

Business

Cloudy

Swiss Bell

STATEMENT OF ASSETS,

Pleasure Harness,

Cloudv

temperature and elevation.

11,

NKW

STOCK A.\D WORKMANSHIP.

WOOD

lu

Trapani.

On
of

NW
WE

for Coughs and Colds has arrived and j
article now in the market for the cure of ! Dundee.

Reason

Caugh Syrup. Try it, and
you trill be satisfied.
Prepared only by Edward
Masmi, Apothecary, Middle street, Portland. Price
a

LtRaiii

______

AND GLOSSY.

liquid form,

a

COCOA-NUT

thk best

Clear
Cloudv

HEXULEK'A

Couplet*

SPAt IdDINU’M

GENERAL AGENT EOR

|

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,

1Y

last longer

eighteen

and are pronounced
eminent connoisteurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealert In the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger.
They are the best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly
maintained.
IV It is necessary in some cases for persons desiring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,' to insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becauB
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,

BOND STREET, N. Y

Axle Grease !

iu their

most

The

Clear
Fair

NEW ORLEANS—Cld 4th, barques Franklin, Hassell. Cronstadt; Tremont. Small, Cienfuegos.
Sid tm SW Pass 4th inst, ship Ida Lilly; sch Lady

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There Is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparation* which
are used in
flavoring the various compounds prepared
tor the hamfi stomach.
These Eitractt are Warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition qf many of the factitious fruit favors
now in the marlcet.
They are not only trfle to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.

For sale

Cloudy

W
SW
NW
N
N
NW

MARRIED.

Hughes.

Jellies, Nonces,

HSf*', Uravita, sic.
The superiority of these Extract* consists

NO

NK

2 Merchant’s

I

I

&

1XCL1DINO

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture ami display our harness to great ad|
vantage,an<l we propose to otter ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of
stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves resjKwsible for

SAN

Syrup*, Ice Cream*, Cu»turda, Piu,

injurious compound.

Will make your carriages run easier and
than any other lubricant.
It will not harden nor run out. It is
every time.
G. I..

so

the best medicine hi the world. GEO. C
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists.
6U eodl6w
fe27

NATIVE

Graphite

and I’ll d* you
ROOT AND HERB

them to be

J^cAdam

eontaln a
Sold by all

Me

compounded
as to reach the fountains of
disease, and absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver and Bllllous Diseases, Jaundice. Dyspepsia. Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

For

TT&S

Good.”-DR.
LANGLEY’S
BITTERS. No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparilla, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroughwiat.

Soil*

5

3

—

bearing

DUST.

Mar 12-sneod4w

and Custom Made*

a.

;
Bostou.30 09 35
Chariest on.S.C.. 29.94 54
Chevenne.W. T.29.72 39
Chicago.30.33 25
Cleveland. 30.18 26
Corinne. Utah. .29.79 41
30.23 32
Indianajiolis
Key West.30.18 69
Mt.Washington.29.89 20
New London—,‘10.30 33
New Orleans. 30.30 52
29.99 35
New York
Norfolk.29.87 32
Omaha.30.10 27
Pittsburg.39.02 39
Portland.30.12 30
San Francisco .30.02 54
Savannah.30.12 51
Washington-29.97 32
Wilmington.. 29.93 47
Montreal.30.20 18
Barometer corrected for

ucrtii

CO.,

Mo. 10 Clapp’s Block,

Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, &c.,

85 Commercial St., opp. the “Old Clock.”

A choral society of twenty-five member* has
been formed in Augusta, Professor M. C. Milliken, conductor, to take part in the great June
Jubilee.
The friends of the unfortunate firemen who
lost their lives upon the Maine Central Railroad
last summer, Eugene D. Gullifer at Belgrade,
on May 29th, and Wilson Cavill at
Farmingdale, on June 27th, have instituted proceedings
against the corporation to recover the forfeit
prescribed by law, not less than #500 nor more
than #5,00(1 The respondents have not vet
answered. The cases are on the docket of the
Supreme Court, now in session in Kenuebec

EVERY QUALITY.

DAVIS &
mar2sn

If you would have “Peace and
Good Bread” in tli© family
buy a barrel of

GOLD

“THE THOMSON GLOVE FITTING”

Boston.

THE

GOLD

Fresh SudoIv of

Also in stock a perfect assortment of all the desira
ble makes in American and German.

“Buy

|

»

Sot

REAL, FRENCH CORSETS.

Agent.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION:
Mesa. H. D. Parker «£: Co.,
Parker House,
Wetherbec,Chapin A Co. Tremont
Revere
**
LewiH Rice & Son,
American
And many others.

f2 I

MEMORANDA.

RECEIVED!

A

new.

All of Home Manufacture

t?

d

Dozen.

a

WE HAVE RECEIVED THIS DAY,

All Dust, Grease or Coal Smoke Removed by our
process, and defbeed colors will become as bright as

YORK COUNY.

$1 19

or

lw

sn

JUST

from the Floor.

The quality of Restorative is also not injurious to
the most delicate fabric and tint, and is an actual pre-

PAIR.

ANDERSON’S S Deering Block.

Patented December, 1670.
Cleans aud restores Carpets to their original
llcuuty aud MrightHcu
Without

A

STYLE LINEN COLLARS,

YORK

Carpet Renovating Company,

03

AT

LARGE LOT SF

A

;
NEW

THE

CORSETS

WHALEBONE

CLOSING

Great Revolution in Domestic Economy,

a.

£

—

GERMAN

March 12-sn2w

Cornish.—A. G. O’Brkm, Moderator; W. S. McKenny, Clerk; Isaiah Chaney, Eben Baker, H. A.
Pike, Selectmen and Assessors; A. G. O’Brion,Treasurer ; O. Bartlett, S. S. Committee; R.
Small, CollectAll Republicans but Collector. Combined weight
or.
of Selcctmeu 700 lbs.
O.

says the indications are as
that considerable housebuilding will be in progress in Dover and Foxcroft. We understand that W. W. Clark, Esq.,
is to erect the coming season twenty dwelling
houses. S. W. Hall, Esq., is to erect a line
dwelling in Dover, near the Methodist church.
Others contemplate building as Spring opens.

of which will be sold at very low prices.

All

*

§

X
g-

o
•i

Hoop

Now Selling at- Prices which
Sell them with no hesitation.
Bl!l

a

and

are

SHOII.D

D«zen.

a

One Hundred Dm Ladies’ Henry Cetten
Hose, 15c n pnir er 7 pairs far $1.
Ladies’ extra Balbriggan Heee 3<k n pnir
er 6 pairs for 91 62.
Ladies’ Balbriggan Heee, Silk decked,
50c n pair er 95 75 a Hex.
KiMei' Balbriggan* Silk clocked, 45c a
pnir, sold last year at 75c.
Men’aBalbriggan Hess, extra quality, 50c
a pair, farmer price 75c.
#

BROADWAY, N. Y.

GEO. Wifi. GORDON,

a

2?

aged 39

In

ALMOST

observation.

State,

this

s*

3

In tliis city, March
years.

DEERING BLOCK.

MARKED DOWN!

the

Sf

®

ANDERSON'S,
3

CREAK.

W. B.

The Observer

SALE

BALBRIGGAN AND COTTON HOSIERY,

THEY ARE GOING 80 VERY

when

Spring approaches

THE

One let ef the celebrated Iren Frame Heee

STORE
flHNAdraTMMl

dwwnWIIl

mittee.

r^AUiwuui

tvatyrt?.

-OF-

IMncoutent

IS GOING TO BE

Ferguson, Columbus Peabody,C. W. Wescott, Selectmen ; W. B. Ferguson, Town Agent: P.
White, Town
Clerk; Joseph Hoit, Auditor: J. N. Hoit, S. 8. Com-

STATE

wr.TO
OF

Given Away for the next Ten Days.

n

Republicans.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Dixmont.—Wm. H. Palmer, Moderator;

r>\rt?

GOODS

WILL

COUNTY.

Collector of taxes.

New York.

or

Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg B R
sn
jn3

CALL

DRY

Fbeepoht.—Hon. S. A. Holbrook, Moderator:
Micah Stockbridge, Reuben B. Rogers, John Burr,
Selectmen, Assessors. &c;S. A. Holbrook, Treasurer;
Micah Stockbridge, Supervisor of Schools; Warren

Jordan,

Boston

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Govemment and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight lrafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents for the sale of the

LEACH’S, 84 MIDDLE STREET,

Town Elections.

H.

credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in
erest

°f

»

o

Spaulding’*

Company in conjunction with

Full

Largest

h

a:
2.

UELEHAINT1

Bl anch Ofiicse.
*89

k

Two Entertainments l niter One Manage*
ment!

above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,
1

EveuiliK*.

I lib and IJtb.

MAMMOTH CONSOLIDATION!

45 William Street,

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

Commerce.

pace

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

Portland,

1

ONLY!

I'ut'xlii)

Delehauty, Heugler

Head Office,

STAIRS),

(UP

Next

TO
B*

terest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and in-

-AT—

time. Yesterday the first through letter mail
from St. John was received here which was
brough to Baimor Sunday by a special car. We
are informed that the
Company has about a
hundred passengers along its line which it has
been boarding several days.

CUMBERLAND

n

1

Where we invite all our customers and the public to
Report, March l'i, 19 P. M.
examine one of the
War Department, Signal Service, IT. S. Army. Di- I
visions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of |
Stocks of Harness in

MAINE.

GREAT

our

rHE

BANK K B S,

NOTICES.
«f

For Sale
two story French roof house just finished
on Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and al
he modern improvement*. Enquire on tne premise
>r No 25 Emery st.
,J. A. TENNEY

NlOH'l'S

mid

" ‘HOI

Globe Insurance Co.

Manufacturers,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

new

TWO

—

Nuuilu)

Weather

PORTLAND.

PORTLAND,

Harness

Street.

SN lm

sepddtfhu

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

made CwloriouM Summer

The New Brunswick station of the E. & N.
A. ltailway has been having a pretty severe

perfectly true,and agreatdeal more; yet, strange
to say, many of them give us no
help in our

of
much as we could hope to do by the railroad
scheme, even if it should prove to be a success.
_N. D.

vote

BY

34 EXCHANGE ST.,

WHERE

dollar,
man,
gun
the Administration of Abraham Lincoln
make war on the South.” Again he voted nay
w-hen a resolve was offered in Congress declaring, with respect to the rebellion, that “it is
the jsjlitical, civil, moral and sacred duty of the
people to meet it. fight it, crush it aud forever
destroy it.” Such is the man who was dfeemed
by the Democratic leaders..of New Hampshire
good enough to instruct the patriotic people of
that State—whose glorious record during the rebellion cannot be outshone by that of any other
State in the Union—in their political duties!
Such a fact shows where the Democracy of today stands, as plainly as Voorhees betrayed
his standing in the above mentioned speeches
and acts.
never

trial habits and of health and life among the
people. This estimate of a shilling lost and
wasted for every shilling spent
on
strong
drink is within the mark. Now, here we have
great numbers of intelligent, energetic and enprising business men who are busy by day and
taxing their brains through many sleepless
nights to discover some way, if possible, of increasing the wealth, population, business and
prosperity of this city and the State. These
men.—every one of them—know perfectly well
that all w'e say of the grog shops and of their
mischievous influence upon our prosperity is

possibility

in

A Good Enough Democrat fobNew Hamp-

rectly, by lost time, damage and destruction of
property, misdirected industry, loss of indus-

certainly gain,
doubt or failure, as

Now

stirred the thinkers of two continents.

year by year, making the money loss to the
State through the grog shops at least sixteen
millions a year.
For every shilling spent in strong drink at
least another shilling is lost, directly and indi-

city debt,

SPECIAL

slender build, with a slight stoop, and
a noticeable limp in walking.
He is veey bald,
but his face is serene as a sunset sky, and indicates the calmness of his judgment rather than
the force of the mind whose thoughts have

shire.—Among the Democratic speakers engaged for New' Hampshire—but accidentally
prevented from coming—was D. \V. Voorhees
of Indiana. He was the man who said.to his
constituents in April, 1861:
I say to you, my
constituents, that as your representative, 1 will

?>a

nieh'sntf

161 Middle

and

—

11

MUSIC HALL, PORTLAND

-AND-

A. M. JIcKK.MVKV

Feb. 9, 2872.

SADDLE

GIG

I

'V

"

■

ENTERTA INM ENTS.

Henry Dunn & Son, Liverpool and London

PHOTOGRAPHS

7-30’.

REDUCED TRICES !

height,

ing and heart-rending as you describe them to
i>e, and all honest Democrats will, no doubt,
give their hearty support and sympathy to you
or any one else who will enforce the law; and I
lielieve they will do it from the proper motives.”

|

H. M. PAYSOIK,

YORK COUNTY.

The body of a man, supposed to be the mate
of shooner Clara Bell of Camden, Me., wrecked on Cape Cod, was picked up on the beach at
Wellfleet Saturday afternoon.
The body is

SALE

CHEAP! CHEAP!

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

m&kc for thirty days, Card Photographs tor
ONE DOLLAR PER DOZEN !

I will

»’•

EASTERN RAILROAD

A Biddeford correspondent of the Lewiston
Journal says a terrible circumstance took place
during the severe cold snap of last Tuesday, at
a farmhouse about three
miles or more from
the city proper. He had not been able to ascertain the names of the parties but the facts are
as follows: The man and wife
living at the farm
being sadly addicted to the use of spirituous
liquors, during the evening went away from the
house, both being intoxicated. Their infant
child was left in a cradle aud the terrible cold
uvciwnuiu(> ii, auu uemg scantily ciomea, u
died. A hound was iu the room, aud gs he was
nearly starved, upon going to the cradle and
tinding the dead body ate off one of its tiny
arms and horribly mutilated the head.

News Items by Mall.

On the first page of to-day’a Pbehs is an article on “the oil monopoly/* which throws
some light on the proposition recently received
hy Mayor Kingsbury from parties in Titusville,

,

day yesterday.
Jack.

sitting memoer, ana against Mr. jn orris. Mr.
Norris is a native of Maine and was Land
Agent from 1860 to 1863.

on

Thursday.

It rained hard all

the Alabama contested election case of
Norris vs. Headley, the House committee

Accident

alimo-

The noted pauper case between Industry and
Starks, which lias been in our Court for some
time, was finally decided iu favor of Industry,
on

has been lost.

an

Einia|l*a B. R.

FOB

i< 3AR33

»-30>«
#’•
I'm

DratralRaiir*ad,I*wa, R*ld,
Norther* Pacific, Gold,

The Machias Republican, has a brief account
of the schocking casualty at Machiasport on
Thursday. It says the iumates of the house
destroyed by fire, consisting of Mr. Joseph Bryant and his wife, an aged couple, a
granddaughter and a young woman named
Flynn, who was
spending the night there, were suffocated and
partially burned. There being no near neighbors the house was almost entirely conspmed
when discovered. Those who discovered it rescued the bodies and conveyed them to the barn
and covered them up. The young women were
about eighteen years of age.'
The Republican says Messrs. I. Marston &
Co., wreckers of South Lubec, have landed seven large
anchors this winter, aud have oue
buoyed, and the Messrs. Wormells have landed
one, aud have two large ones buoyed. West
Quoddy Bay picks up a great many anchors.
The number of vessels that
passed the Light
Station at West Quoddy Head during the mouth
of February was 194,11 barks, 11 brigs, 158
schooners and 14 steamers.

were

occupied,

Chirac*
rated*, Oki*.

»’•

P*rtlaad Sc R*chester R. R.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

and even the stairways
crowded. At about 4 o’clock the jury resumed
their seats, having awarded damages against
defendant (Morrill) to the amount of $825.
Immediately after this case a divorce was de-

Good exhibit of the work of President
Grant’s three years’ administration is made

beyond

very able and eloquent, aud

their

in a very able and impartial manner, and
at 12 o’clock m., the case was put into tlioir
hands, immediately after which the Court adjourned. On re-assembling in the afternoon,
every available nook and corner in the room
was

#'•

Leeds Sc

from the effects of eating brakes that had been
fed to them instead of hay—salt and potatoes
also being liberally, giveu them at the same
time. A farmer in Parkman has also lost five
head of cattle from the same cause. This stock
was iu good order aud apparently thriving, but
w hen takeu ill died
suddenly. The form of the
disease somewhat resembled murrain.

ton

mist without fear or favor.

all

out” about it

plaintiff’s

were

1

Portland

The Bangor Whig says a farmer im Cambridge has within the last few days lost his entire stock, nine head of cattle, all'of which died

delivery the room was hushed to
perfect stillness, so deep was the interest manifested. The jury were charged by Judge Wal-

Brigham Young, ami he will have to
vacate his place in favor of an official who
will enforce the law against the great biga-

reported

as

during

tion to

have

put

necessary.
The pleas

that District Attorney Bates was in sympathy
with the Mormons, and had promised protec-

sum

what

when,

{

SPECIAL NOTICES
CHEAP!

BONOS!

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Words led to blows,
witness testified, defendant
struck him, aud kicked him several times, from
the effects of which a surgical operation was

Straw will be elected.

following figures:—Reduction
public debt, $299,049,762.03; reduction of the
burdens of taxation, $80,000,000 per annnm;
collected "hi the course of three years, $1,200,000,000; expended, $1,000,000,000, making an
aggregate of $2,200,000,000. Of this vast

The Times says a lady of Bath has in her possession a boquet of flowers which she gathered
in 1851) from the garden on the Island of St.
Helena.
The boquet consists of geraniums,
heliotrope, moss-roses, and flowers of different
kinds, many unknown to this part no extra
means have been taken to
preserve them they
are (in a wonderful state of
preservation, each
bud and flower being as perfect now as the
day
they were gathered, excepting the dried look
which all pressed flowers have.
One of the
moss-roses was plucked from a bush planted by
the Great Bonaparte himself while &
prisoner,
and which he took great pleasure in cultivating
and nursing, aud although long
have passyears
ed and the dust of the hero has long mouldered,
vet this hush lives and blossoms to cheer the
heart of the weary traveler who occasionally
calls to view the spot so long his solitary home.

\

SPECIAL NOTICES.

tratc.

21», 1871, plaintiff weut to Morrill’? house for
the purpose of talking the matter over, and no
doubt, as any honest man would lie, was “Some-

vorable circumstances is the contest between
Senator Patterson and Hon. E. A. Rollins for
the Senatorship. But in spite of all these
adverse influences it is probable that Mr.

in the

against him to raise a well-grounded |
suspicion of his guilt. He was, after a full j
heaving, promptly discharged by the magi*- t
shown

letter from Farmington.

I

Portland, Dec. S-U

.IAMES L.
FAK.MElt,
N°' 3

THE PRESS.

Organization

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 12, >72.

ensuing

of the

City Government for

i

I8»i*.
The newly elected City Government for the
year

was

formally inaugurated yester-

day.
nr BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

Adrertiitemeato T«-Day.

j

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
For Sate- Hack and Livery Stock.
Goods—A.
Dry
Q. Leach.
Out Edged Flour—Gold Dust.
Can>et Renovating—Geo. N. Bishop.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Complimentary BaU to Mr. J. Cole.
Something New—Ancient Harmony Society.
Fair aud Entertainment—Arcana flail.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Boy Wanted—Whittier.
For Sale—House 99 State at.
Harness Manufacturers—Henry Dunn & Sou.

I

j

|

IVtauaripal

Court.
an

action

assumpsit, on the ground that the conrt did not
have Jurisdiction, the writ having once previously
been issued and served, but not entered in court on
of

its return day.

Judgment

Plea sustained.

for de-

fendant with costs.
Frank, s)>ecially.
Brief Joltings.

Steamer Chesapeake sails for
Tuesday afternoon, March 12.

New York this

Sergeant Sullivan, who died at Fort Preble on
Saturday, by shooting himself, was buried yesterday in the grounds adjoining the fort. Gen.
Seymour, commandant of the post, read the
service for the dead at the funeral.
The hall in the third story of Williams’ new
block on the old Third Parish lot, on Congress

street,’has been leased by Arcana Lodge of
Good Templars, and it will be ready for accupancy soon.
A gentleman attended the 30th organization
ef the city government yesterday for the thirtieth

siuN-esHive ve*vr

The train

without

n

Minnie fsiilnre

the Maine Central road from
Bangor yesterday afternoon consisted of eight
passenger cars, thoroughly tilled, and three
postal and baggage cars. It was drawn by two
on

engines.
Mrs. Wetherbee and Messrs. Shaw and Pennell of this city, hare engaged to be present at
the Androscoggin Musical Society’s Festival
and concert on the occasion of the opening of
Lyceum Hall, Lewiston, March 20th.
The formation of ice in Sebago Lake has seriously interfered with the supply of water in
this city.
J ohn Ramsey has been arrested here for com-

plicity

with recent

horse-stealing operations

in

Augusta.
The City Council relieved a considerable
number of people of their anxiety last evening.
it would have been well to revise the list of
subordinate city officers last night, and strike
off the names of persons who haver not been
residents for several years.
Mr. Robert McCluskey, of the police force,
and one of the best men in the department,has
resigned his position, to accept a situation as
private watchman.
School Committee.—The last meeting of
the present Board of School Committee was
held last evening. Detailed reports were received from different members of the Board
relative to the examinations of the public
schools.
At the close of business, Mr. O’Donoghue
offered the following:
Resolved, That the thanks of this Board are
eminently due and are hereby tendered to Geo.
W. True, Esq., Chairman of the SuperintendSchool Committee for the amiable and
impartial manner in which he has so justly presided
at the deliberations of the Board of 1871-72.
Mr. Blanchard offered the following:
That the thanks of this Beard are due and
are hereby tendered to Aunn L. Dresser, Esq.,
for his faithful services as Secretary to this
and for his uniform courtesy to
Committal
members in the official capacity he is entitled
to and will retain our kindest remembrances.
Mr. Pullen offered the following:
Resolved, That we extend to the retiring
members assurances of our profound regret at
from those with whom cur associations
parting
nave always been so
pleasant, and who leave
behind them memories of kindly, courteous
and friendly intercourse which we shall long
cherish.

j

porary chairman.
Messrs. Wiuship and McCarthy were made a
Committee on Credentials, who subsequently

j

M. C. M. A.—Library Room.
Assignee’s Notice—H. Freeman.
Ice—Leavitt, Burnham & Co.
Proposals—Gen. Thom.

JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.
Monday.—Plea in abatement to writ in

The members elect were called to order at 10
o'clock by H. I. Robinson, City Clerk, and Marquis F. King, Esq., of Ward 5 was made tem-

reported that the following gentlemen had

cer-

tificates of election and were entitled to seats
at the Board.
Ward 1, Josephs. York, Ward 2, George C.
Littlefield; Wari^ 3, William H. Josselyu;
Ward 4, Charles McCarthy, Jr.; Ward 5, Marquis F. King; Ward fi, Eben Corey; Ward 7,
Wm. A. Winsliip.
A message was received from the Common
Council accouncing the temporary organization
of that Board.
The Clerk was charged with a message to
the Common Council proposing a joint conven
tion for the purpose of completing the organi-

evenings

IN COMMON COUNCIL.

The members elect of the Board of Common
Council were called to order at 10 o’clock by B.
Barnes, Jr., the clerk of the last Board.
Micah Sampson of Ward S was chosen President, pro tem.
Messrs. Small of Ward 7, Perry of Ward 5
and Yeaton of Ward 4 were appointed Committee on Credentials
A message was received from the Board of
Aldermen, announcing that that body had organized by the choice of Marquis F. King as
temporary chairman.
The Clerk was directed to notify the Board
of Aldermen of the temporary organization of
this Board.
The Committee on Credentials reported the
following gentelmen duly elected and entitled
to seats at this Board;
Ward 1—J. F. Randall, H. P. De vev, E. X.

Greeley.

Ward 2—Augustus F. Coe, Hiram H. Rich
Edward Thurston.
Ward 3—Samuel S. Rich, William L. L. Gill,
Alplienso Brunei.
Ward 4—Edward H. Daveis, John Yeaton,
T. A. Foster.
Ward 5—Micah Sampson. Lyman X. Kimball, Ezra X. Perry.
Ward 6—Edwin Clement, Wm. H. Fessenden, Henry C. Newhall.
Ward 7—Fred W. Clark, Stephen R. Small,
Chauncey Barrett.
A message was received from the Board of
Aldermen proposing a convention of both
Boards for tne organization of the citv governrnent, aud this Board concurred m the jiroposition.
The Board of Aldenneu came in and Marquis 1’. King was nominated President of the

Convention.

City Clerk read the record of votes for
Mayor, and declared Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr.,
The

duly elected for the ensuing year.

Alderman Corey and Councilmen Yeaton and
Rich were appointed a committee to notify Mr.
Kingsbury of his election.
The Committee subsequently reported that
the Mayor was prepared to take the oath of
office and enter upon his duties.
The Mayor elect came in,accompanied by the
Committee, Rev. Mr. Hayden and the City
Marshal.
The oath of office was administered by Hosea
I. Robinson, City Clerk.
A portion of Scripture was read by Rev. Win.
B. Hayden, of the New Church, followed by
prayer.
The oath of office was administered to the
Aldermen aud Councilman elect by the City
Clerk.
The Mayor then read his inaugural address
as follows:

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR

Kingsbury's inaugural.
Gentlemen of the City Council:
By the suffrages of our fellow citizens, freely
aud intelligently expressed, we have been selected to represent and watchfully guard their
interests and rights during the municipal year
now commencing.
It is a duty of grave moment and not to be lightly regarded. With a population of nearly thirty five thousand, and property valued at about thirty millions of dollars,
virtually in our charge, it becomes us to weigh
each measure presented to our consideration
in the scales of our most deliberate judgment,
The people have appointed us custodians of sacred trusts, and 1 cannot permit myself to
doubt that it will be our honest endeavor to
discharge our obligations with scrupulous fidel-

ity.

FINANCES.

required .‘viz.:

Marginal Way.
Marginal Way Bridge,
Land purchased enlarging
Evergreen Cemetery.

paying the expense of fitting up the
Lodge in beautiful style.

City building,

hall of the

Public

first of a
Portland F’raternity.—The
series of religious meetings, under the auspices
of the Portland Fraternity, was held at their
hall last evening, Bev. W. T. Phelan presided
and opened the exercises by reading selection
from the Scriptures. After prayer by Bev. W.
B. Hayden, and singing, the chairman explained the objects of the proposed meetings, and

stated that the present meeting was designed
merely for consultation. Brief remarks, favoring the establishment of such meetings, where
Christians of all
upon

a common

denominations could

platform

and

discuss

meet

those

great questions in which all are interested, were
made by Mr. Jeremiah Howe, Bev. B. H.
Bailey, Bev. W. B. Hayden, Mr. Oliver Gcrrish, Bev. H. J. Bradbury, and Mr. Shaw. At
the close of the meeting it was voted to continue the meetings, and the next one will he
held on Monday evening, March 25th.
Holiness Conference.—The second monthly convention for the promotion of holiness, under the auspices of the State Association of the
Methodist Church, was held at the vestry of
Chestnut street church, yesterday afternoon
and evening. There was a very large attendance, and the exercises were marked by fervor
and devotion. In the evening, in addition to
the usual services, a brief explanation of the
doctrines of holiness as held by the Methodist,
There were present as conductors
was given.
of the meetings, Camp Meeting John Allen,
and the Rev. Messrs.
and Richardson.

Munger, Luce,

Runaway.—Yesterday

there

Richmond

first-class

was a

runaway in the neighborhood of the postoffice.
A aedate countryman’s bo*se took fright at a
cat which jumped ont of a window, on the
and

wood stand,
jumped
through
Postofflce Avenue, where he caromed ou an
express wagon and threw out three men, one
The diredet horse got
whom was badly hurt.
throwu by the feat, but scrambled to his feet
and went for the interior of the post-office, but
slipped agaiu on the steps just as he was getting
an inside place.
Judge Goddard said neigh to
his application, and like many a politician the
horse was forced to go back to his original
and

run

post.
Accident.—Yesterday morning

a

gentleman

approached

covered that it was Mr. William Trowbridge,
one of our
temperate and resected citizens,
who was walking along with a pot of paint in
in his hand when his feet
slipped and he fell on
the sidewalk, striking his head with such force

produce insensibility.

Mr.

bridges,

Support of poor,

3,500
500

128,000

$3,156,200

1872,

by ordinance &c., to no othpurpose than the payment of the funded
viz.:
1700 shares Portland Gas
er

debt,

$

Trust funds on which the
city pays the interest only,
Amount of sinking fund, say,
Notes receivable secured

by

mortgage,

Ogdeusburg railroad stock,

7143 shares Portland &

85,000
13,000

411,879

32

11,000

uy

68

Municipal bonds protected by
mortgage of the Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad Co., for' payment of
fund has been estab-

lished by said compauy,

787,000

Leaving balance of municipal loan
cured,

unse-

$1,715,320

......

sinners, secured by mortgages of real
estate, ic.,
B95.000 00
Municipal Bondi protected by mortgage
of the Atlantic & St. Lawrence Uailroad and sinking fund,
*787,000 00
Balance Municipal
above,

Trowbridge

a short time recovered his
senses and
home.

was

in

taken

Accident at Yarmouth.
On Saturday
while Mr. A. W. True was at work in Locke's
non paper mill at Yarmouth a
large chisel fell
from the timbers above him, and struck him on
—

the back, cutting a fearful wound. He lies in
a dangerous situation, as the
wound is in a very
serious place,

Physician—Bar
Physicians—John

GIRLS.

Surveyor

Joseph

Mahogany

Taylor,

Curtis, Nathaniel Walker.
Cullers of Hoops and Staves—George Burnham,Geo
Dow, Emery Cushing,Stephen B. Chase, John Brooks,
John Chase, Thomas T. Sawyer, Wm R Harriman,
George McLelian, John P Hobbs, Edmund Phinnev,
Jeremiah Proctor, Daniel Daev, James Dver, Edwin
Dow,' Levi J Jones, Hora io White, Abraham W
Whitmore, Albion Harmon, Joshua Hobbs.
Measurers of Wood and Bark brought by Railroad
and Water Conveyance—Reuben Holt, Andrew M
Benson, Benj F Brock, Albert J Merrill, J W Stevens, Wm Huse, Lewis L Thurston,Samuel Libbv,Wm
H Walker, David Chandler, Paul Priuce, Simeon

Shuttled', Arthur Libby, Daniel Mayberry
Measurers of Wood and Bark brought by Carts and
Sleds—Amos Grover. Worthv C Rhithwh Vnuidu
Tibbetts, Jobii 'I Baker, Winslow Hall, David Libby.

Cullers of Dried Fish—John Chase, Jeremiah Proctor, E G Willard, Geo Trofethen, Joshua W Sawyer,
Emery Cushing, Frauds A Sawyer.
Pound Keepers—James Powell, E11 L Wing, John

Taylor, Isaac Libby.
Tythmgmcn—Jacob Quirnby,

loan unsecured

*2,382,000 00
as

1,715,320

68

*4,007,320

68

this statement it will be seen that tlie unsecured liabilities of the city are $1,715,320,68.
Last year the amount reported was $1,750,000,
68, making a reduction of $34,080, of that class
of debt.
Tlie stock held by the city in the Portland
and Ogdensburg Railroad Company, for which
in
was
paid the sum of $714,300, is not placed
the lists of assets.
At present they are unavailable, and have no determined value.
1 have called tlie debt proper of the city “unsecured liabilities,” simply to distinguish them
from those for which we have ample and unquestioned pledges. But this debt is really secured by the
public property valued at over a
million of dollars, the taxable estates, and tlie
public faith.

By

While it becomes us to be cautious in the use
of the city credit, it equally is our duty, by all
proper and wise means to foster every enterprise, whose tendency is to increase our population and wealth, and utilize our resources.
And in this connection permit me to refer to
the movement set on foot under the auspices of
the Board of Manufactures, with the cooperation of the city, as promising important results.
Tlie Board have recently entered upon tlie wide
distribution of their circulars, suitably illustrated with a view of the city, which give a forcible exhibit of our really remarkable advantages
for diversified industries. Several responsible
parties, contemplating new or enlarged operations, have thus been led to visit our
citv, and inspect its facilities, and may in due
time be expected to locate among ns. Proprietors are placing in tlie hands of the Board such
information respecting their property as meets
the wants of persons in search of buildings,
mechanical emapartments, or lots adapted to means
also have
ployments. Several citizens of
in placing
Board
the
the
of
cooperation
sought
their money by the side of manufacturing experience and skill. The Board thus promises

cniuu;

in

oum.

Mark

Wlggin,

Louis

Bunee, Geo Fessenden.
Field Drivers and Fence Viewers—Samuel Cobb,
James F M Johnson, John Taylor, James Powell,
Thomas Tracy, John Weeks, Isaac Libby,.
Ouit Streets.—We regret to notice that
Mayor Kingsbury, in his annual message, has
neglected to “give credit where credit is due,”
in regard to the saving of expenditures on our

streets. To William A. Goodwin, Esq., our
excellent City Engineer, belongs the chief
credit of having saved the city the expenditure
of many thousands of dollars, by his suggestions and advice, which were accepted by the
City Council.

Music Hall.—Delehanty, Hengler& Spauld-

ing’s Combination Troupe gave a very amusing
entertainment at Music Hall last night. The
programme was full of original eccentricities,
which were much enjoyed. The clog dancing
unusually good. The more classical portion of the entertainment given by the Spaulding Bell Kingers came fully up to the promise
of the managers. The audience was very large,
and the entertainment will be repeated this

was

evening.

_

Removal. —Messrs. Henry Dunn & Son have
just removed their extensive harness manufactury to the corner of Market and Middle streets,
and located in the chambers over the clothing
warehouse of A. M. Smith & Co. This removal gives the firm one of the most centrai sites
in town, with a salesroom !)7 by 30 feet, welllighted and affording a fine chance for the display of goods. Overhead is a workroom of the
same dimensions, where from 30 to 40 hands

constantly employed manufacturing

harfor the home market aud jobbing trade.
The firm arc using annually an immense quantity of Pennsylvania oak-leather, and are turning out work of every style. Every part of
their harnesses except a very little ornamental
work on the saddles is hand-stiched and very
durable. Persons In want of anything in their
line should call and see the elegant variety kept
on hand, and inquire the prices.
The establishment has grown to its present magnitude
fiom a small beginning, aud distributes thousands of dollars annually among the people.—
We are glad to note the existence of such establishments in Portland.
are

nesses

Harper's Bazar-—This beautiful

weekly

publication

Is the standard with ladies for all
the fashions of the day? Besides containing numerous

tuc

fashion

plates

aud their expl nations,
amount of first-class literary

hum

wucu

as

[
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SUMMARY OF CITY LIABILITIES.
Bonds issued in aid of Portland & Rochester Railroad Co. secured by mortgage
of said road and sinking fund,
$700,$00 00
T

years—Chas

uiruun
it gives a large
could at onpe ascertain, on investigatis their custom, the yearly transfers in
matter, which always renders it a welcome visthe Registry of Deeds, whether the whole or
itor to the parlor circle. The number for the
owners.
of
a
lot
had
Any ensiling week, richly illustrated, has been rechanged
only a part
draftsman of fair business capacity could make
ceived at the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessuch plans, and with the lots thus plotted out
and before them, the valuators could arrive at
senden Bros., Lancaster Hall; also by D. Wentthe
much
property,
conclusions, upon viewing
nuim, MCtiici m
akauuucij, tvv., «*«
more rapidly and definitely than by any other
Congress street, comer of Oak street.
method.
It is understood that one of the reasons for
Leach.—A, Q. Loach, No. 84 Middle street,
the failure to carry out the action of 1870 was
the anticipated large cost. The valuation of i who somehow manages to keep even with the
1800 was obtained at an expense of about $5000;
sharpest competitors in the matter of good
but I am assured by those competent to express
goods and low prices, proposes to reduce his
an intelligent judgment, that by the plan suggested, a full and complete revaluation might figures to the very lowest point for the next ten
he made at a cost not exceeding, amj probably
days to reduce his stock preparatory to making
less than $2500,
repairs on lps store. Here is a rare chance for
OUR MILITARY,
for those who have money iu their
bargains
reas
We have at the service of the city
a
served police force, anil for duty on all public | purse,
celebrations, three well drilled, well manned,
If any of our readers wish to have their old
and
ably commanded military companies— carpets look as bright and clean as new withPortland Blues, Portland Light Infantry and
Portland Cadets. The latter company, though
out removing them from the floor call on George
composed of very young men, principally gradN. Bishop, office lti Market square. He has
uates or members of
our H igh School, is
of
notice
tor
its
worthy
special
remarkable pro- just cleansed the carpets in some of our princificiency in military science. By a recent act of pal hotels, and we learn he has a contract to
the Legislature the Company may now be recSee his card
; renovate some of our steamers.
ognized as a part of the legal military force of 1 in another column.
the State. I recommend that they be provided
with a suitable armory for their accommodaWe call attention to the advertisement of the
tion, and that such aid be extended b.V tbe city
Ancient Harmony Society in another colamn.
to these several organizations as may tend to
increase their efficiency,
It will he seen tkat some of our best talent take
eONPLl/SlON.
parts in the cantata. Members will recollect
Gentlemen, J have thus briefly referred to va- that
the rehearsal Wednesday evening is at 71
rious matters of public interest, Vour better |
collective judgment will rectify any mistakes I
o'clock,_
may have committed, and supply any omissions. Our joint labors now commence. Let
msCELLANGOI'M NOTICKM.
us look to Him who is the supreme ruler of all
for the wisdom necessary for the faithful disWhittier, Druggist, has a fine new stock of
charge of our duty.
brushes of all kinds, just received.
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Mayor.
Many va!
rieties imported for him.
dissolved.
then
Convention
The
Call and look at them.

ing,

Deduct

Tti.il/-ltr...

School Committee for three
F IJbby,
Chas J Chapman, ,T A Locke, George C Burgess, Nathan Cleaves, M P Frank, Thomas Pennell.
School Committee for two years—Thomas B Reed.
School Committee for one year—Clarence Hale, Jas
E Haseltine.
Truant Officer—William L Fitch.
Chief Engineer Fire Department—A J Cummings.
First Assistant—Frank A Merrill.
Second Assistant—G H Cloyes.
Third Assistant—Nahum Littlelield.
Fourth Assistant—John F Chase.
Euginemeu—Edward W Porter, Engine No 1; John
Cousens, Engiue No 2; Alfred Wiggin, Engine No 3;
Goo F Hayes, Engine No 5.
zillai B Foster.
City
T Gilman, Augustas
Consulting
S Thayer, Horatio N Small.
Overseers of tlio Poor—H H Burgess, Frauds E
Pray, Geo W Brown, Isaac Jackson.
Keeper of Powder Magazine—William H Bigelow.
of Plastering—George II Hanson.
City Constables—Thomas P Beal, George T IngraWilliam
H Plummer, Arthur M Sawyer. John
ham,
S Heald, James S Gould, Henry Gallison, William
B Irish, Lyman Hall, Joseph A Perry, Thomas Mackey, Alonzo H Libby.
Surveyors of Lumber—Isaac Libby, Edwin Clement, Lyman N Kimball, George Worcester, Nathaniel
Walker, George H P Larrabee, Ezra Russell, Spencer
Rogers, Joseph K Merrill, Rufus Deering, Nahum
Libby, James Berry, James Knowlton, Benjamin
Larrabee, Harris C Barnes, Thomas Cummings, M
W Ripley, Cassius M C Pratt, John A J Roach, Geo.
S Sylvester, Francis H Widber, Andrew W ThompS Roberts, William
son, George H Merriam,
H Walker, .TAJ Roach, P N Smart, James Carle,
Jr., Alexander Edmonds, Nathaniel Pierce, Andrew
M Benson, Luther F Plngree, Manly Skinuer, E L
Clark, Nathaniel B Walker, JohnS Campbell, Jotham
G Lewis, Samuel L Lyjbrd, Lewis H Cole, John L
Brackett, Robinson Williams, A S Lyford, Jerome
Rumtnery, A S Lcgrow, George T Means. Lewis L
Thurston, Charles H Merrill, A A McFadden, Simon
M- Sawyer, William Kilby, Joseph Whitmore, Henry
Bullaru, Orin R Legrow, E H Parsons, Edmund Lanagan, Palmer Duly, E G P Smith.
add Hard Wood—A M
Surveyors of
Benson, Benjamin Ilsley, Simon A Dyer, Samuel S
Rich, Nathaniel Walker, Increase Pote. Francis H
Widber,-Charles II Blake, John B Cummings, Benjamin Larrabee, Nathaniel B Walker.
Surveyors of Masts and Spars—Joseph W Dyer,
William II Simonton, John Bradford, William' W
Dyer, John B Thorndike, John E Bradford, Robert
Holyoke, Joseph S Roberts.
Surveyors of Ship Timber—Joseph W Dver, Chas
D \V Bnswn,
Jordan, Wm W Dyer, Lorenzo
Nathan Dyer, Joseph K Merrill, Henry Trickey, Wm

assessors

$520,875* 32

$2,502,322

icu-i

—

IN

HOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDKRKEN.
That
following orders were

the
The
passed:
Dead men tell no tales; if they did,
rules and orders of the last Board of Mayor
anathemas against the depleting lancet, the
and Aldermen be adopted until otherwise ord»
ered; that the present rules and orders of the drastic purge, and the terrible salivants of the
last City Council be in force until otherwise
materia medica, would arise from every graveordered'; that the City Clerk cause to he print- yard. The motto of modern medical science is
ed 600 copies of the Mayor’s address, to be
bound into the annual reports; and 200 copies : “Preserve and Regulate, not destroy," and no
of the address in pamphlet form for the use of
remedy in our day is so entirely in harmony
the City Council; that all unfinished business 1 with this
philanthropic logic as Dr. Walker's
of the last City Council he referred t» the appropriate committees vyhen appointed; direct- Vegetable Vinegar Bitters. In this powing the City Messenger to furnish each mem- erful, yet harmless restorative, dyspepsia, bilber of the City Council with one copy of the
lous complaints, and all diseases of the stomRevised Ordinances and the Municipal Regis, |
ach, liver, bowels and nerves, encounter an irter.
mar4-4w
Ordered—That a Committee of two on the resistable antidote.
part of this Board, with such as the Common
of
toilet
stock
is unsur
Whittier's
articles
Council may join, be appointed to revise and
Soaps particularly in great variety.
prepare the Municipal Register, together with [ passed.

}

]I

IH MCIPAL ELECTION.

Baugor

and

Augusta

largely

increased

Republican

by

Majorities.

[Special by International Line.]
Bangor, March 11.—The municipal election

to-day resulted in
wright, Republican,

the choice of J. 8. Wheelfor

Mayor by a majority

of

412 over Wm. T. Pearson, Democrat. The vote
for Police Judge resulted in the election of Col.
W. 8. Clark,
Republican nominee, over Piper,

Democrat, by

523. Last spring the majority
was but 70.
The Republicans carried five of
the seven wards, and elected six of the seven

Aldermen.

Augusta,

March 11.—Hon.

J. J. Evelcth

re-elected to-day by a majority of 458 over
the Democratic and Labor Reform tickets, a

was

gain of

250 over last year. The Labor Reformthrew only nine votes in the seven wards.
The Republicans
carry every ward by a handers

some

majority.
[By Associated Pres*.]

THE BATH CUSTOM

HOUSE—MR. PACE

government employ.

RISES TO

Mr. Farnsworth of 111., from the Post Office
a bill to suppress the
system of straw bids for
carrying mails, and providing that any persou who has put in a bid and
who then faiis to enter in a contract and
perform the service, shall be deemed
guilty of
misdemeanor and be liable to a fine of
$5,000,
and a years imprisonment.
Mr. Potter of N. \., offered an
amendment,
authorizing the Postmaster General to accept
new sureties from contractors.
Agreed to—aud
bill as amended was passed.
Mr. Butler of Mass., moved to suspend the
rules and pass a bill, directing the Secretary of
the Treasury after the 1st of April, 1872, to collect and receive one-thinl of the amount of
customs duties on imports in United States legal tender notes. Rejected—40 to 73.
Mr. Butler then moved that the rules be sits-

EXPLAIN.

Committee, reported

Bath, March 11.—The memorial signed by
myself, which was presented to the Uuited
States on Saturday last by Senator Bayard,
makes

reference to the acts of any Custom
ai mis port.
r»o investigation
at the Bath Custom House is asked
for, nor
does it ask for any relief for the
corrupt practices of any officials of this
port. No corrupt
practices are known to exist. We consider our
Custom House officials above suspicion, and
they have our entire confidence.
A. G. Page.
(Signed)
no
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ONE DEMOCRATIC CITY.

Biddford,

March 11.—F. G. Warren was
elected Mayor to-day without opposition, he being the candidate of both parties. The Democrats re-elect the municipal Judge and have the
entire

City

Government

excepting

two

npmlpH

Council-

WASHINGTON.
THE

ARMS INVESTIGATION.

Washington, March 11.—Col. Crispin, the
ordnance officer at New York, who consummated the principal sale of arms and ordnance
stores during the last fiscal year, was examined
this forenoon before the committee. His testi; mony was of no special importance, being
merely a statement of the transactions in detail.' He denied ali knowledge of the destination of the arms sold except a large quantity
delivered ht Pier 50, North river, where the
French steamer lay.
The Senate arms investigating committee examined chief clerk McNally, of the Ordnance
Bureau, who knew of no 'officer who made
money from the sale of ordnance stores.
Col. Benet was also examined, stating that
the advertisement even of a small amount of
ordnance of arms was always considered an authorization to sell a larger amount if the purchaser desired it and the ordnance was not
needed by the Government.
BONDS

mill

t.K*»

Kill

lui

n...

House for consideration now. Rejected yeas
89, nays ti8—not a two-third vote.
Mr. Beck of Kji., offored a resolution calling
on tlie Secretary of War for a detailed
statement as to to the sales of arms and ordnance
stores since June, 1865. Agreed to.
Mr. Kiiliuger of Pa., offered a resolution, declaring the policy of granting subsidies in public lands to railroads and other corporations
ought to be discontinued, and that every consideration of public policy and equal justice to
the whole people, require public lands to be
held for homesteads for actual settlers and for
educational purposes. Agreed to without division. Adjourned.

men.

Ringer of City Bell—William A Stillings.
Superintendent of Clocks—William H H Hatch.

best in their power, but I find on
consultation with them that they are as deeply
impressed as myself with the necessity of a
thorough and systematic re-valuation.
The real estate at the westerly section during
the last twelve years has greatly increased in
value, while in the eastern section it has hardly
maintained its estimate of ten years since.
The assessors have recommended that plans
of all tlie streets be taken in sections, say on a
scale of one inch to every fifty feet—and the
size of the lots, their Btreet numbers and owners be put upon the plans (as illustrated in a
plan of Pearl street in the Assessors’ Office)
and that these plans be bonnd in book form,
aud always remain in tlie Assessors’ Office for
reference.

$3,023,200

From which deduct available
assets of the city applicable

tn

McAllister.
Weigher of Hay—John Taylor.
Weigher of Hard Coal and Plaster—Richard Cole.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—William R P

edly do the

133,000

Ttnnilu iuunu 1

Henry

ing more equitable taxation, This provision,
however, was never carried into effect. I am
still, however, as I was then, impressed
with the importance of this measure, as the result weuld he to increase largely the taxable
valuation, and at the same time adjust more
equally the amounts assessed to the different
owners of real estate.
As the matter now’
stands it is uncertain, unreliable, unequal, and
The
assessors undoubtnecessarily capricious.

17,500
25,000
3,000 —$

sinking

Assessor—William O Fox.
Assistant Assessors—William Weeks, Ward 1; Walter J Cushing, Ward 2; William Huse, Ward 3; Geo
Hall. Ward 4;
S Trickey. Ward 5; George H
Gardiner, Ward 6; Wm D Mariner, Ward 7.
and
Weighers
Gaugers—Arthur M Small, George

The city council in the year 1370 provided for
a commission of three persons to re-value the
real eMta^ of the nlty fur the purpose of secur-

2,000
12,000
47,000
3,000

Less bonds maturing during
the year paid from the sinking fund for reduction of
the city debt to March 6th,

a

Solicitor—Joseph
Symonds.
Engineer—William A Goodwin.
Commissioner of Streets—John F Leavitt.
Visiting Officer—.Joseph Short.
Harbor Master—Benjamin W. Jones,
Civil

The report of the Chief Engineer of the
Fire Department shows that every branch of
this department of the city government is in
good condition. I commend to your consideration his recommendation as to the needed
change of certain hydrants. I need not say to
you, gentlemen, that we have no interest in our
charge more vitally important than the Fire
Department. With small pay, the members
have been, so far as I know, uniformly faithful. They have charge of the property of the
city, by day aud night, in storm as well as in
fair weather, and no money can be better expended than in this behalf. Their calls upon
us heretofore have been very moderate, and I
trust we shall he ready to respond liberally to
any they may reasonably make hereafter.

500

buildings,

which

Auditor—Cyrus Nowell.
W

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

14,000

Dailey

Light Co.,

City Clerk—Hosea 1 Robinson.
Treasurer and Collector—lleury W Horsey.
Messenger—George T Ingraham.

THE STREETS.

MANUFACTURES.

corning up Preble street discovered a man lying
When lie first saw the man
on the pavement.
lie supposed it was a case of intoxication; but
as he
him and lifted him up he dis-

as to

Land purchased of B.
for gravel pit,
Contingent expenses,
Streets, sidewalks and

KVEKINO SESSION.

RE-VADDATION OF READ ESTATE.

$

The Council proceeded to the election of
President of the Board for the ensuiug year
and made choice of William H. Fessenden,
Esq., of Ward G.
Mr. Fessenden, on being conducted to the
chair, addressed the Board. He said that the
office to which he had been elected was one not
to be sought nor declined.
He thanked the
members for the honor that they had done him
and assured them tiiat he should rely upon
their forbearance and look to them for assistance in fulfilling the duties of the
position.
B. Barnes, Jr., was re-elected Clerk of the
Board for another year.
Mr. Barnes thanked the Board for this manifestation of confidence.
The unanimity with
which they had called upon him to perform the
duties of the position was especially gratifying.
He would endeavor to merit the compliment
l>aid him, aud hoped to give satisfaction in his
office.
It was ordered that the rules aud orders of
the last Common Council be continued in force
until otherwise ordered.
Papers from the Board of Mayor and Aldermeu were
disposed of in concurrence, under a
suspension of the rules.
Adjourned to 7 1-2 o’clock.
Both branches went into joint convention immediately after assembling and the following
suDorctiuate city officers were elected, the successful candidates receiving about 25 votes each:

The Street Commissioner re]torts the amount
expended on streets the past year as $68,708 34.
The year previous the amount expended was
380,052 >1.3, showing a large reduction in this
department. I deem it proper to say that great
care and judgment have been manifested by
the Commissioner and the Committee on
Streets, and we may well be satisfied with the
result. AVe are yet
feeling in this respect the
effect of the great fire, and relatively large apwill
to lte necessary. It is
continue
propriations
more economical in the end to keep our streets
in good order than to lte compelled to pav for
damages resulting from defects therein. I renew
my recommendation of last year that
Washington street, now one of our most important thoroughfares, should receive your particular attention. The city has paid in damages on this street within the last few years
enough to have put it in excellent and safe condition.
Good progress lias been made in building the
marginal way from Gould's AVharf to tin
Grand Trunk Bridge. As soon as completed,
the Portland & Rochester Railroad Company
will lay their track thereou, and thus by a third
rail over the Grand Trunk line, have access to
Commercial street.
Although the cost has
been somewhat expensive the city, I have
seen no reason
to change my opinion that
this measure will
prove of great
ultimately
is
the beginning of what
It
importance.
must
be
the result sooner or later—the
laying out of a broad street skirting
thie eastern section, and connecting the Back
Bay with Commercial street, thereby opening
np'to the public use the harbor of that section,
and making available for business and taxable
pnrposes the large quantity of at present waste
land on its margin,

of

iIIAINK.

IN COMMON COUNCIL.

|

In my last two annual communication, J
have called your attention to the pressing necessity of an industrial school for a certain
class of girls, who require, for their own good
and the public welfare, wholesome restraints
and reformatory influences. Portland Iras especial need of such an institution, aud the need
A year since
every year becomes more urgent.
the Governor and Council, by authority of the
Legislature, appointed three Commissioners, of
which I had the honor of being a member, to
consider aud report upon the subject.
After
several meetings, the commissioners prepared
and presented an Act incorporating certain
gentlemen and ladies, in various parts of the
State into a private Association, with an accompanying resolve that the .State woulu furnish a certain amount of mouey in aid of the
movement, when another and larger amount
should lie contributed by private donations.
The Act was passed, but the Kesolve was refused a passage. Hut the large affirmative vote
in its favor, encourages the belief that, at the
next session of the Legislature, the aid of the
State will be given to this important measure.
It is to be hoped that every prominent city and
town in the State will, in tlie meantime', express their wishes upon the subject, and that
our city especially, having the most important
interest therein, will make itself distinctly
heard in its favor. As guardians of these unfortunate girls, our duty to them, as well as to
society, is obvious, plain, and unquestionable.

mayor

For payment of land front
Market Hall,
Drains and sewers,

Ordered—That all bills aud ulaims against
the city shall be referred to the appropriate
Committee for approval, aud shall, prior to the
payment thereof, be approved in writing and
signed by a majority of the members comprising the same, in Committee actually assembled
for the purpose; and the Auditor is instructed
to audit and allow no such hills or claims unless approved as aforesaid.
Adjourned to 7 1-2 o’clock.

Mr. Starkweather of Conn., presented a petition of the residents of Norwich, Conn., asking
for a general reduction of tarriff to a revent.e
basis and the repeal of all duties on salt, coal
and pig iron.
Mr. Hereford moved to suspend the rules anil
adopt a resolution declaring it unconstitutional
and tyrannical usurpation for Congress to attempt to force mixed schools on States or to
pass any law interfering with churches, public
carriers, or inn-keepers. Rejected—50 to 8".
Mr. Roberts of N. Y., moved to suspend the
and pass the Senate bill, appropriating $200
000 for a government bnilding at Utica, N. Y.
Rejected—61 to 51, not two-thirds in the affimative.
The Senate amendment to the House bill for
a government building at St. Louis, was on motion of Mr. Welles of Missouri, non-curred, and
a Committee of Conference ordered.
The Speaker announced as the Select Committee, on charges against the Secretary of the
Navy, Messrs. Blair of Mich., Sargent, Peters
of Me., Voohees and Warren.
Mr. lietz of Pa., offered a resolution to instruct the Committee on Ways and Means toreport on the propriety of abolishing all internal
revenue laws and imposing taxes on the States
in proportion to the population. Agreed to.
A number of amnesty bills were presented
and passed by unanimous consent, and without
being read.
Mr. Garfield of Ohio, obtained consent to
have an amendment to the Post Office bill considered in order, prohibiting all persons who
have held office in
any department of the government which required confirmation by the
Senate from acting as agents or attorneys for
the prosecution of claims before such department, for two years after they have left the

BY TELEGRAPH.

Brunei.]

It is with great pleasure I commend to your
consideration the very able report of the
School Committee, written by C. F. Libbv,
Esq. For clearness and breadth of thought
and expression, for elaborate statistics w ell arranged and classified, it is a model document,
and ought to be read by our entire tax paying
citizens.
By this report it appears that the present
condition of our public schools is in some respects better than that of any past period of
their history. The present number enrolled in
the schools is larger by three hundred and
eighty-eight than last year, and the average
attendance is greater by one hundred and thirty-three. This increase is partially due to the
marked decliue of truancy w ithin the past two
years, confirmed by the reports of the teachers,
who estimate that'the number of truants lias
decreased from fifty to seventy-five per cent.
The number of city children who attend
private and Catholic schools is much larger than
lias been commonly supposed. An examination of the report will show that Portland has
not heretofore been fairly represented as to the
number of its children in the actual enjoyFrom the stament of educational privileges.
tistics of attendance at both public and private
contained
in
the
schools,
report, we find that
the whole number enrolled is not less thau
eighty-three per cent, ot the school population,
or sixty-three per cent, of the census number
of children between four and twenty-one years
of age, and that the number in our public
schools alone is sixty-four per Cent, of all children between live and eighteen years of age inclusive, (being the extreme limit of school age
in this city,) or forty-eight per cent, of the
whole number. It would thus appear that the
former estimates of the number of truants and
absentees have largely exceeded the real number, and that the educational rank of our city
compares favorably with that of any other city
in New Kngland.
Tiie report recommends the establishment of
a training class for the benefit of those
graduates of our High School who intend to become
teachers.
The plan suggested involves no
great expense, and would secure to our teachers and graduates many of the
advantages of a
Normal School.
I have been thus particular in details, that
you may see at a glance the position of our
school department. It is a leading interest and
no money is expended more cheerfully by our
citizens than for that important purpose; for in
an educated people is always
safety, while an
ignorant population is sure to engender mischief and evil.

zation of the city government.

will be for sale on each evening. Wednesday euening the Cymbria choristers of Ligonia village (Welsh) will give a concert, and
on Thursday evening
there will he a pleasing
entertainment of music, &c. It is hoped every
friend of Temperance will patronize this Fair
as its object is to raise funds for the purpose of

the necessary rules ami enters of each Board.
Aldermen Wiusliip and McCarthy were ap|>ointed on the part of this Board. [The Counoil appointed Messrs. Clement, Sampson aud

OUR SCHOOLS.

Our first and paramount duty is'to watch carefully the public funds. There are two extremes
to be avoided. One is the lavish use of the city
credit, or of its available cash means, on exschemes of doubtful advantage.
perimental
We have no right to involve the city unless the
return shall be sure, positive and commensurate.
The other extreme is in opposing every needed
improvement, and every measure that will enure to the public benefit.
It becomes us, therefore, to ascertain, if posThese expressions were suitably acknowledgsible the medium between these two extremes;
ed and the Board adjourned.
in brief, to be conservatively progressive.
A liberal policy is a wise one. We claim for
Driving fat hogs up an icy hill isn’t a sucour city superior'advantages for manufacturing
cess.
It was tried yesterday and failed. A carand commercial purposes. We have a harbor
load of big ones, that would dress 200 and upunsurpassed on the Atlantic coast, offering the
wards was started from a depot to a place upnearest route from the great markets of the
west to tide water, and thence across the ocean
town where it was proposed to pack them.—
to the great markets of the Eastern world. And byAiirj k'h iudii" luoueraieiy wen uiiui uiey ue- | tide water 1 mean not a
creek, nor river, or evto
climb
gau
High street, above Danforth, en the crooked channels and shoals, and cross
hidden
currents and
where the hill is steep and the ice smooth.—
dangers of an extensive
bay or estuary, but what, so far as depth of
Here the bottom dropped out of the experiment
water and facility of ingress and egress are conThe hogs were not sltarpened for such a walk,
cerned, is the ocean itself. The ocean conies
though their appetites may have been. There to our wharves, and our railroads are washed by
never was so much pork
spread before the the spray of the ocean. To open up to the trade
of the west a knowledge of these advantages,
residents of that street.siuce the town was di
and to give them all reasonable facilities to
t ided.
The trotters of one big fellow slipped
make this their eastern terminus, so far as we
can safely do so, is what I in part mean by a
out from under him, and he fell on his side
liberal jiolicy.
with a heavy grunt and laid contentedly until
When the reports of the several departments
he was picked up and carted off. The pins of
arc placed in your hands,
gentlemen, I think
another went in different directions and he
mu will hft
sntivfirtfl flint Hiirhitr t.hp nflst vi‘:ir
the financial interests of the city have been
looked like as if he was triced up for punishguarded with care, and but little, if any, usement.
The tliiug got to be serious. The pork
less expenditure has been incurred. And, as at
would never get to market that way and the
present advised, I see no good reason for inclumsiest of the animals were in danger, so as
creasing, but some for diminishing the expenses of the current year, with the hope that the
an Irishman would say, they cut their throats
taxes may be still further reduced.
to save their lives and packed ’em on a sled and
During the past tew months certain questions
hauled them to the barrels. Fashionable High
have occupied the public thought, which have
involved more or less of misrepresentation, unstreet was made a slaughter pen of, and crimintentional doubtless, as to the existing liabiliIt was worse
son was the prevailing color.
ties of the city. These misrepresentations have
than Linden at sunrise.
been quoted in other States, and have tended
It
to injure our credit in the financial market.
Fair and Entertainment.—On Wednesday
is therefore important that the facts should be
and Thursday the ladies connected with the
understood as they actually exist. The followArcana Lodge of Good Templars will hold a
ing statement, furnished me by the City
Treasurer,
presents this subject in a full, clear,
public levee at their new hall, corner of Con- and satisfactory
manner:
and
in
the
Williams
Chapel
streets,
gress
Funded debt at close of financial year
Block. The hall has been beautifully fitted up
March 31,1871,
$3,028,200
by the Lodge, so that it is one of the neatest The amount of bonds authorized to be issued by the
and most convenient Templar's Lodges in the
City Council from time to
time during the present
State. Various articles will he offered for sale
financial year,which will be
in the afternoons and
and refreshments

to serve as an important meduiir of communication between the principal parties in interest
—the capitalist and the artisan, money and
skill. The unfortunate misrepresentations in
regard to the indebtedness of the city, to which
I have referred, have, as I am informed by the
able Secretary of the Board, served to check
the movement of manufactures in this direction.
No person of enterprise, even though
free from taxation, cares to plant himself in a
under
such circumstances. This prejudiccity
ial effect, we may presume, will pass away as
the facts become known. The work has been
It is to be
entered upon with spirit and vigor.
hoped that, in conjunction with such assistance
as the city government can properly give, our
enterprising citizens will see that it is carried
on with adequate resource and with a perseverance commensurate with the importance of the
issue involved. Our case is not that of a city
proposing to enter upon a new and untried
nelu of labor, since our products of industry for
the year 1870 were in excess of SO,000,000. This
respectable aggregate we wish to treble, and
with it, in proportion, our population and
w’ealth, our resources at home, and our honor
•
abroad.

NKW YORK.

Revolution in the Erie Board.
Respectable Parties take Control
of the Board of Directors.

Presidency.
Great Excitement about the matter
N'ew Yokk, March 11.—A revolution was accomplished to-day in the Erie direction. Until

XLIId CONGRESS—SECOND SESSION.

12 o’clock the Erie office was as silent as a grave.
Jay Gould was in earnest conversation with
SENATE.
Mr. Sherman and David Dudley Field. Dr. EldWtshington, March 11.—Several remon- ridge walked nervously up and down the room,
strances agains the Chicago relief bill were reand Henry Smith, of Smith, Gould &
Martin,
ceived.
showed great anxiety.
Mr. Anthony reported a resolution printing
At ten minutes past 12 there was a bustle at
12,000 ecusus reports, which was adopted.
the outer door, and a party of ten men pushed
A bill was reported for a mail between San
away the sentries and were received by ErederTahita
and
Islands.
Francisco,
ick A. Lane, an old bosom friend of
Marquesas
Fisk, at
Mr. Harlan, from the Committee on Indian
the head of the grand stair case. This
of
Affairs, reported without amendment, bill for gentlemen were as followsGen. John party
A. f)ix,
appointment and sale of the Kansas Indian
Gen. G. B. McClellan, Attorney General Barlauds in the State of Kansas.
low, Win. B. Travers, H. S. Stebbins, Charles
Bills introduced and referred: (By Mr. SherDay, W. W. Sherman, of Duncan, Sherman &
man) to provide for the completing the collec- Co., and Justin White. These
gentlemen adction of the United States direct tax of 1861
vanced directly through the hall to President
also to provide for redemption and sale of land
Gould’s room and then passed into the directors’
held by the United States under several acts
department, Gen. Dix and Gen. McClellan in
levying direct taxes.
the ante-room.
Til. mnminc tnii, uric
wifi,
• 1...
I
The following nine, who compose the majorinew rule relative to petitions and memorials.
ty of the old Board of Directors, ordered the
The
hill was taken up.
room cleared and commenced
appropriation
voting for new
Mr. Sherman said he should press the tariff
Directors:—Messrs. Hilton, Simmons, Geo. C.
bill after the appropriation bill was disposed of.
Hall, Thompson, H. W. Otis, Archer, RamsThe pending question was on the amendment
dall, J. D. White and F. A. Lane. They sent
appropriating SoO.OOO, to be expended by the for Gould, Sherwood, Eldridge and Drake,
who
President for the promotion of the civil service
refused to join the Board, The garrison of the
reform.
old board was absent and Mr. Sissons sick. As
Mr. Trumbull addressed the Senate on the
the directors were about to ballot for Gen. Dix
civil service reform. Iu reply to a remark made
as a new director, Mr.
Shearman, attorney for
Mr.
Howe
on
he'
denied
he
had
ever
by
Friday,
Erie, presented ail injunction against furthur
forged political anathemas against the Presiuc
violently out OI [lie
dent or spoken disrespectfully of him.
He
room and the injunction torn into tatters.
In a
neither abused the President nor fawned upon
few moments Mr. Shearman
headreappeared,
him. He spoke in general terms of the corrupt
ed by Capt. Petty and forty policemen.
“By
condition of the civil service,, and argued that
what authority does Mr. Shearman
appear in
the bill introduced by him last year prohibiting
this room with a crowd of policemen?’'’ exrecommendations to office by members of Conclaimed Gen. Barlow greatly excited.
gress would be one of the most important meas“I am here by order of Jay Gould to preserve
In the course or his remarks
ures of reform
the peace, but I am ordered not to
recognize
he referred to Mr. Morton’s statement made
you gentlemen,” said Capt. Petty.
some weeks
since, that he (Trumbull) had reMr. Shearman, have iio right
“You,
here;
commended 103 persons for appointment to ofnor your secretary,” exclaimed Mr.
Lane!
you
fice since the beginning of the present adminisso take up your
and leave.”
traps
tration, having often been complained of by
Mr. Shearman did not stir but ordered Cunt.
his constituents for refusing to recommend
Petty to dissolve the board as illegal.
worthy persons for appointment, and knowing ■Petty demurred, and in a few momentsCapt.
Mr.
that since the first year of Lincoln’s adminis- ; Shearman left the
room.
Then voting comtration he had seldom interfered in any way in
menced. Gen. Dix was elected a director, then
reference to office, he had been surprised and
Gen. McClellan, Wm. R. Travert, H. G. Stebsomewhat indignant at hearing Mr. Morton say |
bins, Gen. Devine and W. W. Sherman, and
that he (Trumbull) was chief among those who
after that the board had everything their own
had bee hanging around the departments seekway. Gen. Dix was elected President of the
ing appointments. Even if the statement were Board of Directors, in place of Jay Gould: O
true, it would be no argument against civil serH. P. Archer, Vice President; W. W. Shervice reform, but it was nottare. After hearing
man, Treasurer; H. N. Otis, Secretary, and
Mr. Morton’s statements he had written to each
John W. Hilton was re-elected Transportation
of the departments asking for copies of all the
Agent.
recommendations made
by him. The replies i Gen. Barlow now offered a resolution that
showed that his name did not appear at all in
David Dudley Field and Mr. Sherman be disconnection with any such number as 103. His
missed as counsel for the Erie railroad.
This
name appeared often in the lost Office
Depart- was carried and S. M. Barlow was elected in
ment than in any other, hut even there appeartheir place, both for the company end for the
ed only thirty times, although there were about
directors.
JOOO postmasters iu his State, and most of these
A resolution was passed that the treasurer
cities be had not recommended the appointment
pay no orders for money and that all the embut merely endorsed them, “Respectfully referployees of the Erie roau are to pay no attenred to the Postmaster General, “Respectfully
tion to any one but President Dix and Vice
referred for favorable consideration.’’
President Archer.
In reference to appointments, Mr. Carpenter
It was then ordered that
every sub officer of
said that Mr. Trumbull’s conduct seemed to
the Erie railroad should be notified of the resohave been just like bis own, and asked whether
lution and instructed to
disobey Gould or any
he (Trumbull) thought there was anything
of the old officials. Adjourned.
wroug or corrupt in it.
Gould says their action is illegitimate and
Mr. Trumbull—-I do not think there is anythe new officers will not be obeyed!
thing wrong in what I did in reference to those
A3 Mr. Barlow went out he remarked to
papers, but this is not what I referred te. I reCapt. Petty and his forty policemen:
ferred to members of Congress going to departGentlemen, it must be apparent to you that
ments and by importunity getting persons apa revolution lias taken
place and that vou are
to
office.
not wanted.”
pointed
Mr. Carpenter—Did the Senator himself ever
It appears that the meeting was called to fill
do anything of that kind?
the vacancies in the Board, and that Frederick
Mr. Trumbull—No, sir.
A. Lane sent in his resignation as a
director,
Mr. Carpenter—Nor did I; nor do I believe
and the places of several others were declared
that any Senator did.
vacant. Among the latter are M. K.
Simmons,
Mr. Trumbull said there was not a clerk apD. W. White, Henry Thompson and Henry
pointed at his request in the Treasury Depart- Hilton.
ment, State Department, War Department, or
The following is the new Board:
Gen. Dix,
the Department of Justice, aud there was only
O. H. P. Archer, Geo. C. Hall,Sherman Drake
in
tire
Interior
one
Department, aud of those in O. F. Coming, W. W. Sherman, H. G. Stebthe departments with whom dis name was conhins, W. B. I rancis, Lansing, S. M. Barlow
nected iu any way, there was no blood relation
Chas. Day, Geo. B. McClellan, A. S. Devine
of his, though he had many, and no one was reDr. Eidri.lgs, Jay Gould, Homer
Ramsdell, J.
lated to him iu any
a
way except pension agent, Gannon and Sherwood.
who was a brother to his deceased wife, aud ?.
Late in the day nothing else was talked of in
cousin of hers in the Agricultural Department.
Wall street but this Erie matter, and
among
So far from wearying the Departments with
the late reports was one that the
English stockfor
a
he
had
written
holders had agreed to advance the
applications
appointments,
company
letter more than a year and a half ago in which
any money necessary up to five million pound's
he had given express denial that he never asked
sterling.
an appointment for a personal frienu.
It was also rumored that
Jay Gould would
Mr. Trumbull then discussed the question
be arrested this evening.
how the civil service could be reformed and adH is alleged that the members of the Board
vocated the election of postmasters by the peoof Directors who retired one
by one, did so in
ple; the prohibition of the interference in ap- tho interest of the English stockholders and
pointments by members of Congress, and the Great Western Railroad Company. The Presiprohibition of interference in politics bv gov- (lent of the Board alone has power to call a
ernment officials and employees. The Presimeeting except in case of his absence, when
dent had power to introduce any reform in the
the v ice President may call a meeting at
civil service he pleased; the power to elevate
request in writidg of two members. Saturday
patriotism above party, and purity above plun- the Vice President railed a mpptinff nf
der.
Board, stating that the President was absent.
Messrs. Scott and Pratt supported the appro- j Nbwb of this leaked
out, and an application
priation.
stating that the President was not absent and
Mr. Morton replied to Mr- Trumbull. He ! that he had not received a
request to call a
said that iu mentioning Mr. Trumbull’s recwas made to
Judge Ingraham for an
ommendations to office he had not said or im- \ meeting
injunction restraining the meeting which was
plied that there was any wrong in making them. granted. The only notice he had received to
The wrong was not in
recommendations
attond, was as a Director.
making
but in first making them and then denouncing
THE REFORM IN
■

avLiwii.

4uq

THE GENERAL ORDER SYSTEM.

ucuaiut

Nkw York, March 11.—Collector Arthur has
issued orders, to go into effect to-day,
changing
the general order system. He designates four
districts on the North and five on the East River, and fivo in Brooklyn, designating authorizized warehouses iu each district. He
gives the
steamship line’s office the privilege of designatto
which to send unclaimed
ing the houses
goods. He invites complaints from merchants
of undue charges or delays.

had impeached tbo acts and motives of his fellow Senators in relation to appointments; therefore it was proper that his own record be referred to.
Tiie question was then taken on concurring
in the amendment adopted in committee of the
whole appropriating $30,000 for civil service reform7 and it was agreed to, yeas 25, nays 21.

Yeas—Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Blair, Cole,
Cooper, Corbett, Iiavis pf West Virginia, Edmunds, Kerry of Michigan, Klannigan, Fre-

llugbuysen, Hamilton of Maryland, Johnson,
Kellogg, Kelly, Morrill of Maine, Morton, Norwood, Nye, Pratt, Schurz, Sherman, Trumbull,
Vickery, Wilson—25.
Nays—Messrs. Alcorn, Boreman, Caldwell,
Chandler, Claytoe, Hilbert, fioldthwaite, Hamilton of Texas, Hill, Hitchcock, Harlan, Howe,
Lewis, Osborne, Pomeroy, Ramsey, Spencer,
Sprague, West, Windom, Wright—21.
The question was then taken on concurring
in the amendment
repealing the law for the
publication of t|)o laws' in the newspapers.
Mr. Pomeroy moved to lay the amendment
on the table.
Lost—yeas 21, nays 22.
Mr. West moved to adjourn but yielded the
floor to Mr. Sherman, who said the Senate had
spent most of their time in debate, and had
passed no important bill except the apportionment bill, while the House had beep earnestly
at work and were now heldiug a resolution fixmg tiie day for final adjournment till the Senate finished its debates.
Without further voting the Senate adjourned.

HOUSE,
Bills were Introduced for the relief the otfiand crew of the gunboat Wy'oming; abolishiug the grades of Admiral, Vice Admiral and
Rear Admiral in the uavy.
(By Rice of Ky.,) taxing incomes exceeding
$2,000; connecting the postal and telegraph
systems, being the Hubbard plan aud several
railroad land grants.
Mr. Hoopers supplementary civil rights hill
was taken
up, but there was no action upon it.
Mr. Blair of Midi., offered a resolution
profor
a
Select Committee to irregularities
viding
and inquire generall into the administration of
affairs in the Navy Department during the inenmbency of the present Secretary.
Mr. Banks of Mass., presented a letter to
himself from Secretary Robeson, asking liitu to
withdraw all objections to the proposed inquiry.
The resolution was adopted without opposition.
Mr. Brooks uf N. Y., moved to suspoud the
rules and adopt his resolution in regard to Mexico. Rejected—72 to 00.
Mr. Halsey moved to suspend the rules and
pass the Senate bill, limltiug the expenditures
tor a government building at Trenton, N. ,T., to
$250,0()0. Agreed to.
cers

A

Cali, at Schumacher Brothers' uml look over
the finest assortment of new chromes ever in
Portland. They have also just received a
largo
lot of stereoscopic views, new subjects. mar4tf
f>K.

MORE

j

|

RASCALS TURNING STATE’S EVIDENCE.
It is stated that Iugersoll will testify as to
whose houses he tilled with costly furniture
for which lie charged the city. The sheriff lias
beem restrained by the authorities from serving
warrants of arrest upon Iugersoll, 11s he is to be
used by the District Attorney iu the prosecution of Ring members as well as Mayor Hall.
It is said iiis testimony will show where hundred and thousands of'dollars went.
Keyser, the “Ring” plumber, will also testify
to having been requested by members of the
Ring to include immense sums in liis bills fir
their benefit.
William H. Cooke, who is at St. Catherines,
Canada, will come here to testify against
Tweed, relative to his conspiracy with Tweed
for robberies iu the Department of Rublier
work.
FIVE BUSHELS

j

OF

EVIDENCE.

Sam’l J. Tilden states that only a very small
portion of the evidence against tfie “Ring” lias
ever been published, and lie has accumulated
five bushels of evidence against Tweed.
He
states that Charles O’Connor will be
ready next
week to resume his attack on the
Ring. Tilden
cays that this city presents a peculiar situation.
Its chief magistrate is on trial, its law officers
! under
suspicions, its police without the confidence of the people, its judge under
investigation, and really a condition of municipal anarj chy. The whole burdeu of representing the inI terests, rights and
safety of the people was
thrown upou the press and a few private citizens, with nope of the powers of the city government to help them.
:
Comptroller Green endorsed these statements
'■
of Tilden.

|

j
|

TRIAL OF MAYOR HALL—THK TRIAL POSTPONED.

An immense crowd endeavored to obtain admittance to the Common Pleas Court this forenaon, probably owing to the rumor that Mayor
Hall would cross-examine Garvey. The police
called iu requisition before order could be
restored.
After the general term had been
adjourned to the first Mouday in
upened and
of General Sessions then openCourt
Mav, the
ed for the trial of Mayor Hall. On calling the
roll of jurors oue of them was found to be al>*ent,
A certificate was read from a physician statwere

Mack,

at his office in Cahuon Block, i»
all times to explain to the sick and
suffering the principles upon which the Air
Treatment is based,and direct inquirers to those
who have been hen,
fitted
his

ready

at

by

\\

hat is

\

1

practice.

rality

‘—Home philosphers call
it Animal
Magnetism, some Nervous Force, others Caloric, but
by whatever name it mav be
called,the thing meant is the main
spring of ex’
istence; it is the principle we inherit, an l which

REVOLTING TRAGEDY.

Father and Mother

MIMiSH \OTII EN.

HI

MHIO.

moy be nourished

by proper

attention to the

re-

quirements of the body and the avoulauce of

ex-

cesses; it is wasted or destroyed by
overtaxing
the mind with study or auxiety and

Deliberately

intemperindulgences, indeed, it requires an expenditure of vitality for every thought or
action.
When the body and the brain are well
balanced,
the stomach is capable of restoring the
waste;
but when the brain is large in
proportion, the
stomach is incapable of supplying it; iu other
words, the expendUm* e is too large for the income.
Here lies the cause of so much
suffering
from diseases of the Heart, Liver, Stomach and
Lungs, and Fellows’ Compound Syrup of HypophoHphitcs is the only preparation known
which imparts this
vitality directly, and consequently the power to overcome disease.

Murder their Children.

ate

Dayton, March 11.—L. M. Aaquaratt was
arrested .Saturday for drowning his wife and
strangling h:s two children of six and eight
years, and smashing the brains of his infant.
LAT8R.

Cbsicnnatj, March 11.—A despatch from
Dayton gives further facts in regard to the

murder of the wife and three children of Leonard SI. Arquaratt, who is now in prison
charged with the offence.
At the coroner’s Inquest the evidence was
taken of Elizabeth, aged 7 years,and Hobaknk,
aged U years They said that on Saturday night
after dark, their father and mother hunted for
marffdAWl w
all the chilldren, hut those two hid themselves.
There was a light burning and they saw their
Kennedy’s Hemlock Ointment, applied iu
father ami mother kill the other three child reu
form of salve or plaster. For
many years the
with their hands. Father killed the bahvtirst
proprietor has labored to obtain from the naand mother killed Leah and Samuel.
Itoth
tive hemlock tree, the
father and mother were naked ami when the
oil, pitch and resin iff
deed was none
such manner tliat it may be utilized.
came into the house and
they
He has
began praying to God in heaven.
succeeded, with the assistance of eminent phyThe two surviving children were hunted for
sicians and chemists, and is now
after the others were killed, hut
prepared to
managed to I
get away, and about daylight Sunday morniug put it on the market, which he hopes will giye
they got to ka straw stack where they were
satisfaction to the profession. As reference to
found in the afternoon.
The examination in
his Salve, the proprietor refers to the “United
still proceeding before the coroner.
States Dispensatory,” page 644, and the AmerThe baby’s skull was completely smashed in.
A post mortem examination will'be held.
ican Dispensatory, page 15.
The Hemlock

Ointment

JIASgACBlIlBTTk.
ELECTION OF A

Salve has been used iu cases of

or

Rheumutism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of the
Back, Chest or Stomach, Sores, Ulcers, Burns,
or Scalds, with
gratifying success. For sale
by all Druggists.
W. W. Whipple & Co.,

SENATOR.

hraucis W. Jacobs, Democrat, was elected to
the Massachusetts Senate to-ilav. to fill the n.
cancy caused by the resignation of (’has. Halo,
receiving 539 votes, to 270 for Lewis Rice, Re-

A

iron fat

Wlioluanl..

11—__I_x-

>

■>_. ■

publican.

>

tu-tll&u

THE TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION.

Stealing upou you like a thief, time trie*
rob you of your hair. Baffle him.
Fortify
the roots and nourish the fibres with I*ha-

Boston, March 11*—The Universalist min-

to

isters at a meeting in Bolton to-dav,
expressed
their views in favor of prohibition 'by adopting
tlie follow ing resolution:
Resolved, That the Massachusetts Legislature in refusing to repeal the beer act lias
shown itself unmindful of the best interests of
our communities, and more
regardful of party
interests than honors of the Commonwealth.

lon’s Chemical Hair Invigorator.
Then
cannot decay or perish, but must flourish
and improve. There is
nothing in the world to
compare with it for invigorating and cleansing
the hair. Sold by all Druggists.
mar7-eodlw

they

This is the season of the year when the
Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould’s Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market

The r. S. authorities have obliged the
private
clubs to take out a retail liquor dealers license.
Jeremiah F. Greeley, injured in Dedham last
week in attempting to get aboard a moving
train, died last evening.

Gould Deposed from the

REDEEMED.

ujr nuuiu

that it would endanger the life
of a juror
attend for several days. After some debate
ad
bythecmmsel, Judge Daly jourued the Court
till 1' nday forenoon. The physician states that
Mr. Clark, the sick juror, is suffering freiu
great nervous prostration, and having had an
attack of paralysis two years ago. He urges
that he be entirely relived from serviee on the
ju-y. The last suggestion of the physician occasioned the debate, and the Court is to have
the usual legal investigation into the physical
condition of the juror.
It is probable that unless Clark Is able soon
to resume his seat as a
juror a new juror will
have to he euipanuelled in Hall’s case, as the
Court of Appeals has decided that a criminal
trial cannot go on with eleven jurors.

ing

to

VARIOUS MATTERS.

The total amount of 1862 bonds redeemed by
Secretary Boutwell under the three calls to date
is as follows:—First call, 890,987,550; second
call, 85,980,550; third call, $2,074,000.

ivi

f

Square.

_feb28-3m3tw

PENNSYLVANIA.

1’HILADNLPHIA, March 11.—The celebrated
divorce case of Dr. Koccker and wife came to
a romantic conclusion this
morning by the parties compromising their difficulties and re-unit-

Colgate & Co.’s Cashmere Bouquet Soap has
novel but very delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery' and Toilet articles.
mr4-eod3m

CALIFOBNIA.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

A NEW WAV TO SETTLE

A

DIFFICFLTY.

a

ing.

HOW POOR

MIL

FREEMAN

BECAME

A

SLAVE

Fareigu Exports.

San Francisco, March 11.—Elisha Freeman
granted a divorce from his wife Charlotte
to-day, in the Twelfth District Court, on the
ground of fraud in procuring the marriage.—
Freeman alleges that previous to the marriage,
he was insane on the subject of Spiritualism
and believed that he navigated his
ship under
the direction of the spirit of an old
Spanish
He
visited
the
who
claimed
pirate.
defendant,
to be a clairvoyant and medium, to consult her
as to whether the spirits were
genuine or not.
She assured him they were genuine and said
further, that in two days he would see at the
foot of liis bed the woman he must marry. He
He saw at the time and place predicted the medium herself, and under the direction of tiie
spirits iuterpretated through her, married her
much against his will. On this showing, the
divorce was granted. Freeman is wealthy.

LIVERPOOL. SteamaluD St. Patrick—*326 bush
peas, 3S00 do wheat, loo bbls Hour, 3;i0do apples, 331,800 lbs bacon, 231 do wool, 103,200 do
pork, 171,UOO do
lard, 1500 do tongues, 2 pkgs furs, 7 cases machinery.
ST. JOHN, XB. Sell Tbc Star—1100 bbls
Hour,
4630 galls roHned oil.

was

UU (

Receipts by Rnilreads

New York Hteck and Jtlouey .Uurkrt.
New Yuuk,.March 11-Morning.—(lol\ 110J. Money

TEXAS.

at 7 perceut. Sterling Exchange 1002 <y lloi. Stocks
Arm. Southern State Stocks steady.
The following are the forenoon quotations of Southern securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new.
65|
Virginia 6’s, new. 37

New York, March 11.—A Brownsville dispatch states that 2,000 cattle had been stolen
from stock raisers since the middle of February, ami driven into Mexico by organized hands
of thieves on the Mexican side of the Rio
Grande river.
A recent band of these robbers who stole
1000 bead of cattle, numbering 80 and was
commanded by Capt. Garcia of Cortinas’s force.
The rancheras dan- not inform against the
thieves for fear of their lives. The robbers
come from Mexico and
say they are determined
to clear the country from the' Rio Grande to
River Neuces of Americans by despoiling their
proiierty. The Mayor of Matamoras bought
At

cattle

on

Missouri 6’s.’
Louisiana 6’s, old.
58
Louisiana fi’s, new. 50
Alabama .Vs. ^
Georgia 7’s. ^71
North Carolina 6’s, new.
23*
South Carolina 6’s. new
34J
New York. March
11—Keening.—Mouey active
and stringent at 7 per cent. Gold and 1-32
cent,
day. Sterling exchange quiet and
II04»loans at 4 to 1-32 of 1 per cent, for

per

--s.-ut,,,Uv,„w.

the tith.

mass

protect,••-!, ami that unless protection is
n ill be
compelled to organize to
protect themselves, families and homes. The
feeling is such that retaliatory invasion of Mexico is very probable, if there is not a
change in
same

afforded they

Joseph

affairs sdon on the border.

METEOROLOGICAL.
War

THE

FAST

1868.*1121

I)ep’t,

Office Chief Signal)
'•
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 11 (1.00 A. M.) I
The barometer will continue rising from
Michigan to the Eastern and Gulf States and
eastward to the Atlantic with
northerly to
northwesterly winds and falling temperature
and clear weather very generally. It will continue diminishing over the northwest with
southerly anil easterly winds ui..l increased
cloudiness during the night and extend east
Tuesday over the upper Mississippi Valley.—
Dangerous wiuds are aot antiiipated for the
Gnlf and Atlantic coast to-night.

Currency 6’s.114$
The following wore the forenoon quotations of
Stoeks:

Western Union Telegraph Co.
704
Pacific Mail. Ul{
N. Y. Central and Hudson Kiver consolidated.
‘isj
N. Y. Central and Hudson Hirer consolidated sen 94
Erie. 36}
Brie preferred.
67
yiMrUm
Harlem

Lake Shore &
Illinois

Rome, March 11.—The Pope at a public audience, Snnday, said the misfortunes of the
church date truiu 1848. The existence of two
powers in Rome is impossible.
The rumored
departure of the Pope is false.
FRANCE.

Union Pacific do. 91J
•Union Pacific laud grants. 83}
Union Pacific income bonds.
S2J
■^•■ieolic MarkctH.

EXCITEMENT IN THE FRENCH ASSEMBLY.

NlwYobk, Mch 11.—Cattle Market-Receipts for
the week, 64,0000 cattle, 17,000
sheep and 30.500 hosg.
Beeves dull but steady at 9} ®
12}c. Sheep In activo demand at 6} @ 9c. Live nominal; dressed do
firm 6} @ 7c for city and 5} @ 6c for Western.
Nkw York. March
11—Evening.—Cotton—sales
1474 bales; Miadliug uplands
22}c. Flour dull ami
in buyer’s favor; sales 4500 bbls; State 5 90
7 30;
round hoop Oiiio 6 70 @ 7 65; Western 5 90 .a 7 80;
Southern 6 90 @ 9 fO.
Wheat dull and heavy and
more or less nominal; No 1
Spring 1 52 @ 1 53; No.
2 do at 1 50 @ 1 51 in store; Winter Red Western
at 1 62 @ 1 68; White Michigan 1 70 ® 1 80. Corn dull,
heavy and lower; sales 53,000 bush; new Mixed Western 68 @ 69c afloat, closing at 68c. Oats scaece and a
shade firmer: sales 28,000 bush; Ohio at 55 « 57c,—
Beef quiet. Pork a shade easier; new mess 13 25.—
Lard heavy, lower and more doing at «} .a 9|. Butter
steady. Whiskey dull aud lower at 8ye. ftho quiet at
8® 9c.
Sugar firm; Muscovado 81 a
reCottve dull; Rio 18® 21c.
fining 8} @ 9}c.
Molasses
dull; New Orleans 50 @> 65cc. Naval Stores—Spirits
Turpentine dull ami heavy at 831 o'84; rosin quiet
at 4 30 @ 4 GO for strained. Petroleum dull: crude 131
@13}c; refined 22} @ 23c. Tallow dull.
Freights to Liverpool steady; cotton per steam 4d.
Whoat 5 }d.

II.—In the National Assembly to-day, a motion was introduced amid
great excitement to censure and prosecute two
deputies for libel in the Chamber. A counter
motion was made to the order of the
day. This,
whieh is equivalent to laying the original motion on the table, was followed by a tumult uneven in these halls,but it was filially declared adopted, whereupon the storm broke
out afresh.
A member of the right Bhouted
that the passage to the order of
day is uot an
amnesty of impunity but of disdain.
Tlie House became furious.
Violent exclamations were exchanged between the
right and
left, and the scene of confusion was painfully

precedented

protracted.

die;

ac-

cept such a pardon as the actiou of the Assemblp implied. They were received with a storm

of groans.

•Jules Favre tried to Speak but his voice
inaudible in the uproar.

was

TELEGRAPH ITEMS.

CiiKTAOo, March 11.—Flour—extra Spring 6 60 @
Wheat ouiet weak; No 2 Spring at l 121. Corn
Oats dull; No 2 at 304 @ 304.
No. 2 at 09}c. Bariev quiet
and unchanged. Pork 11 70 @ 11 75 for mess'. Lard
easier at 8 4b,g/ 8 45. Hams in pickle
steadier; green
ham« nnlet at. M /Si)
T
ft..Hr

6 70.

Gov. Warmouth, of Louisiana, is in New

quiet; No 2 mixed 37.
Rye quiet aud sternly;

York.
The Internationals of New York have a mass
meeting in Tompkins square to-day.
Jolm Peterson, of Boston, seaman on schooner Deborah Soule, was drowned at Cardenas on
the 2tith ult.
L. B. Millard, of New York, who was found
dead in the street on Saturday, was two year*
ago a wealthy banker but lost his fortune in unfortunate speculation.
In Washington, Sunday evening, a
negro
named Burley, with two companions, were refused refreshments at a saloon on Pennsylvania
avenue.
After leaviug the place Burley had
his jaw fractured, teeth knocked out ami a hole
made in his check by a pistol bullet from some
unknown quarter.
Iu the town of Everett. Mass., on Saturday,
Thomas Mi-Bench was shot in the breast bv

„r

iinu

84c.

two

Live

jv

o

iu.

>v

nisKey steady and active at
a shade better at 4 30
@

Hogs active aud

Receipts—3,000

bbls
“8h

flour, 4,000 bush wheat.
2,0041 bUhU r>e>

flour,7,000 bush wheat.

bush corn, 7,000 bush oats,
barley, 7,000 hogs.

48 000
bush
21 000

1,000 bush rve, 11,000 bush

Cincinnati, March 11.—Pork nominally

@ 1250 asked.

at

12 °5

Lard dull at 84 w*
0}c ;siilcs 61 (a 6}c. Bacon drooping, shoulders 5|; shies 6} @ 7*. Live dogs quiet and

...uopmg, auouiuers

unchanged; receipts light.
^»rch
T,°LE:HJ’
a shade

Whiskey

at

(5c

11—Flour dull an.l unchanged.

dull anil

—

lower; Not White Michigan 1 60,
Arobor Michigan 1 55}; No 1 R.-d 1 36; No 9 at 1 52®
152.
Corn dull and a shade lower; high Mixed 451c;
45}c; White 40}c. Oats quiet anti firm at 42 for

Yellow

Charleston. March 1L—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 21} ® 21}.
Savannah, March 11.—Cotton firm; Middling
aplands 21} ® 21}.
Mobile. March 11.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 21 }j
New Orleans, March 11—Cotton firm; Middling
uplands 22}.

stages.

The Ohio Senate lias under
consideration a
hill to repeal the famous
Ohio liquor law.”
An immense number of
petitions lias been received asking that the law be retained.
Stokes, It is said, threatens his counsel with
a new lot of
lawyers if they don’t hurry up his
trial.
The centennial commission adjourned -Monday to May 22d.
Carlo Vogt was arrested in Philadelphia
charged with murdering Chevalier Dubais de
Itiancoit in Brussels last October, settinti tire to
his house and stealing securities valued at

Rsrspeaa Markets.
London, March tl—11.30 A. M.—Consols 22} for
and
account.
money
American securities— IT. S. 5-20 1962, 32}; do 1866
old, 23); do 1667, 22]; U. S. 10-40’s 89}.
Liverpool, March 11—11.30A. M— Cotton quiet;
Mktdling uplands UJ® Upl; do Orleans llkl; sales
10,000 bales.
Frankfort, March 11—United States 5-20’s 186’

96}.

£10,000.

London, March 11—2.30 F. M—Consols at 92* a
92} for monev and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1866. obi. 93* ; do
1867, 921.
.,.L.'Xf:RPOOV’ Mi‘rch 11— 2.30 F. M— Cotton quiet;
Middling uplands 11}® Uhl; do Orleans II}; sales
10,000 bales.
London, March 11—Evening—Spirits Turpentine
S6r.
■

Win. M. Tweed, Jr., being receiver in a case
where #388.74 was collected, charged #385.50 as
fees.
There were 107 new cases and 47 deaths from
small pox in Brooklyn last week.
Pinal rallies were held in the large towns of
Mew Hampshire last night. Political excitement pervades all classes.
Ill the British House of Commons Monday
the Government declared that there was not
the slightest foundation for the rumor relative
to a treaty for the separation of Canada
from
Great Britain.
V. S.
Attorney Bates, of Utah, having been
requested to resign, proposes to write the Attoruey a letter giving reasons why
should
J he

Freights.
Philadelphia. March 9—The tonnage supply t*
light, but in excess of the demand, aud r»t» H are
nominal. 2V Norwegian banjue'bf 2M90 uuarters wore
taken tor a direct Irish port at 5*» Od. We quote to
north side Cuba at 30c, and south aide at 52, out and
home, port charges paid.

!

Boal«n ft lock

not.

Ihe gehooner C. E.
Page, of Philadelphia,
sailed for W
ilmingtou, N. 0., Feb. 12th, loaded
with railroad iron, and has notbp^fi heard from
since.
A boiler in Seaver & Merwin’s mill, at Mo-

»t •* no

b^rley^oouTg
Shipments—3,000 bbls

a charge of drunkenness.
The shooting is be
lieve<l unjustifiable and will be
investigated.
a
•Saturday stage robber was discovered between Stockton, Cal., and
Jeuuy Lind aud a
party of citizens captured him after a tight in
which he was mortally wounded. He
admits

robbing

775
913
113*
591

road securities:
Central Pacific bond6.1024

Versailles,- March

and refused to

9JJ1

7'A
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 97J
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

ITALY.

rose

Michigan Southern.V>i

Central.{yJ

Cleveland & Pittsburg.
Chicago & North Western.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
Chicago & Rock Island.
Milwaukie&:St. Paul.
Milwaukie «& St. Paul preferred.

WHAT THE POPE SAYS.

Deputies

iokx

preferred.
105
Hem ling..
Michigan Central.. i.............
*«i7

FOREIGN.

The accused

urin. male

l*fgher

alrymen from the mouth of the Rio Grande to
Laredo, approving government protection of
the tishenc- Mid Pacific Railroad, and for the

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOE
TWENTY-FOUh HOURS.

uu'nuim-mn >i-n

1-34 i»er

steady at
carrying.

bonds dull except North and South Carolina. The
folmcr was strong and tho latter weak. Stroks
generally opeued about steady at Saturday's closing
prices. Pacific Mail and Erie were *o
and
New York Central and Chi.-ago and Hock Island 4c
lower. The entire market through the two calls was
dull with very little variation. Late in the afternoon
a change in the Erie direct ion aud
the rumored arrest of Jav Gould caused Erie to take a sudden
Jump
to 37} and there were large sale* at 37
@ 371. St.
was strong and sold up to 42.
The general
market was neglected aud closed steady and dull.
The following were the forenoon quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881. 115
United States 5-20's 1*62.
111
United States 5-26’s 1864.
m
United States 5-20’s 1865. old.
112
United States 5-20’s 1865, new..
HO
United States 5-20’s 1867. 112
United States 5-20's
United States 10-40’s., coujion. 108

meeting here resolutions were
adopted stating that the frontier had bail been
unprotected for years, that there were no cava

Mica ns beats

coffee,

RETALIATORY INVASION OF MEXICO PROBABLE.

™ ox ™ stolen

and

Steamer Chesapeake from Xew York—60
hhds sugar, 46 do molasses, 8 do
tobacco, 367 bbls
bon© black, 30 do bone meal, 23 do
sugar, 105 kegs
spikes, 25 do soda, 308 bales Jute, 14 do straw braid,50
rolls leather. 375 buffalo hides, 112
bags
ivory nuts,
100 do seed, 35 do bone black, 25 do
275bdls paper, 83 do car springs. 11)0 do pai«r hangings, 12
plates steel, 140 halfcnosts tea, 2U0 boxes raisins, 36
do canned goods, 100 do tobacco, 12 do
bitters, 40 <lo
drugs, 26 do clocks, 27 sewing machines, 8 bags rice,
1 steam pump, 2 pianos, 25 tea
tobacco, 1 do china.

[Sales

j
|

at

the

f.i»t.
Broker’s Board, March lo.l

Maino State Sixes
United Staten 5-20s,
‘‘

_

Eastern

186,5.!

July, 1H65.

Railroad.
Michigan Central Railroad
Bates

"I”;”"

,0«i*
lie*
lot*}
lit |

Manufacturing Company
111}
Massachusetts State Sixes, 1683.
90
Union Pacific RR Sixes.
and seriously injuring five others.
91
Union Pacific Land ilrants 7s.
b
Supervisor Mullett testified Monday before !
the Senaca investigation that the Senaca stone j
in want of Plain or Fancy Job Printing
was as good as any could be for the
purpose
will find into their advantage to call on Wii.M
named, and that he paid but $3000 for stone
M aukh, at the Daily Press .lob Printing Ottice. Exthat otherwise would have cost $24,000.
Portland.
1 change Street,
line, Mich., exploded Monday evening killing
three

men
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BONDS.

POETRY.
Th<* Sew Church Organ.
WILL

BY

M.

Chicago,1 Danville

;

CAKLETOS.
organ, Sue,

bran
For all their funs and
the> d do,
They’ve done just as they said
And fetched it into church. *>e
slndl
critter
seen,
the
bound

They’ve got

They’re
And

a

s

preacher

IS

nois,
j
1
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|
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portions of Illi-

Wanted.

Although the

AN

the
NEAR
at this Office.

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

those upon finished and
to the

do

We

unusually

paying lines

mile,

are

not

hesitate to

safe.

and

for

plenty,
small

so

They

are

attended with

of

none

as

the principal,

are as

certain

as

any

ALSO FOR

CARPETS, BEDDING, Ac., at
HENRY GREEN’S,.

29 Middle St.

future financial

are

run, and bear

both

principal

$ 1,000 each, have lorty years to

interest af the rate of 7 per cent, per

payable

annum,

for

en

and interest

being payable

in

gold

in

We

at 122
mr9d3t

selling them dally

are

vestors, and have but

soon.

in pretty middlin’ high,
pitched
1 fetched alustv

than

tone,
But oh! alas! I found that I
Was singin* there, alone!
They laughed a little, I am told;
Rut 1 had done my best;

one

Full
or

And ‘‘not a wave of trouble rolled
Across my peaceful breast.”

Lost.
City Hall, Thursdayevening, one gold
Breast Pin, with coral bar. The linder will be

forth

to the most

careful

small amount remaining, less

a

application

in

inst„
THIRD
Cathedral,

W. B. SHATTIICK & CO, Bankers

A Potato Story.—And here let me tell

Geo. R. Fait is & Co.’s
B ULJLETIN,

$20,000 ~to
We

>r%

London, and

St., to the

MARKET

&

comer

A

over

$1,500,000

STREETS

o

to each mile of road.

business.

m

R K MOYA L!
public that

have

we

Nos. 175 & 177 COMMERCIAL

re-

ST.,

(CORKER OF CROSS,)
Where

shall

keep

a

large Stock

of

we

hope

to meet our
tomers.

TWITCHELL,

feb29

old friends and

cus-

them,

are

admitted

to be better and

more

the lowest average of any grant (3.07)’
they will produce more than $70,000 per mile, which
Is $20,000 per mile more than the company are allowed to issue bonds.
TRAFFIC ON PACIFIC RAILRO IRS.
as officially reported, the gross earnings of the present Pacific Railroad (Union and Central) for 1871, the
second year of through business (December earnings
estimated) reach Seventeen Millions and a Quarter.
Of this 65 per cent, is from Local Busineas, and, it is

stated, fully 55 per cent, or nearly Nine
Millions, are net over operating expenses.
equal traffic

on

and

the Northern Pacific

a

2w

Hall

Road will

facts regarding Pacific Railroad earnings,
and the market value of Railroad Lands, as shown
actual
sales to settlers, show the unquestioned
by
security of Northern Pacific Railroad Bonds.

20

of

acres
mow-

good wood; about 16 acres
ing and tillage; a two story house,
wood-liouse and bam connected; all
in good repair; situated one mile
from Cumberland Center. For particulars enquire of
Francis Purinton, at Morrill’s Comer, Deering, or
Charles Farwell, on the premises.
inchlldlt&w3t*wll

SWEDISH HELP.
Families, Factories, and Farmers, who desire
Swedes. Men or Women, for help, the ensuing season,
will please apply in person or by letter to the subscriber, who leaves here for Sweden about the middle of Marsh, and will return about 1st of May. Orders received at office, 30 Hanover St.. Room No.
6, Boston.
CHAS. A. BKRQLUND.
feb29d3t
<&w2t
w9

road is completed to the eastern boundary of
tbe Red River of the North, a distance of
255 miles. On the Pacific coast, 65 miles are under
construction, the groater part of which is completed
including purchased lines, the Northern Pacific Com
The

Dakota,

pany now have nearly 600 miles of running road
is hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor ®f the WTill of I Contracts are let for the construction of 635 miles
CHAS. K. WOODMAN, late of Portland,
more, to be finished before the close of 1872.
WE
WOULR
RECOMRENR THE
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and ha
taken
himself
that
trust
as
the
upon
NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVEN-THIRlaw directs. All persons having demands upon the
TY GOLD RONR AS ONE OF THE
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
BEST
ANR SAFEST SECURITIES
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
NOW OFFERER TO THE PUBLIC.
payment to
JONATHAN Y. STANTON,
In tills securitv are camblined the hich credit of a
Executor, of Lewiston.
first-class Railroad Bond, with the solidity and safemeh«dlaw3w W*
i'oruanu, MarcM 3tn, ib72.
ty of a Real Estate Mortgage on Land worth more
IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscribthan twice the ameunt loaned.
er has been duly appointed and taken
upon himThese Bonds are payable in 1900—bear 7 3-10 per
self the trust of Administrator of the estate of
cent, interest in gold, payable first of July and JanIRA C. TOWNSEND, lato of Freeport,
uary—are free of U. S. Tax—are receivable at II per
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
cent, premium for the Company’s lands at the Lowbonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
est Cash Price, and are issued in the following deto exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
nominations: Coupon bonds, $100, $501, and $1,000;
estate are called upon to make payment to
Registered bonds, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND, Adm’r.
Freeport, Feb. 20tb, 1872._tb24d3w
$10,000.
The proceeds of all sales of land are required te
be devoted by the Trustees of the bondholders
(Messrs. J. Cooke and J. Edgar Thompson) as a
Cure disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, DysSinking Fund to the purchase and cancellation ot
l>epsia, &c. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
inr4f3m
the first mortgage bonds.
EXCHANGING 5-99’s. In view of the ability
AGENTS WANTED FOR
imi
and fixed policy of the Government to call in its
“
5-20’s and substitute a low-interest >»ond—$140,000,§00 having been called in for cancellation since September 1st—many holders of 5-20’s are exchanging
them for Northern Pacifies, thus adding to their
iff
rationalism routo<i^The
principal the present premium on Government
most popular and rapidly selling religiousT’work'evsr
Bonds, and increasing their yearly interest income
Issued. For Circulars address_U. S. Pub. Co., N. Y.
nearly one third.
Cincinnati, Chicago or St. Louis.
inr4t4w
All marketable stocks aud bonds will be received
at current prices in exchange for Northern Pacific
MRS. DINSMORFS
Seven-Thirties without expense to the investor.

NOTICE

NOTICE
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'WViiaJ.
^irinity^establishSl'and

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the

cure

of

feogb, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
We challenge the Medical faculty to produce
anything better.

TRY
dc23d&w
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Maple

LITTLEFIELD
at.

&

Enquire or »dWILSON, Cor. York

new.

Ja3!tf

feb 27-T&T&S&w4w

A ( > ENT S4sa'lt<^ for ‘he ‘•Bright

slue

of

Mr. WM. B.

TRUFANT,

lent

the discoverer of
remedy for the cure of

SALT

RHEUM,

an

excel-

An<l other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a
quantity of his Compound and Ointment. The character of the manufacturer,and the abundautevidence
furnished during the last twenty-five years, of the
safety and efficacy of the remedy, gives us confidence
“<layin ottering it for the rtlief of sufferers.
A fresh supply just teceived and for sale Wholesale
and Detail in this city by H. H. Hat, H K
Law Notice.
J. W. Perkin, and by H. Wo.dPhillip.,
W. GODDARD inev U,
•idc, Ill Congress st., and by respectable Druggists
suited prof,-mm mally. at the office of Josenh
everywhere. For eash by the dozen avery liberal disLocke, Eeq Boyd Block, No. 74 Middle at.,*
count to the trade. Price SI, with full directions.
at
eleven A. M.
For further particulars see the article,
Portland, March 4, 1872.
cod
dtf
mch6d2m
WM. B. TIU'FAN'l Bath. Me.
i

hallng’ami not”a"SeVsilon'tSk.^aw
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FOR SALE !
Oliver

Let.

to

Alga Ladr Boardera
Center and Free st. No

FLUENT BLOCK,

I

Either Single

These offices

in Suite

or

the most desirable in tbe city, being pleasantly situated aud heated by steam.
Also, Desk roem and desks furnished it desired,
marftdti
are

THOMSON’S
WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Glove-Fitting

Corset.

If you want the most satis,
factory, best lltting and the
cheapest Corset tor its real
value, yon have ever worn,

buy

THOMSON’S

in

the Portlana
Office and two
one hundred and
acres, well wooded and watered; weil adapted
to tlie raising of market Vegetables, or for a milk
farm.
The buildings consist of a large tw'o story modern
built Brick house; a barn 38x72, clapboard ed and
painted; and a stable 24x36, all in good repair.
The house is woll located for summer boarde* s.
Will be sold at a great bargain before tlie first af April,
Also for sale the Capt. Sylvanus Higgins farm in
Cape Elizrbeth; contains about one hundred and
thirty acres, partly covered with a heavy growth of
wood and timber; comfortable buildings and cuts
about thirty tons of hay; three miles from Portland,
and one and a half from Cape Elizabeth Depot. Will
be sold low if applied for soon, otherwise will be leased for the coming year.
JOSEPH HOBSON.
mch3deod&w4w wit
Saco, Me., March 1st, 1872.
on

GLOVE FITTING.
No Corset has ever attained snch a reputation, either
In this or any other eountrv.
At now made in length and

fhllness of bust.
IT CANNOT BE IMPROVED.
Every Corset ie stamped with the name Thomson
and the trade mark, a Cloys. Kept by all ttrstclass dealers.
THOiUBOlV, LANGDON 4c CO.,
Sole Owner, of Patent.,
391 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
fcbtSMw

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

forty

WM. H.

JEltRIS,

Real Estate and Loan Agent
Honiiea, Lot* and Farms far Sale.
He would reter parties abroad to tht following
named gentlemen ot this city: Hen. Geo. F. Shepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, lion. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
Portland. Nov 1.1870.

noltf

For Sale

THE

Portland

vicinity.

or

F.

A

BRADFORD.

Auburn, March 2, 1872.

dtf

Farm for Sale.
40 acres of good land divided into
mowing and pasturing, the pasture

__

is well

watered, with

a brook runit that never fails, and
__ST is on of the best pastures in Town;
it has a go«d barn, small home and wood-shed, with
a well of good water.
This farm is situated in the
Town of Decring, 4 mileB from the City of Portland,
one mile from Abbott's Corner and within a few rods
of J. W. Jones’ Corn Factory. For further information, enquire ef NATHANIEL HAWKES, near
Morrill’s Corner.
feb27dlw&wtf

ning through

Hotel

Property

for Sale.

cess.

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

know
that remedies handed out for general use
should have
their
established by we|l-tested
in
experience
the hands of a regularly-educated
physician, whose
studies tit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best ill the world,
which are not only useless, but
always Injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable vet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians In
general practicefor it is a point
conceded by the best syplillthat
the
and management of'these
ograpliere,
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner
having neither opportunity nor time to make himsrlt acquainted with their pathology,
commonly pursues one
system of treatment, In most caseB making
an indiacriminate use of that
antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

efficacy

preparatory

Confidence.

All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of matnrer years,
ANTIDOTE

above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet oi heating surface, built upon a
new principle,
qf stopping the vertical
namely,
circulation, accomplished by means or two horizontal diaphragms running
the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there Is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first
the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, jmd
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
descending they pass through the tubes
in the third compartment.
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually
decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

THE

tliroiigh

through

n-uay

oui we

There are many men of the
age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or buming sensation, aud weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, niilkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration of the
uriuary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the fir. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description oi
their diseasos, and the appropriate remedies will be

torwarued immediately.
All correspondence strictlv confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooniR, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating ail
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
-ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will findi t Invaluable in all cases of obBttoetions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the
health, and may be taken
with perfect saiety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with fttll

directions,
DR. HUGHES,
nll865d&w No. 172Cumberland Street, Portland,

by *!£«*<■*

Dr. K. J. JOLKD VIA,
PBOriUETOIt

Parisian

Gallery

of

The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the follow!ag facts, that while running this
bollerwith coal or wood the sparks are
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us

neutralized,

call.

BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dc!8_ Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts
W. T.

junUdlyr

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral
“•

wi

noth

tuc

use

r

ment

in

uT S.

the

A.

A

the Patent

Office,
Washington, I). C. Its simI»licity of construction and the

W
^

^

power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet free. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

^

mch4t4w

r

applicetlon.

«■

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
Las been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contiuned series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, »the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
extent, and given a
of immunity from
eir fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it aftords in sudden
attacks, and by ts

timely

use.

PREPARED BY
DR. .J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

deel8-d&wevery3dwly

nun

A

VEGETABLE SICILIA!

HAIR

the best article

RESTORE
TO

ITS

It will

ever

HAIR
COLOR.

YOUTHFUL

glossy,

and does not

SENT FREE BY MAIL.

HALL & CO.
Nashua, N. H.
For sale by all
druggists.
febl8 cod&cow d
eow w w8

100 DOLLARS!
I

WILL give the above amount for any

soul to
the

The

of

Ca-

That termany ft poor

consumptive grave, by the wasting away of
lungs. Why will you suffer when you can be
a

cured.
Ortice

now

Proprietors.

JUCHV

A Standard Preparation, endorsed
by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative
powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or lemale, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Dia-

betes, Reddish Sediment in Urine,

Thick, Cloudy
Involuntary Discharges from
Incontinuence of Urine, Chron-

anu
Unne,
Urethra, Retention or
UCatarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies

Mucous

(Jrino-Genital Organs.

For sale by all Druggists
everywhere.
no28
oodly

ORGANS
—AND—

MELODEONS
MANUFACTORY

WOMAN
book in the market. It is thoroughly established as the only reputable work on the delicate subjects of which its treats.
Nearly Ready! A new book from the pen of DIO
LEWIS, America’s most j>opular lecturer and writer
on health.
The world-wide reputation of the author, and the
large sale of all his previous works, cannot fail to secure an immense demand for Ills latest and best.
v

geo.

MACLEAN,
3

Publisher.

School St., Boston.

W1<;!Ci }}

BOSTON

Deck. 1 Ml
Freight taken as usual.
BILLINQB, Agent
May

1,1809-dtf_L-

Vlainc
MiW

SALES-

Leave

DAY,

4 P. M.. ami leave Pier 38 E. R. New York
every MONDAY ami THURSDAY, at 3 P M
The Dirigo and Franconia arc tilted
line
up
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient amt comfortable route for
travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra
«•*'> faun Montreal,
Quebec.
Halifax, St. Joun. and all parts of Maine. Shliiner.
are (eqaeatod to send tlieir
freight to tlie .Steamers as
early as 4 P M.,on the days they leave Portland
For freight or Passage apply to

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

Passengers

'Vr'Ha.rUwl

JAMES ALEXANDER, Agent.

jnSdly

For Peaks9 Island.
Peak's Island

(Steamboat

They will certainly cilre.
Thev are are composed of choice emollient eumt
spread op the finest kid, of three different sizes and
are worn with ease apdcoipfort.
S*ld hyJ DrueiltsU
IB, 20 and 30 cants oath,
F. C, WELLS & C0„
192 Fulton Street, N

Received the HIGHEST
.PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
1809.
All

Instrunfuts Warranted.

J&luo have the Agency for this State for the

«

CELEBRATED

McPhail’s
The

Pianos,

leading instrument maunfnrtnr.*!
StateB,

in ti«.»

Remember 144 1-9

Exchange St.
2m_dc20 eod&wtf
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SPECIAL,

AOTICeT

subscriber having made large addition to his
THE
former
and stock,
coffin and casket
room

as

a

manufactory, and after twenty-five years of exi>erieuce m the business, is fully confident that he does

manufacture as good work as is done in Boston or
Connecticut. He is now prepared to furnish Coffins
and Caskets of all kinds, from the cheapest to the
very best, of his own manufacture, as cheap as those
made in other States and sent here to dealers to sell
Those in want of any of thin kind will do well to
call at his manufactory and examine before purchasing elsewhere. Grave clothes constantly on hand.
All of the above will be sold at fair and honorable
prices, and everything connected with the laying out
removal, or burial of the dead, will be promptly attended to by
JAMES M. CURRIER
Funeral and Furnishing Undertaker,
Comer of Temple and Federal sts„ Portland Me
jyToe poor always liberally considered.
feMSdAiv
2w

pousift*
Beauty of Polish, Saving Labor, Cleanliness,Durability & Cheapness, Unequaled.
For

OF

WORTHLESS

i'nt“"'a!;tird"cdve‘“*UUr3
use,

at

uotldn

IMITATIONS, under

other

color or wrapper

Rls'™ 81 * hOLIHIl ,x bilk, for stove
dealers’
twelve cento per pound—tweuty.flve and
tirty
“““ »»y other Bulk Polish for

"C1'ei|,er

—N>

Sharpening

bearlngs and machinery. Lusts six times as lone as oil
alone. 25 lb. and 50 lb. boxes, 15 cents per lb. Try it.

MQR8C BROS., PfOp’rs,, Cantoq, Mqy,. i
Jan27dAw-12w
«•»

■ton’s
Ivory Pearl Toothpawder.
It Is the best Dentriflce Itnovra,

Sold by Druggiats and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Prlee
25 and 50 cents per bottle.
IF. C. WELLS & CO.,
102 Fulton Street, New York.

9-dtf

for

Company

STEAMER

Halifax,__Nova
WEEKLY

EXPBEMS,
CAPT.

■———

A.

S.

ffiagiTf

T'n-'

1

-;

&

The favorite Steamship OAK
Lt»TTA will leave Galt’s Whsrt
SATURDAY
every
■at
4 P. M. for Halifax direct
close
making
connections with the
3-s-..
Nova
Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro New
Glasgow andPictou.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax ev-

OLIVER,

Cabin passage with

t*feMn»4w°tller

<St1 *) K A Week. Best Cheap Shuttle Sewln
•Ip AASCJ Machine In the world. Agents wanteg
f. 8. HAYES, Great Falls, N. H.
d«c7-4w

State Room.

AtUnt^Wb»rf"frrm’‘tiOU
13tf

and to Halifax for

UUKl

jo

M

OGDENSBURG
xuonuay,

shp

^

«T m

t0

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

R. R.

WINTER

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car

BOOK

attached.

Raymond

and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, lvezar

At
At

Falls and Porter

Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton. daily.

Fryeburg

for

Lovell, daily.

a

Pictorial Family Register

Woodstock and Houlton.
Stth« Steamer EM
PRESS for Dighv and
thence by rail to
W indsor aud Halifax and with the E. Ofc
N. A Railway Ur Shediae and intermediate station*.
received on day* of nailing
• unt
0 clock, p. ID.
Winter rates will be
for height alter De
20thA. It. STUBBS, Agent
dc20
is t Sat then os
tf
way for

aJoin witl!

Annapolia,

THEA-NECTAR

.^Freight

[w

a puke black tea
'with tlie Green Tea Flavor.
| Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in our "trademark” jsmnd and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Athuitib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
Jan8- Iwt

ton early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M.

C. R. It.
«J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8,1871.
no9tf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
5506.

charged

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
B. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line soil from
of Central Wharf, Boston
Tuesdays and Saturdays at 4r. w*

end

.e^OCLOCK.

-:-._and

after Monday, December, 18,
Passenger trains leave Portland
4wf
aj8
ww
-^awfor Rochester and Intermediate stations
at 7.18 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.,
making
AGENTS
WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Whmipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Con way Railroad for
A complete History of his Mfe and
Conway.
exploits from a
Leave Rochester fur Portland and way stations at
Pedlar Hoy to a King among Financiers. His tri7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
umphs and failures. How he lived and how lie died
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on DoIllustrated. Price by mail. 50 cents. Terms liberals
ver and Winuipiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls Addresa Wm. Flint & Co., Phila. Pa.
jan23t4w
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
“IO«
CHOICE
HO.
4.»
Boston
at 7.30 A. M.. via Boston &
Boston, leaving
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
wiUl >*» precious store of good thing fir
??,w
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. Jl.
i Pu™c !U“1 par*or Readings, being a happy blending
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
I of Eloquence, Humor, Sentiment. Pathos and BurStages connect as follows:
lesque, Uniform in style with the proceeding numAt Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.
•“rs. which have won the public heart, and the
cry Is
Limington, daily.
MOKE!
Cloth-bound, 75 cents; paper, 30 cents,
At Buxton Centre for West
or 4 copies for *1.
Bonny Ea-1.
Also “Excelsior Dialogues,” reBuxton,
and Limington, daily.
vised, price *1 25.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
Ask your bookseller for them, or send
Ncwfield, Parprice to P.
Bonsheld and Ossipce, Tuesdays, Thursdays and SatGarrett & Co., 702 Chestnut st.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
urdays, returning alternate days.
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,
[ can sell these by thousands.
jan23t4w

Jr--SISSSKSfaK”-

•for NORFOLK and
—

William

P7777, A DE LP777A
Steamship Line.

_______

Passenger

trains leave Portland dalPortsmouth ami Boston, (Snnlays excepted) at *1.10 A. M, t6.15A.
{9.10 A. M., 13.30 P. M., 13.45 P.
for

v-—-

7~
M

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M.f 18.30 A.
M., fl2.15 P. M., 13.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M.f returning
* at

5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M.,
M., f2.38 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.10 P. M.
•Pullman
car express train,
tAccommodation train.
$ Mail train.

110.40 A.

lExpress.

fig^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train ardeparts from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M.', and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections
to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
rives at and

Snpt.

Arrangement,

Nor.

13,

Tt/'E

desire U) engage

few

Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A, M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* t. M.
For

Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A M
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.304, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.304, 3.46* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P M
rain with the 9,00 P. M. train for New York via Sln.ie

or on

MEHRITT, Superintendent,

WM. SMITH, L. h. D.

,™|IS

Grand

Trunk
-FOR-

AND

COLDS AND COUGH.

ai‘J territory to D. L. GUEKN-

febStjfv

REMEMBER

that neglected colds
brhig early cofAw tins.
If you have a cough, whether
with a scusible cord erwithontlt, take instant
pains to get rid ol

AGENTS.

s'*”-

Coal by the Cargo!

MADE; OR, the STRUGGLES
Self-made Men, by J. D.
Jr. By forty eminent exam
plea, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same
time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the
press and
extra terms, adtlress. GEORGE
JIACLEAN.
Scll0°l St., Boston.

FLOWERsfEastem Agent,

The

JAMES

STEAMER,

febottw

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
OE TRAINS.

WINTER

10*1.“"'

only complete Ufo of

FISK.

B-SL_TmmmrT*5S£ZSL.

avtetfiisfcrsire

Hard and While Pine Timber

“iiSSSM’E'

Ot
HARD

.^H™1mrSeL0r'ritorTar«^e.
oUr^j?U3HING G°'

baodaDd sawed to dimetts.oaj,
PINE

PLANK,

HARD PINK FLOORING AND
STEP.

BOARDS,

for snie

by

STETSON# POPE,
Whstf

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, Oct,
30, 1571
wB1 fuu as follows:
HiPassenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
Paris, and infprramliato
Mail train
^stopping at all stations) for Islaml
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.1# P. M.
Accommodation for South PariB and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. 11.
trains will arrive as fellows I
From Soutu Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A, If.
^ue*)ec’ Horham and Bangor, at
2
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P M
^“Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not resiionslble for
baggage to
any amount exceeding #50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at tho rate ot
one passenger tor
every #500 additional value.

Dock, first,

of B stieet.
office, Ht State a-..Burton.

corner

_mf-9eo,l;y_

ELIAS HOWE

n——

Sew ing Machines

Director,
vi ti a
H.EAn+B¥.
focal -]*anat/'n3
Superintendent,
Portland, Oct, 28, 1871.
ocdthslw-ostf

ANDBUTTBltlCK’9

feb26f-4w

Passenger

151'mMMOntrta1'

It Is

Patterns of liarnieMs

JURUBEBA!

PLUMM?E A

not A

FffYsrc-Jt is not what Is popularly
called a bittkrs, nor is It intended as such
iT
a South Amkiucan
plant that has been used for
many years by the n,.-.ileal faculty of thoaa
oountrlca
with wonderful
efficacy as a paWKUH L ALTYHativk
and uneqvalep i-iiiiiikh of
the blood and is a
Sure pftd Bur fact Remedy for all diseases of the

is

_J>M*

MAXUVACTHEl) /I

Uropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood,
Abscesses, Tumors,
Jaundice, Scrofula, Dvspep.
sia, Ague and Fever, or

H H. K. HOOPER cf soys,
I.,-

feb‘26

4MM0N AT HIS OLD BUSINESS

^

KENDALL
Pori land

*’

A

NEW
out?

Renovate those you have with
JOUVEN’S INODOROUS KID KLOVK
CLEANER.
it will make them equal to new with
”3
trouble. Be careful to got the Qeftulae, scarcely1 aiv
Sojd by h uggists and Dealers in Fancy3 Goods
Price 23 cents per bo*tle.
F. V. WELLS A
CO.,
__192 Fulton Street, New York.

HUU ?!

^H1 q

q

**

thompwwn pojiade optioe
used dally, will moke It so. It
is entirely a Yfwnrfnhlr

sssr,nFanc? «ooS
F. C. WELLS A CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

or

ASTOUNDING
—OF

‘■W I ndli, Street, Ho.l.n,
Oen’l

Ag’ta for Slew Kug laml.
rilENKRl,

A. A.
tot>2D

Wood/

Agent f.r Perl [a ml.
4w

O ard SOFT
"OOD lor sals at
H.t v.*!u
street. Also Dry
jcdgingj

4d Lin
Xo.
*

WM. HUSK

DISCLOSURES

*

TUK—

U. 8. Secret

Service.

(By

PKKViisaios.FKDMTHEDepartment
With
portrait, of U. 9. Detective,,
and a akelch of tW
H. C
By Capt. Ueo. P. Burnham, 400

A
And

Woodl

UMrsfirw.

MEMOIRS

And cannot be equalled for

Ersssm).

and

A VOLUME OF
1

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS,
and

Caagh", Cold*

taaiiea.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations, (let
only Welch’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 26 cts i*ei
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 1tf Platt St., N. \
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
feb26-3m
Portland, Mr.

OIL!

®>llr*lf» Brilllaar,,

pepMti i*

THESE

is

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls.
by
<1. I* BARTLETT Ac CO.,

WHITNEY.

TABLETS present the Acid in comblnation with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Dh»eaww.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of relief
in cases iff Throat difficulties of
years* standing.

4w

intended tor use tu
ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect
security from awideut arc required. If Is
prepared carefully at the

<t»

,2p IK7!.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

0

s if

SEED!

BUSHELS Ke* Tijuoiliy Seed; il...
\J Clover aud litd Top lor sale by

ECIECTI C

concern

vou go

djy

Sl'GD,

WICKES'

devote himself antirely to his trade, as
E, P, GAMMON.
3m

MONEY IN BUYING
WHYpairSPEND
of Kid Gloves every time

U.I.:_»■

their Concoml-

O TICE.

sn

1...

IcU

Strap#,

1Q

WILDEBj

Middle 91.. Up SUM.

TWINES AND NETTING,

or

want

The only Shawl Strap mail# with
Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba
metallic top.
Silver plated, with oross and end
straps. Acknowl- is ottered to the public as a great invigorator and remedged by all who have seen them to be the neatest edy Tor all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fureshawl strap ever Invented. Just the
thing for holi- | going complaints
day presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straus of
1
JIKIBEBA
all kinds.
| la oonddently recommended to
family as a
Sole Manufacturers of
Broad’* patents, 2?i Market household remedy, and should l>eevery
freely taken in all
Street, Opposite P. O.
derangements of the system. It gives health, vigor
tone to all the vital forces, and animates and forG. B. BROAD A CO,
tifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
decl9-dtf
JQHJ( Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular
N

or

173

FISHERMEN!

LHni-s1'<l?rfc''’i:i"lar*Umentor0b",,''K-'lon'>nnte*.
tiqes, Urinary, Uterine,
Abdominal Organ**
ofBlooil, Intermittent^
'Til”?
Remittent Fevers. Inflammation
of the

HAVE YOU SEEN
Broad’s Patent Shawl

other business

BROKEN,

STOVE nud CHESTNUT
By tbe cargo at the very lowrs' maike* price, deon board at
plat e ol shipment, and * ill procure vessels tv trvinsnoi t the kame
when desired

toSX'rtXKr,1 "f

Bangor, Me.

”7l~

i.cp,

Containing a full account of all hla schemes, enterprises and assassination.
Biographies of Vanderbilt

£ «■

tor
,th * I’unxsc, DODD'S
popular. Pot sale by all drugfebl9t4w

rfi"”Ue".

NKRVINFI
IN E u the m<*t

FORTUNES,

AGENTS WANTED.

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office," or
“best routes’* advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
at the
Hall,or
and
obtain prices, aud see the saving in
Depot
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago
D. H. BLANCHARD’S,
oppo, Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland. Me

WM.
sept25dtf

imvnthVrM
inonthly ?,100, p0Py

HOW

point in the

“jpowem)
afta clothVTT

Wire

McCabe,

CALIFORNIA,
Or
any other

JM
SnGU„llHWOrif

THEY WERE
and Triumphs of our

JRaihoay

IT.

‘"K
at will Divlnatbm
tlou, Spiritualieni. Sorceries, Demonology, and IOOO
other wonders
bv mall * i
free to agents only. $l,OOt
easily made. Address T. w. EVANS Pub
41 S. 8th Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
feh514w

8300 per month hy selling

GREAT

LIFE

WHO UA8 KEEN

__

I »# AGENTS WANTED NOW.
yrlY • S100 to $200 jicr month cleared in
canvassing for Hi.fory of the Orrnt Hire* in
Chicago and the Warid. Has outsold all othem
History Published. By Rev. E. J.
S&traLStt?1'!?
and 75 Illustrations,
fUp*^UEEI>' U. D .675 Pages(colored
tmenski,,,
am
T- ?
™i World Maps, success la in
and
L.
S. and
certain. An-

to

OXE

Fascination or Soul Charm
pages by Herbert Hamilton, B. A. How

TiOOK

880

___mrlblti

Address as above, or J.StGood',7,?’, .1,,
E<
r- HoVl'y, boston, or Fred.
M imnhCaF'v.<>r
N- Y" OT w»lton * Co.. Indian.
lSlS;|i“b"'
airolla,
feba-lwt
Ind._

WANTED.—Send for Circulars, and sec
our terms, and a full
description ot the work. Addross National Publishing Co., Phil*. Pa.
Ja31t4w

novll-dtf

Lyipurchasing tickets via the

ye'

BEEDEN THE WHITE CHIEF
“Uta*b°oI* ‘Atant. Works of absorbing in,
".sr Ex,ra'-t8'
C. b. VENT, Pub.,
fill.,O.,an,158 Murray St. N.V.
wanted for Chicaj/o ami the Great
Agjuts also
Conflrigriittmi
by Colbert and Chamberlin, Editors Chiillustrated.
Fully
30 OOoilrtl
1,1

OF

WAITED,

ANDREWS,

STATE PRISON

SMITH'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
It oontains over 250 toe
Scripture Illustrations and
into pages, and is the most
comprehensive and valuable History of the Bible ever
published. The labor
and learning of uenturies are
gathered in this one
volume, to throw a strong clear light
upon
1
every
5
page of the Inspired Word.

Boston.

$5.00 SAVEDr

H,**1,,

4w

BV

Pub., Coucord, N. H.

—

,b® «”■>'■>«'• Hotel,tbe Maine
Hotel at DamHii.wti<i, ruiJOuluuiiHiui lluurt*, Xy*llx.
A e°ci1
Stable ia connected with the

II.LIJ«TKATED

J!«,rat«n.ce for toriU8

at

RANDALL

)

Fultouvlll*, !

___Jn29t

—

KENDALL’S mills,
BY

sending

bEi

A.e.u,,
1.,,, Wh.n, B

?o

:®1

Mo._Jn2Pt

ADTHOR

sail-

e&a FAIKITEU) HOUSE,-

Commission

•Accommodation.
4 Fast Express,
W.

jnia.iv

Agents to sell the
buckeye SEW-

35 Cents
By
with age, height, color of eyes uul li«n, ,uu will
receive by return mull a correct
of vour future
husband or wife, with name andpicture
date of
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 marriage.

BY

1871.

halt the rate ol

one

by the Penn. R. K. and So-itt

by connecting lines forwarded tree ol comiuiesioii
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage annlv to
WHITNEY * SAMPSON,

Full Particulars furnished on application. Address
W. A. Hr\.
DEHsojr S CO., General
Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
bt. Corns,
4w

1

Boston, at 1 p.m
wh<r’'"■«■*-■

more

tv? «T&d,5Sw.wn&Imr>'f«l
AHo^ESS8’**
A
Home and Wagon 11,ber»*1salary
given to Agent*.

*

I®' ,,’e

hv

EMPLOYMENT.
a

inauranee

|

established.

PROFITABLE

Jrom ffng Wharf,

-C- f w

HISTORY of the BIBLE.

.Trains leave P. 9. & P. R. R. Stag?i?iB??f!jjj|tion, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
r*sear"—Ja. M., 3.301, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
-“-*7.30, 48.30 A. M., *12.45, *3. P. M

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

Leave eooli port every W,
dne$diTA8atTirJ*i

Ot all medicines tliat rive
strengin and robustness to
body and mind, DODD'S NERVINE bears the palm.
Its sale is large and tls
popularity
long
* robably more fuiuilit t
keep it on hand for everv day
use as a stimulant ami
corrective, thau all other medicines now before the public. It Is
pleasant to take
a*any wine.
jan23f4w

F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. K. R.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Winter

jaiu.(|iw

a

sleeping

“°9tf

vv..u.

A Reliable Tonic.

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, Nor’r 13th, 1871.

iione.^Wge^t:

illustrated. Pric low. Will outsell everything
Send for Circulars.
Addrene Columbian Book Co.,
v,

Kenned,,:

BOSTON

dally.

—•

BALTIMOKK

Rati. A Ohio 11. 11. to
and
Washington
•
place* Weil.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aocommocatlon*.
Fare including Berth and Meal* to
Norfolk Sl» 50
time 4* hours; to Baltimore $16, time 65
hour*
Norfolk. 48 hour*. To Baltimore, 64 hours
*or further information
apply to
E- SAMPSON,
Agent.
■Iune2tf_ 88 Central Wharf, Rollon,

re8AX

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Steamships

i—

“McClellan
Copt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
*
by
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarde.1 from Norfolk to Peleribura and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. <t Yen,,
Air Line'to all jwint* in
Virginia, Tenneuee, Alabama uud iweorgia | and over the Seaboard
and Roa»mle «. R. to an point* in North and South
Carolina
bv the

REJECTION*,

i Finely

■

William Laicrenee.”
“George Atmold.*•

JAMES FISK.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Doc. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

ARRANGEJVIKN'i'

Eaatport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John ami Eaatport ever
Thursday.
at Eastport with steamer
^Connecting
QUEEN for
St. Andrew* and Calais, and with N. B & C Rail-

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautttul and striking, combining an
entirely new
and elegant Family Phutugrapb Album, with
a complete Family
Hialary. Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN. 3
Schaol Street, Samoa, Saw.
ja«-4wt

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers bv the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Bos-

Winter Arrangement.

CO.

Jaha, Digbr

On and after
MONDAY, Deo.
25th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Cant S. H. Pike, will leave
.Railroad Wharf, foot of State St
_--—--'every Monday, at 6.14, vn. m t,!’

novelty in the subscription
at sight in every family. The

line which will sell
HAVE

At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton,
daily.
VTA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco.

Ml.

ONE TKII* PER WEEK !

AGENTS

long wanted

8TAGF8.
VIA 7.40 A. M

and

Windsor and Halifax.

lain, ana
will run as

^^-gtollowa:

-““

daily.

Calais

Lust port,

rtov.

R;.;fffffS?3SluPtil further notice, trains

A

Month to sell our Universal Cement
Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cut*rUcle’’ Ssco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.

Sootia

LINE.

INTEBNATI0NALSTEAM8HIP
PORTLAND

_dels

AtrenntheninK

HENRY FOX. Haifa Wharf, Portland
AMES Pler *’ E' *•> New Yurk-

May

J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.
16tf

Being connected with no

with* Rheu-

at

with

From UveriKwl, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, sft3<L CTIRRKNC'Y.
booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin passage
apply
at the Company’s Otflce, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 8» State Street, Boston.

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Munson and Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with
Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,

ALTERATION

feT.

Oalfa Wharf, Portlaa.l
MONDAY ami THURS-

*gStTtj*W!9B»every

and

EXCHANGE

Steamers Dirigo ami Fnmconi
UMtI* farther notice, run a-

-V

the

$8.00;

ARBIIHAKHKJIT.

AfwfVji

Boston $6.50.

for

C'o.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

through.

John,

Steamship

Steamers appointed to sail

B*thf

Calais and St.

I'lTV,

been fltttd
up at a great expense with a Jarg«
---number of beautiful st te Room*
will run the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf. Portland, at 7 o’clock,
and India Wharf. Boston everv
dav, at 5 o'clock.
I*. M.. (Sundays excepted.
Cabin
I 30

ooston.

No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p.
m., Bath 5, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. m.
No. 7. Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Watervile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Bruns6 p*
at Brunswick
(remaining
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed
Fare $5.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. in. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. in
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston. Fare to Portland $5.00 ; to

ho Intends to

Still outsells any

mch4t4w

12:50.

144 1-2

BEWARE

Plasters.

Price

&

ROOM,

a

Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted
matism, or pains of any kind? try one of
.tlnchi no-spread

8:15,
9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
1:35, Bath 1:00. Readfield 11:40, Lewiston
Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.

?
«uj*erIor sea-goln
aid

am!
FOREST

MONTREAL, having

Cork Har.

Cabin, $.80 Hold. Steerage, $80 Currency

GREAT WEST.

W. P. HASTINGS.

YOU

Wells’

Ar-

Skowliegan
Brunswick

abov*.

FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION*-

Physical Elfe Of""

Dealers in Medicin

and

Portland Me.

•

To Lease! DO

of the

open, Room No. 4.
DR. SHEPARD,
United Ntales Hotel.

feb!7-dlw*

2m

FIRST class Boarding Houm>, containing
48 rooms, and furnished in the best manner, it
is one of the best locations in
Boston, situated on
Rovlston Place, near the Common and Public Garden. Price low and terms
easy, It must be sold by
the 12th of the present month, Enquire at Noll
BOYLSTON PLACE, Boston, Mass.
mSi5.6i
AGENTS ! ! !

case

tarrh that I cannot perm anately cure.
rible and loathsome disease has brought

*

or

eod 3m

CATARRH

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

For Sale

cemwittuoaiions

References: Win. Read, M. D., (late City PhvDavid Thayer, M. D.; John Skinner. M
D
*!cla,I>;
C.F. Folsom, M. D.; S. L. Dutton, M. D. Boston-;
Nathan French, M. D., Malden
Centre, Mass

prevent the Hair from falling out.

Makes the Hair smooth and
stain the skin as others.

6:45,

Springfield line.
EErTreight train:, between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

EXTRACT

Rivor

known to

GRAY

ORIGINAL

Hudson

Board and Nursing, for Ladies about to be
confined
or who require treatment,
(except for contagious or
venereal diseases,) under the
charge of their o wn phycan
be
found
sician,
by addressing Mrs, M. S, Ware

janl3

Is

once

jRSBSSffiSftiSfC-1"'

confidential;-

Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath
brims wick 7:15, Lewiston (via
Danville) 6:45.
rives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. *• Leave* Bangor at 8:10 a.
m., Dexter

or

ments.

Address at

No. 1.

new

fare.f

No. 19. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects w ith 31>- m. train from Boston.

£

rhe

steamers

m.

Train* Due at Portland.

ROSTOIV.

I'OR

Steamers appointed tc sail

No. tl. Leave Portland at 1:00 u. m., Lew'iston
Danville 2:50, ReadlieM 3:59, KeD«tail’s Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincolu railroad fur Damariscotta,
Rockland, &e.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowbegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
1». m., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. in. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Batli

Augusta 8:15 p.

Queenstown,

at

DIRECT BitOT1

via

7:10 and

LINE
RTEAfflERN

AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

S

Calling

No. lO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9:00, (there connecting with Knox <& Lincoln Railroad tor Damariscotta, Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
Augnsta 10:30 a. m.

feeling

Will sell to be paid lor in Install-

GREAT CHANCE FOR AGENTS
Do vou want an agency, local or
traveling,
with an opportunity to make $5 to $20 a
day
selling our new strand White Wire Clothes
Lines? They last forever; sample free. Send
for circular.

lD,^^|gf||g|||gj

for Bangor, No.
12:30 a. in. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00. Waterville 5:00. Arrives
at Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John ami Halifax.

UUU|[I,

Price lists sent by mail.

SAM’L WALKER & CO.,
3 Tremont Row;
Boston, Mass.

dim_

uuu

Coughs, C'oldm, Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis*, Asthma and Consumption.

SALESMEN

TO PHYSICIANS. ■SSS'-.is,

HALL’S

nrwui

a new

febl9

throughout

rj

m

to take

on

MAIL

Pasesuger trains leave Portland
6) (night express via Augusta,) at

WINTER

orders for “Chamber** EnWANTED
and revised Edicyclopaedia”, being
tion to
with several

JOSEPH BLANCHARD.

feb21tf

E

premises.

THE

Dr. Jonrdain’s Consulting Office.
61 Hancock Street. Boston, Mom.

THE

the

OF

Anatomy, Boston,

just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the yuious causes of the loss qf manhood, with full
instructions for Its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means qf cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

thousand engravings.
1872,
Kitto’a Family Bible, contains upwards of
1000 Engravings, by the most eminent artists; new
&
__The undersigned oflers for salo the “New ; Type and printed on heavy white
paper, with numersituated in the pleasant
CZXZ^Hampshire House,” of
ous notes and references.
city Dover, N. H. The
J^LWand prosperous
Warrester’* Dictionary,a new edition prepared
ifl in Kood reI,air; wel1
defurnished;
expressly for subscribers; printed on heavy toneil palight fully located, with fine shade trees and
per and well illustrated with Steel Engravings.
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
The Pictorial Band ay Readings, contains
Will be sold with or without furniture.
choice articles on the leading subjects or the Bible;
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address,
80 Chromo Engravings.
Conductor on B. & M. R R.
jalOeodtf
The |Popuiar Educator; an Encyclopaedia
of Elementary and Technical
Education; treats all
FOR SALE.
subjects: adapted to all classes.
The Living World; with
descriptions of the
several races of men, and all species of Birds, Aniwell known Farm owned by Joseph Blanmals, Fishes, Insects, etc., upwards of 300 colored
chard, in Cumberland, one mile from the Centre, snbjects.
would exchange for City Property. If not sold by
Liberal Salaries or Commission paid to
good busi1st of April, will be to let.
ness men, with exclusive
territory. Catalogues sent

Enquire-on

CUNARD

______

Train* From Portland.

Eclectic medical Infirmary.

Bonds.

ACTIVE

are consulted dv one or

young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, aud by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such caseB yield to the
proper aud on
ly to correct course ot treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in
perfect health.
more

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

a

SEASON.

Bow ftlany Thousands Can Testify to This
By Cnbappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
compliant generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

power.

ernment

IX

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation tliat is sure to follow ; do not wait for unsightly Ulcere, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of
Beauty
and Complexion.

Seat

theuce^again

To JLet.

or

subscriber about to remove to Portland, offers
for sale or to be let in the city of Auburn, a few
minutes walk from depot, churches and schools his
spacious and convenient dwelling house, stable and
outbuildings, and grounds surrounding them of about
two acres of land consisting of a lawn, shrubbery
and vegetable garden, current and gooseberry bushes,
apple, pear, plum and cherry trees in full bearing.
A*so adjoining the above are thirteen acres of highly cultivated mowing, arable and pasture land, on
which is a
young orchard of thrifty trees. The whole
convenieutly divided and fenced. Said premises are
pleasantly situated on high ground overlooking the
city of Auburn and Lewiston. The buildings with
lawn and garden would be exchanged for a house in

He would call the attention of the afflicted to
the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned
reputation!
tarnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

HAS

PATENT

OFFICE OF

Dyer
Saco,
THE
road, three miles from the Post
from old Orchard Beach: contains
farm

ox

__jun30tf
TO
LET.

R. R.

Diseases of the Skin. A

OifT Saw For Sale.

GOOD Gate Saw. nearly

particulars concerning this Bond, or
apply to the undersigned.
SWAPT A BARRETT,
H. N. PAHON,
W. E. WOOD,
Bankers, Portland.

of the same,

I T !

3m

near

Desirable Country Residence,

For further

purchase

or

QFFICES

long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and
making a
and
permanent cure
perfect

by

GENUINE

___

S'ul?

COUGH AND CROUP BALSAM !

Furnished Room
without board.
WITH
wanted. Apply

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

_

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROAR.

No. 3 Lincola st.

at

Merchants National Bank,

at

iyistl

reasona-

suitable lot of land alone. Inquire bv mail on the
premises, or of U P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill's Corner.

for the future.

These

Farm For Sale.
Containing 72 acres; about

a

station, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R; one
of the best locations in the place.
The lot contains
If acres; the buddings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, wjth L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
Office. The house and land will be sold with or
wuuout me
.wursery stocKs,or tne dwelling House and

distance, grades, climate and tributary fertile country, the Northern Pacific is assured of a vast and
profitable business from the outset, with a large increase

CO.

CHAMPLIN &

seen

pay a dividend of more than 9} per cent, on its total
cost. With its great and unquestioned advantages in

TEAS, GROCERIES & PROVISIONS.
And where

at

saleable than those of most other grants; bnt. sold at
the general average of 87,04, par acre, they will yield
more than $161,000 per mile of road—more than three
times the possible cost of construction and equip-

An
we

who have

fe28eod3w

For Rent.
Piano, in good order, at

Portland,

ment ; at

Dunn & Non.
Henry
feb2tkl 1

We beg leave to inform the
moved to the Spacious Stores

VALUE OF LAND GRANTS.

The lands of the Northern PacificRoad

by all

Apply

Portland Nursery, and Buildings connected
with it. Located at Morrill’s Corner,
THE
Deering,
miles from

which twenty-sixland grant
railroads have thus far sold their lands is $7.04 per
acre—the highest average of any grant being $13.98,
and the lowest $3.07. With few exceptions the average selling price has increased from year to year.

Iu the rooms recently occupied by Mnrr Brothers.
On and after
Momluy^Marrh 4th, we shall expose for nale, a very larg.* aemortmeut of HarnoMw
all of our own Manufacture, adapted to all kinds <5f

tt

whole
part ot the block ot Brlok Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
tbe

For Sale.

2J

Sold In the United States during ^the month

Sale.

good second-hand Safe.

Feb 28-eod3w

This land is capable of
in abundance all the Fruits, Vegetables
and cereals of the Eastern or Middle States.

of

SALE.

For

1;,

Real

average’price

Sebago

A

AN

A seven octave
ble rate.

The

7 rooms,

TO
Let.
DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms. Enquire of
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
E. W.LOCKE.
_Jyl3 dtf_

excellent farm of about 94 acres, six miles
from this city, and one from a railroad station;
good house and out-buildings. Will be sold at a barfe28eod3w
gain If applied for soon.

producing

MANUFACTORY,

GEO. R. DAVIS A CO.

FOR

$6,000,000

acres

our

Building Lot 41x30, lathe Westpart of the city, for sale. Apply to

mr9eod2w

THE

have Removed

are

impure connection or the terrible vice of seif-abuee.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in
GCARantekino A Cure in ai,l
Cases, whether of

Middle-Aged Men,

or

prepared le lean money in .urn.
from 9100 le any amennt desired, « Hr*<
elmw mortgage, in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Dee ring. Parties desirous at building can also be acesmzaedated with loans.
GEO. K. DAVIS A CO.,
Real Estate A Mortgage Broker*.
te|>24ti
ern

sold In

without

To be Let,

Loan///

Small

were

To Let,
let, containing

Apply

water.

8 A. M. to 9 P. M
daily,
Dr. H. addresses those who arc
suftering under the
afliiction of private diseases, w hether
arising from

octlOeodtf

particulars call at SI LINCOLN

jt28t'

Of these bonds

tbe second floor

ST.aug23

plenty

he found the whole fields swarming with peoJanuary.
ple ; the whole crop was out of the ground,
and again under it, pitted and covered, and
the people gone, in a few hours. It was as if
the fairies that we read of in the Irish legends, as coining to the aid of good people and
helping them in their labors, had taken a likThe** Bond* have sold, during the past
mg to mis gooa landlord, and taken in his
year, to an extent unequalled by those ot
harvest for him. Mr. Crofton, who knew who
any other Corporation, and they hare now
his helpers had been, sent the steward to pay
taken tkeir place among tke solid and fathem their day’s wages, and to thank them at I
Torite securities of the country.
the same time for having come to help him at j
This is because the Bonds are based upon tne
a time when iheir labor was so useful to him.
amplest security, being a FIRST AND ONLY
One and all refused a penny; and their
MORTGAGE “upon the railroad franchises, nd
spokesman said, “They wished they could do i all
the lands and property, and rights of property,
more for the likes of him or his
I
family.”
real and personal, now in possession by the Northern
have heard of many conspiracies in this counPacific Railroad Company, or which the said Compatry; is not this one as worthy to be told as
ny may hereafter acquire.” The Land Grant of the
any of them ? [The Irish Sketch Book.
Northern Pacific Railroad will average over 23,000

REMO YE D!

rpENEMENT
A water. For

to

to Lei.

No. 36 Andersen street; pearly new, contains six 100ms, eight closets, good cellar, and
HOUSE
ol

a

grounds,

To Let

Front Rooms
TWO
boatd at 28 High st.

Feb.

Rooms, J*fg|g?g^f^|Commei>ciiig

Wo. 172 Cumberland
Street,
lie can be consulted
privately, and with
WHERE
the utmost confidence
by the afflicted, at all
nours
and from

SEEK FOR SOME

RAILROAD

———Arrangement of Trains,

Medical

Hare

CENTRAL

MAINE

HIS

AT

STEAMERS.

ranted.

irout room on second floor. Also
third floor with board. 49 Frankoc28tf

on

ME.

REAL ESTATE.

people,

the potato

IF

To Let

;

loot among his friends in England as well as
in Ireland, was enabled to collect a sum of
money sufficient to purchase ipeal for the

cordingly.
Next day, on going to

First-1 lass Houses to Let.

NO r »ld previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in the new brick block of tour, on the corner ol
Neal and Pine st?, will be rented on tavorabi* teuns.
Theee are first class housea in every respect, 5onaiuing 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T.
HULL, 48
Union St.
sep16

Lodging Booms

as

potato story, which is, I think, to the purIn the courty of
pose, wherever it is told.

which was given to them, or sold at
very low prices, until the pressure of want
was withdrawn, and the blessed potato
crop
came in.
Some time in October, a smart
night’s frost made Mr. Crofton think that it
was time to take in and pit his own
potatoes,
and he told his steward to get laborers ac-

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
Sreet, Portland.* Me
jan 12-d&wtf

lin st.

Gardener. Good references
SITUATION
given. Address GARDENER, Press Office.
mch6*lw

North’ll Pacific Bonds

before those of the present season were
up.
Mr. Crofton by liberal donations on his own
part, and by a subscription which was set on

repair.
excellent—sea-dressing

Wanted.

i

Mayo a gentleman by the name of Crofton is
a landed
proprietor, in whose neighborhood
great distress prevailed among the peasantry
during the spring and summer, when the potatoes of the last year were consumed, and

Let.

one room O’i

CO’S,

POtWD

generally
study

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Bam, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is
and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to
carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms
moderate.
For particulars apply to

PLEASANT

87 MIDDLE STREET,
mchTeodtf
PORTLAND,

THE POPULAR LOAN.

■»-

March 4-d2w*

Test and Pantaloon Makers !

ALLEN &

GENERAL AGENTS,
23 Nassau Street, New Y«rk.

I’ve boen a sister, good an’ true,
For live an’ thirty year;
I’ve done what seemed my part to do.
An’ prayed my duty clear;
But deatli will stop
my voice, I know,
For he iB on my track;
And some day I to church w ill go,
Aud never more come back.
And when the folks get up to sing—
When’er that time shall be
I do not want no patent thing
A squealin’ over me!
—Our fireside Friend, Chicago.

MIDDLE

mr9dlw

AT

Au’ Deacon Tubbs—but all broke down,
As one might well suppose;
He took one look at sister Brown,
And meekly scratched his nose.
He looked his hymn book through and through,
And laid it on the Beat,
And then a pensive sigh he drew,
And looked completely beat.
An’ when they took another bout,
He didn’t even rise;
But drawed his red bandanner out,
An’ “wiped his weepin* eyes.”

From 172 Middle

st.

WA IT ED!
Coat,

OR TO

nuui w w

But then, sbe al’ays tried to do
The best she could, sbe said;
She understood the time right through,
An, kep’ it with her head ;
But when she tried this morn in’, oh,
1 had to laugh, or cough!
It kep’ her head a bobbin’ mi,
It e’enamost came off!

HARNESS

Exchange

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,
MAINE.

Boarding House
mO Lease; pleasantly located on the comer of ConA gress and Franklin sts; contains 13 good rooms,
gas, &c.
Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

between 49 Pine street and St. Luke’s
letter addressed

__

to 90

PORTLAND,

MThe

West Commercial

MRS. ELIZABETH A. COLLINS,
Care James E. Prindle, Portland, Me.
v„ ___i ..i i_Z_,_'

person

by mail, to

lower rent of house 87 Franklin street,
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit of
nice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

Lost!
a

on

Com-

in-

of the issue.

particulars furnished

And sister Brown—I could but look—
She sits right front of me;
She never was no siugin’ book,

\Vc

or near

rewarded by leaving the same
suitably
mercial street.

New York.

after every verse, you know,
They play a little tune,
I did’nt understand, an’ so,

An’

in a small
Horse Cars.
mch9dlw

Apply to 48 UNION ST., up stairs.

AT

comer of
and wash room
Water and Gas. Inquire of
Post Office.
fe22-lw

AN

Wanted.
GOOD Girl to do general housework
in
family
Deering, on the line of the

the first of April and October,

Tenement,

rooms

Island to

mchfidlm*

A

stairs

Nice Rent for $200.

All orders promptly attended to.
Remember Cash Paid.

event.

The Bonds

A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial street.

janlOtf

and

THE

l*ayment of the interest, and the final payment of

wife, or

Nov 24-dtf

highest cash prices paid for I.adicM'
Gentlemen’s Cast Ofl* Clothing.

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

and

BRICK

A

the

Private

Store. No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modem conveniences. Apply to

in the basement; Sebago
D F. GERTS, Engineer,

WANTED,

recommend them

JONES,

CAN BE

Inquire ;

Lei!

A Boyd & Oxfordnpsts; four

SMALL rent, within 5 minutes walk of the P.
& K. Depot, about 4 rooms for $2 per week. G.
I. C., C. R. Chisholm & Bros,. 371 Commercial st.
mch5eod*3t

seldom in the market.

rooms;

month.

two gentlemen. Also a few table boarders acjn4-tf
commodated, at 52 Free Street.

To

STEAMERS.

_j*_

Room To Let.
board suitable for gentleman

WITH

RAILROADS.

im. i.b. niir.HEs

1 Oalt Block.

feb3dtf

PLEASANT

Street.

Wanted.
|

MEDICAL.

To be Lei.

Cook at No. 74 State

While railroad bonds may be

H. A.

Apply

feb3

dc30 dtf
AN ex]>erienced

all its bonds.

xASebago water; rent ten dollars a

of

Wanted.

paid,

a sum

bundle.

LEl^

To be Let
A PLEASANT U[>-Stalr» Tenement;four

woman as

Found.
White House, a small

just ojien-

road is but

honest, reliable

wet nurse fora child
six months old; the person to nurse the child at
her own home; liberal pay given.
fe24*6t tf
Apply at ouce at 69 Green st.

mortgage debt is $2,500,000, or about fly,-

iXM) to the mile.

TO

Boarders Wanted.

by way of Evansville and Nashville with the eutire

are

with board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, comer of FranklinfeblTtf
rooms

OOL) Rooms; board reasonable.
r
febetf
No 11 MYRTLE ST,

celebrated Block Coal fields of Indiana, and

with the

on

Some worldly chaps was standin* near,
An’ when 1 seed them grin,
“I M«i farewell to every fear,”
And boldly waded in.
I thought I’d ehase their tune along,
An’ tried with all my might;
Rut though my voice is good and strong,
I couldn’t steer it right.
When they was high, then I was low,
And also contra’wise;
And I too Cast, or they too slow,
To ‘‘mansions in the skies.”

iicttu

of the richest

one

1

LINE,

FINISHED

expenses

To-day the preacher, good old dear,
With tears all in liis eyes,
Read—‘‘I cau read my title clear
To mansions in the skies.”
I al’ayH liked that blessed hymn—
I s’]K>se I ul’ays will;
It somehow gratifies my whim,
In good old Orton ville;
Rut wlieu that choir got up to sing,
I couldn’t catch a word;
They sung the most dog-gondest thing
A body ever heard!

au

j

Boarders Wanted.
PERMANENT or transient taarders accommodated with good rooms and l>oard. Two connected

connecting Chicago by the shortest route

and

I South.

I’ve been a sister good an’ true,
For live an’ thirty year;
I’ve done what seemed my part to do,
An* prayed my duty clear;
I’ve sung the hymns both slow and quick,
Just as the preacher read,
And twice, when Deacon Tubbs was sick,
I took the fork an’ led!
And now, their bold, new-fangled ways
Is cornin’ all about;
And 1, right in
my latter days,
Am fairly crowded out!

I started in too

A.

Running through

right,

Thev’ve hoisted up their new machiue
In'everybody’s sight.
They’ve got a chorister and choir,
Ag’in my voice arid vote;
For it was never my desire
To praise the Lord by note!

I

and Vincennes

RAILROAD,

scare)Yn.^vM

the

ou

new

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

THE

„„

i.v‘

n.
Re

<i|'"h>

WhSl*?1*”''’1

page,. prl,t. „ ■>„

KU.HA.VriC, STARTUP.

Wonderful Booh ! jUM
Mailed, pont.^H, anywhere, on
receipt of price.
Addrea, » «bun Me*.h,,TQ
Hanover Hirer..

Book

Trade,applied by LKK& SJ1KPAKD. Boat.-.
feb21d*w
deo*lt

w4t

w8

